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You’ve probably heard Iceland referred to as a hot
destination for so-called “dirty weekends.”
Icelandair certainly did its part in spreading that
message in the early noughties, luring visitors with
slogans like “Fancy a dirty Weekend in Iceland?”
“One Night Stand in Reykjavík” and “Miss Iceland
Awaits.”
The airline even featured games on the Scandinavian version of its website called “Halldor gets lucky
in the Blue Lagoon” and “Hildur gets lucky in the
Blue Lagoon,” in which characters chased their opposite sexes around the lagoon, collecting points by
respectively stripping them of their bikini tops and
swim trunks.
Even if you missed those incendiary ad tactics,
there’s a good chance that you listened to an Icelandic woman tell Oprah Winfrey back in 2005 that
women here have a fairly liberal attitude towards sex.
“It happens, yes,” she said when Oprah asked her
whether it was the norm to have sex with someone
you just met. “I guess we’re a bit liberal about things
because we have a much lower threshold for beginning new relationships. And you don’t have to go on a
date, number one and two, and perhaps on the third
date you ask him in. You don’t have rules like that.”
Then you might have also heard Quentin Taran-

Comic | Hugleikur Dagsson

tino’s version on the Late Night with Conan O’Brien
show a year later. “But you know it’s funny because
normally in America, the idea is to get the girls
drunk enough to go home with you,” he said. “In Iceland, you get the girls home before they get so drunk
that they’re passing out in your bathroom, or vomiting all over you. That’s the trick.”
Finally, pickup artist Roosh V. shared similar
views in his book ‘Bang Iceland,’ a guide to sleeping with Icelandic women. “I still can’t get my head
wrapped around how strange Icelandic hookup culture is,” he concludes. “It’s basically backwards: they
have sex first before having an extended conversation that women from almost any other country in
the world would require as a prerequisite to sex.”
It probably doesn’t come as a surprise that many
Icelanders oppose this negative publicity, as nobody
likes being stereotyped. In addition, this sort of attention has resulted in some less than pleasant experiences, as Margrét Erla Maack recounts on page 26.
But could it also be that Icelanders have their
knickers in a twist over all of this because it is
somewhat true? Valur Gunnarsson, the author of a
recently released e-book called ‘The Last Lover,’ investigates on page 23.

“All Is Love” starts off quietly, with skittering percussion and a burbling post-dubstep bassline. About 25
seconds in, comforting vocals arise seemingly from
the depths of the beat, slowly but surely soaring higher
and higher. The man behind M-Band, Hörður Bjarnason, possesses a voice that rests somewhere between
James Blake and Antony and the Johnsons. Soon, buoyant synths join in, beautifully intertwining with the vocals to a hypnotizing effective. Close your eyes and it’s
hard to place yourself anywhere but the sky, airborne
with the vocals and synths, as the bass and percussion
bubble and pop below in a clattering ocean of sound.
After the song reaches its reverb-drowned climax, the
beat steadily strips away, leaving nothing but a dusty
jazz hi-hat—an almost-anachronistic element representing the song’s new-school and old-school blend.
As the beat swells and contracts around him, Hörður
steadily croons, “…and all is love…” with such assuredness that it is impossible not to believe him.

Tourist Of The Year
We’re running a 2014 Tourist Of The
Year competition where one lucky
person will win a trip to Iceland,
courtesy of Icelandair and Icelandair
Hotels, Inspired by Iceland and yours
truly. We’ve gotten a few good submissions, like the
one from Heather DuCharme from the UK who has
travelled to Iceland 13 times already. If you’ve travelled to Iceland in 2014 and think you should be the
lucky winner, head on over to touristoftheyear.is and
submit your travel story.

Keeping Iceland
Warm Since 1926

www.66north.com

#66north

Say your piece, voice your
opinion, send your letters to:
letters@grapevine.is

Sour
grapes
& stuff
Most Awesome Letter of the Issue

In may 2013 my partner and I traveled around Iceland. I am
mildly obsessive about litter collecting, especially in beautiful and unspoilt areas of natural beauty. I have collected litter
throughout the Islands and Highlands of Scotland (my home
country) as well as the Canary Islands, Mainland Spain, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Italy. Attached is a montage of me
collecting Litter in Iceland in may 2013. During our stay I we
had a lovely meal at Barinn restaurant courtesy of Grapevine.
Thank you again and Keep Iceland beautiful.

Dearest Litter Picker-Upper,
We at the Grapevine are grateful for your litter-collecting obsession and love your Picking Up Litter in Beautiful Places photo series. It seems like you have beautified a number of places around
the world, and I think we can all agree that the world needs more
travelers like you. One question, though: Do you throw out the litter you collect, or do you actually keep it a la Jonathan in ‘Everything Is Illuminated’?
Keep keeping places beautiful!
Grapefully,
The Grapevine

Dear Grapevine
Firstly, congratulations on being such
an awesome magazine! My wife and I
just returned from honeymooning in
Iceland where we had an amazing time.
Sitting in 12 Tónar reading a copy of
Grapevine on our first day made me feel
like an instant local.
I was especially interested to read
the political pieces on Jón Gnarr and the
guide to the municipal elections. I was
struck by how accessible and immediate politics in Reykjavik is - or at least
seems to be. It's amazing to me that of
the eight parties running for office, six
were formed after 1999. It gives the impression of political entrepreneurship; if
you don't like any of the parties asking
for your vote, start your own! This appeals to me a lot.
It subsequently came as a bit of a surprise to learn that this vibrant political
climate doesn't appear to be translating
into greater engagement with voters - as
reported by yourselves turnout was a record low on May 31st. This downward

trend is not unique to Iceland, but to
an outsider it seems a particular shame
given that a) Reykjavik is brilliant and
b) in such a small election (in terms of
number of registered voters), your vote
gives you proportionally a pretty big say
in the final result.
So what's the point of my letter? I
guess I'm saying that I think you live in
a great country, and an awesome city,
and that the future of both of these is
tangibly yours to decide. (I hope this
doesn't come across as condescending,
it's not meant to be!) I live in London,
where the last mayoral elections in 2012
saw turnout of a pathetic 38%, equating
to around 2,100,000 total votes. In the
face of numbers like this it's hard not to
feel a bit powerless, depressed and embarrassed, made worse by the winner
being a right-wing buffoon. But thinking like that doesn't change anything.
So next time the elections come around,
if you don't feel like there's any point in
voting, I would urge you to think again.
You can still participate even if you
don't like any of the candidates or par-

MOST AWESOME LETTER
FREE ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST!
There's prize for all your MOST AWESOME LETTERS. And it’s a scorcher!
No, really! It's a goddamn scorcher is what it is! Whoever sends us THE MOST
AWESOME LETTER this issue will receive A FRIGGIN GOURMET FEAST FOR
TWO at TAPAS BARINN. Did you hear that? Write in and complain about
something (in an admirable way), win a gourmet feast at one of Reykjavík's
best? THIS IS THE DEAL OF THE CENTURY IS WHAT IT IS! What's in a 'lobster
feast'? Well, one has to assume that it has lobster-a-plenty. Is there more?
Probably, but still... Gourmet feast? Wow! DON’T PANIC if your letter wasn’t
picked AWESOME LETTER. There's always next month! Now, if you're in the
market for free goodies next month, write us some sort of letter.
Give us your worst: letters@grapevine.is

ties by submitting a blank vote; these are
counted (in both London and Reykjavik
elections.) Or you could start your own
party. Whatever you do, don't do nothing! Iceland needs you!
Hoping to be back soon,
Owen Evans

Hi Owen,
Thanks a bunch for the thoughtful letter on our recent elections and Icelandic
politics in general. We at the Grapevine
also appreciate our political openness and
accessibility that, theoretically, gives us an
opportunity to not be held down by antiquated political systems. To the Icelanders reading this, heed Owen’s advice and
be sure to vote next time!
Appreciatively,
The Grapevine

Visit our webstore

icewear.is
Enjoy the easy shopping and quick deliveries
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Society | Health

Keeping It Clean
Riding along in Iceland’s needle
exchange ambulance
Words by Tómas Gabríel Benjamin

@Gabrielandmore

Photos by Magnús Elvar Jónsson

Prevention
Is Better
Than Cure
Frú Ragnheiður’s
project manager
on the vehicle’s
five-year run

On a quiet Saturday afternoon, I make my way to a white
van idling in the Red Cross parking lot. After knocking on
the passenger side window, Hákon, a man in his sixties,
opens the door and invites me in. The inside resembles a
camper van, with two benches flanking a table, and a tea
point in the corner. But instead of pots, pans and kitchen
utilities, this van is filled with boxes of needles of varying gauges, syringes, alcohol swab packets, bandages, condoms, tampons and pregnancy tests, all of which are distributed for free to the drug users of Reykjavík.
Hitching A Ride
The ambulance is called Frú Ragnheiður
after the Red Cross’s harm reduction
unit, founded in 2009. A little more than
60 volunteers man the vehicle whose
route is designed to reach as many drug
users as possible five nights a week. Rather than preaching to their clients, the
folks at Frú Ragnheiður simply provide
them with safe equipment that reduces
their risk of contracting infections or
contagious diseases such as HIV.
Hákon, the driver on this particular
two-hour trip, is a retired chef who was
inspired to sign up after his daughter, a
nurse, started volunteering. “I thought,
if she can drive the van, then I’m sure I
can as well,” he says, laughing. The first
client of the night knocks on the door just
after the two other volunteers, Eyrún
and Guðrún, show up. A chatty man in
his fifties with grey hair, he cracks a few
jokes before talking about a leg injury he
suffered years ago and the persistent pain
it has left him with, which he tries to dull
with drugs. After a while, Hákon tells
him we have to get going, and the man

thanks us before almost falling out the
van as he misses a step.
On the way to the next stop, a hostel
that is often frequented by those abandoned by society, Guðrún tells me some
clients come in just wanting supplies but
others want human interaction. Guðrún
is a 34-year-old PhD student of anthropology who has just returned from a
multi-year humanitarian mission in Africa. She’s been volunteering two nights
per month with Frú Ragnheiður for the
last half a year and would like to do more,
but she says the shift planner is usually
filled up. “Originally when I returned
home, I had planned to volunteer to help
women in need,” she says, “but when I
heard about this project I was intrigued
and signed up.”
Nobody shows up at the hostel and
Hákon remarks that “it’s a slow night,”
before moving on to our next stop, the
women’s shelter Konukot.
A big fan of harm-reduction policies,
Eyrún, a 31-year-old getting her degree in
recreation studies, joined the programme
around the same time as Guðrún. The
idea is not to punish risky behaviour, but
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their services are quite diverse and face a
to find affordable solutions to minimise
lot of unwarranted prejudice.
the damage of said behaviour. The needle
Twenty minutes pass before Há-kon
exchange programme is one such policy,
tells us to buckle up and we had back
which aims to improve people’s lives and
downtown to close out the shift. When
reduce long-term costs for the healthcare
system. “What we really need now are the ambul-ance pulls back into the Red
Cross parking lot, Eyrún and Guðrún
safe injection sites,” she says, referring
are in the middle of
to facilities where
“The ideology is all
telling me that the
intravenous drug
number of clients
users (IDUs) can
about reaching out to
they get per shift
inject their drugs
IDUs and educating
fluctuates a lot, when
in a supervised and
them on how they can a man in his late 40s
clean environment.
Having such a place
reduce the harm their knocks on the door.
enters the van
would reduce the
lifestyle has on them.” He
and timidly asks for
number of needles
two boxes of 24 gauge
left behind by homeneedles, a handful of syringes and some
less IDUs, such as in stairwells and playgrounds, as well the number of accidental bandages. He is about to step out when
I ask him how long he‘s been coming to
overdoses.
Frú Ragnheiður. He sits down, thinks for
As we leave Konukot sans visitors and
a moment before answering. “I’ve been
move on to our last destination in Mjódd,
coming since the project started, I think,
a good 10 kilometres from downtown
and it’s improved my life a lot. I’ve been
Reykjavík. The women tell me that it is
a relatively new stop that was added due healthier and feel better. I don’t know
where I would be without it.”
to the many drug users in the area. As we
sip on instant coffee in the back of the
van, they tell me that the people who use

A few days after my ride-along, I
meet with Þór Gíslason, the project
manager of Frú Ragnheiður. Þór
says he was an unlikely candidate
for the job at first, as he was a strong
proponent of the abstinence model
following his recovery from alcoholism. “It was an alien concept to
me, meeting people’s needs instead
of making them go to therapy,”
he says. “The ideology is all about
reaching out to IDUs and educating
them about how they can reduce the
harmful effects of their lifestyle.”
The Icelandic healthcare system
has plenty of treatment solutions for
people who want to get clean, but
those who are still using drugs are
often ostracised from society and
denied the help they need. This is a
void that Frú Ragnheiður seeks to
fill. Client visits have soared from
157 in their first year in operation to
1,374 in the last year. Of those, a few
hundred of their frequent visitors
have shown notable recovery, with a
reduction in infections and hospital
stays, greatly reducing costs for the
health care system. “Their health
doesn’t just stabilise,” Þór says, “it
improves, as does their quality of
life.”
Unfortunately, the reality is that
2014 will most likely be the last year
Frú Ragnheiður runs. Although it
has numerous supporters, the project was always envisioned as an experiment rather than a permanent
programme. The Red Cross believes
it has shown that the state can save a
lot of money by offering such needle
exchange services, and hopes to
hand it off to the city or healthcare
authorities by the beginning of 2015.
Although Þór has yet to receive any
kind of response from those in power, the newly elected four-party city
council majority recently released
their coalition agreement which
states: "An emphasis will be put on
improving the position of the homeless and addicts. Harm reduction
programmes will be bolstered or introduced where appropriate."
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Iceland | For Dummies

So What's This I Hear
About Iceland Almost
Being In The World Cup?
Words by Kári Tulinius

I

@Kattullus

f you have sat next to an
Icelander while watching
this year's World Cup, you
will have heard that Iceland almost reached the
tournament. That is true,
up to a point. Only Croatia
stood between the national team and
a place in the most watched sporting
event in the world. At the start of the
second half of the second leg of their
playoff, Croatia led 1-0 but were down
to ten men because their star striker
had been sent off for a foul. All Iceland had to do was score one goal and
they would get to compete in a World
Cup.

...and if icebergs were made of
grape jelly the Icelandic national team could sail to Brazil
on the Titanic.
And Antarctica would be the most
delicious continent. On the one hand,
it would be ludicrous to expect a nation of 325,000 people to have a talent pool deep enough to reach the
biggest stage in a sport played by a
sizeable chunk of humanity. On the
other, though, the team came agonizingly close. But the game was up, so to
say, when Icelandic striker Kolbeinn
Sigþórsson, the team’s greatest goal
threat, was out of the contest halfway
through the first leg of the playoff due
to an injury.

By Nanna Árnadóttir
With a heavy heart
Reykjavík waves
goodbye to Mayor Jón Gnarr who
concluded his four
years in office this
week. The parting is bittersweet though, as the city welcomes Dagur B.
Eggertsson in his place. Having served
as Reykjavík’s interim mayor for three
months in 2007–2008, Dagur is no
stranger to this role and reportedly
looked quite excited and happy to take
over the post during the handover ceremony.
On the subject of City Hall, it
seems Reykjavík will be blessed
with a Norwegian Christmas tree
this year after all. Just as Icelanders
finally wrapped their heads around
the idea of supplying their own tree to
stand on Austurvöllur during the holiday season, Oslo mayor Fabian Stang
announced that he had not taken into
consideration how popular the Norwegian Christmas tree was amongst Icelanders, adding, “Icelanders also don’t
have Christmas trees that are as good
as we thought they had.” In short, this
is a Pity Tree, but we’ll take it!

That "almost" in the first question sorta kills the suspense.
Yes, a few minutes after the second
half started Croatia added a second
and Iceland never looked likely to
get back into the game. Ten Croatian players were better than eleven
Icelandic ones. Which is no shame
given that Croatia has a fairly storied past as a footballing country, so
really there was little hope all along.
But nonetheless embers still remain
of the fire of hope. Icelandic football
fans have a hard time not thinking
that maybe, just maybe, if Iceland
could have scored a goal...

NEWS IN BRIEF

No need to dwell on the fact that
Icelanders aren't going to the
World Cup.

The Icelandic national team really should have pounced on him
first.

The Icelandic team is not going, but one
Icelander is. Aron Jóhannsson, an Icelandic striker with dual American citizenship, is part of the U.S. national football team. He grew up in Iceland but was
born in Alabama where his parents were
studying. He spent several summers in
his teens being trained in the U.S. Soccer Development Academy for promising
youth players. Even spending a winter in
a Florida high school for gifted athletes…

They did. He played for the Icelandic
national youth team and was called up
for a game in 2012 but did not take part
because of an injury. It would have been
quite useful to have another good striker
to send onto the field when Iceland was
playing Croatia, but that was not to be.
Instead the first Icelander to take part in
the World Cup is representing the US.

Since his football career was
spent in America, it's no wonder
he played for the US.
Only a small part of it. He mostly played
in Iceland in his youth and his first club
was the Reykjavík club Fjölnir. From
there he followed the typical path of a
good Icelandic football player, first going
to a club in the Nordic countries and then
transferring to a club in the Netherlands.
He did well enough in the Dutch league
to attract the attention of the US national
team, and now he is at the World Cup.

I imagine all Icelanders will be
rooting for the US at the World
Cup.
More of them than usual, certainly,
but reflexive anti-Americanism is not
uncommon here. And some people
took the news that Aron Jóhannsson
opted to play for the U.S. rather badly.
Notably KSÍ, the Icelandic football federation, which accused him of selling
out his homeland for money. The full,
ludicrous quote reads: "The only thing
that KSÍ has heard from interested parties is that as a player for the US Aron's
income potential is completely differ-

ent and much greater in the form of
endorsements and advertising revenue
than if he were a player for Iceland. It
is simply the fact that members of the
Icelandic national team play for their
country and nation and receive in turn
honour and glory."

Whichever Icelandic football official was caught drunkenly off
guard by a late night phone call
from a reporter must have been
really sorry the next morning.
That was KSÍ's official press release.
Like pretty much any country in the
world, Iceland really, really, really
wants to be at the World Cup. When
Aron Jóhannsson declared for the US
there was still a chance Iceland would
make it. It was like a delicious mountain of grape jelly floating towards the
good ship KSÍ. But it turned out to be a
Croatian iceberg.

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER
T EMPL A R A SUND 3

Icelandair’s problems continue
as air mechanics go on strike,
forcing the airline to cancel 65 flights
last Monday. The mechanics will
go on an indefinite strike pending an
agreement, provided parliament does
not step in and pass a law forbidding
the work stoppage, as it did in order to
circumvent the recent pilot strikes.
If that wasn’t enough, Icelandair
was also in the news this week for
losing a passenger’s beloved family pet. Hunter, an American Border
Collie in transit in Keflavík, escaped
from his travel case after it fell off a
conveyor belt at the airport. The owners only found out about the mistake
when Hunter failed to turn up at their
final destination. The search went on
for a week before Hunter was eventually found. Hunter’s owners offered a
200,000 ISK finder’s fee and Icelandair
promised two plane tickets to the person who delivered the dog back to the
airport.
As reported, whaling season has
kicked off again, although perhaps more controversially than
ever before. Increased international
pressure has been mounting against
Iceland for its whaling activities including a recent snub by US Secretary

— Continues —

WELCOME

2014
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Húsavík

Visit The Gentle Giants
up north in Húsavík
– The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland
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Ranked #1 attraction in Húsavík*
“A little piece of heaven” · “Highlight of the summer” · “The most remarkable
experience I have ever had” · “Family bonding & fun with Gentle Giants” · “Exceeded
my expectations” · “Everything was perfect during the whole trip!” · “Memorable
experience, forever engraved in my memory” · “Best whale safari ever!”

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY
HÚSAVÍK

*According to TripAdvisor June 16th 2014

“This is what I call whale watching! wowwww”
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Pylsuspjall:

— Continued —
of State John Kerry who did not invite
Icelandic representatives to the international ocean sustainability conference, Our Ocean. Claiming not to be
worried about the US anti-whaling
actions, Minister of Fisheries and Agriculture Sigurður Ingi Jóhannsson
responded to the exclusion by saying
that “[Iceland's] image is unblemished
when it comes to sustainable use, and
we are using the products of whaling
in a sustainable matter.”

1. Hot Dog Chat
2. A Brief Conversation Held
With Strangers Holding Sausages
Words and photos by Arnulfo Hermes

Today’s
Topic:
Iceland’s
Love Scene
Welcome to our fourth edition of Pylsuspjall, a feature
in which we accost strangers at the Bæjarins Beztu
hot dog stand and ask them
questions. This time we were
there at 3 AM to catch people finishing their night out
on the town.

INTER
VIEW

What’s your name?
Bjarni Grétar

What's your name?
Óskar Hallgrímsson

What's your name?
Daði Marínóson

Where are you from?
Reykjavík

Where are you from?
I’m from Reykjavík.

Where are you from?
Reykjavík

What do you do for a living?
Programmer

What do you do for a living?
I’m a carpenter.

What do you do for a living?
I cut whales. I cut the fucking corpses
up, big time. I love it, man.

What do you think makes these hot
dogs so good?
The right amount of pig intestines. It’s
so good. And you can double it up. It’s
called a “shotgun.”

What do you think makes these hot
dogs so good?
They boil it in beer. Actually in Pilsner
because it’s less alcoholic, 2.25%.

Describe Iceland in three words.
Beautiful. Expensive. Double-barrelhotdog.
Are you in a relationship?
Yeah, with her [points to the brunette
who doesn’t want to talk to me]. We’re
practically married.
How serious is it?
We’re engaged.
Where did you two meet?
A high school dance.
From your experience, what sort of
dating culture does Iceland have?
Or is it more of a hook-up culture?
It’s a hook-up culture. Nobody goes on
dates in Iceland. Nobody.

Describe Iceland in three words.
Beautiful. Cold. Drinking. [Laughs]
Are you in a relationship?
No, I’m not. I was in a relationship, but
it didn’t work out.
So, have any luck tonight?
I wouldn’t be here talking to you if I
did!
Where did you go out tonight?
Hressó and Húrra.
What do you think of the hook-up
culture here?
I don’t know, man. We don’t know
anything else. Other places try dating,
like London or Spain. We just get very
drunk and hook up with girls.

Well, why is that?
It’s just not in our culture.
Is it because of so few people, or…
No, it’s just that nobody does it. You go
to the bars, you hook up.

www.fabrikkan.is

Meanwhile, the first
fin whales of the
season were caught this week. A
62-foot long fin
whale was caught
by Hvalur 8 and
was summarily skinned upon arrival
at the whaling station in Hvalfjörður,
north of the capital. A second fin whale
was caught shortly after. The quota
for fin whales—a species categorised
as endangered by the World Wildlife
Fund—is 154 whales this year.

reservations: +354 575 7575

Hörður Ágústsson, 1975.

What do you think makes these hot
dogs so good?
It’s probably just the location. Everybody loves it. Gotta have some to end the
evening.
Describe Iceland in three words.
Twat. Sunrise. Kingdom.
Are you in a relationship?
Yes, with her. [Points to Þóra Karólína
Ágústsdóttir who is standing nexto
him.]
How long have you been in it?
One and a half years.
How serious is it?
It’s serious.
How did you two meet?
It was at a nice hotel.
How does the hook-up culture work
here if there’s no dating?
This is a small community, so it’s mostly
surfing familiar waters. A friend knows
a friend who knows a friend who knows
a friend. That is the Icelandic way. It’s
like a group of friends surfing the same
waves. It makes it easier to hook-up.

Visit Iceland’s
largest
art museum

HAMB
URGER
FACT
ORY
The Hamburger Factory is Iceland's most beloved gourmet burger chain!
Our 15 square and creative burgers are made from top-quality Icelandic beef
and would love to "meat" you.

Hungry? Go to
THE food spread
in the info section

Having expressed
her admiration for
Death Grip’s work
in the past, Björk
celebrated the release on her own
Facebook
page,
saying “i am proud to announce my
vocals landed on the new death grips
album!...i am thrilled to be their "found
object". i have been lucky enough to
hang and exchange music loves w/
them and witness them grow !! epic :
onwards !!"

Ragnar Kjartansson, God, 2007.

THE ICE"NDIC

PLEASED TO MEAT YOU!

Lastly, in more positive and productive
news, it’s been a great couple of
weeks for singer Björk. Not only
will her Biophilia Educational Programme soon be implemented as
part of Nordic curriculums, but her
Biophilia app has become MoMA’s
first app acquisition and the first
app to be featured at New York City’s
Museum of Modern Art. If that wasn’t
enough, the singer also featured on
every track of “The Powers That Be,”
the new album by Death Grips. The
experimental hip hop outfit shared the
tracks through social media and have
cited Björk as their muse in the past.

artmuseum.is

Open daily
One admission
to three museums

Reykjavík
Art Museum

2014 summer exhibitions
– 120 years of Icelandic art

Guided tours in
English every week
Thursdays at 6 p.m. – Hafnarhús
Fridays at 1 p.m. – Kjarvalsstaðir

HAFNARHÚS

KJARVALSSTAÐIR

ÁSMUNDARSAFN

TRYGGVAGATA 17
/ 101 RVK

FLÓKAGATA
/ 105 RVK

SIGTÚN
/ 105 RVK

WE’LL TAKE
YOU THERE!

The Golden Circle Tours!
RE-04

The Golden Circle
RE-24

Gullfoss, Geysir
& Þingvellir

ALL THE MOST EXCITING
PLACES IN ICELAND

- Afternoon Tour
SRE-74

The Golden Circle
& Fontana Wellness

Iceland, so very diffrent!

on www.re.is

at your reception

Free WiFi

AND ON OUR
WEBSITE
WWW.RE.IS

EXPO - www.expo.is

More tours available
in our brochures

BOOK NOW

RE-06

RE-05

Reykjavík
Grand Excursion
- City Tour

RE-15

RE-17

South Shore
Adventure

The Wonders
of Snæfellsnes

The Wonders
of Reykjanes
& Blue Lagoon

SRE-81

Take a Walk
on the Ice Side

SRE-95

SRE-44

The Horse Theater
& Dinner

Gullfoss, Geysir
& Langjökull
Snowmobiling

- Legends of Sleipnir

NEW
TOUR

RELAX AT

the Blue Lagoon

BOOK NOW

on www.flybus.is

at your reception

Free WiFi

Reykjavik Excursions offer great flexibility in Blue Lagoon tours.

FAST, FREQUENT & ON SCHEDULE
Reykjavík
to Blue Lagoon

Blue Lagoon
to Reykjavík

KEF Airport
to Blue Lagoon

Blue Lagoon
to KEF Airport

08:30
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00*
21:00*

11:15
12:15
13:15
14:15
15:15
16:15
17:15
18:15
19:15
21:15
22:15
00:15*

08:30
09:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
13:30
15:30
16:30
17:30

10:30
11:30
12:30
13:30
14:30
16:30
17:30
18:30
21:00
22:00*

Summer
June - August

EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK!
BSÍ Bus Terminal
Reykjavík City

Trip duration
approximately

Reykjavík International
Airport (KEF)

*1 July - 10 August.

Winter

Autumn
September - October

November - March

BSÍ Bus Terminal
101 Reykjavík
+354 580 5400
main@re.is • www.re.is

Spring
April - May

For our very flexible schedule kindly consult our
brochures, visit www.flybus.is or scan the QR code.

R
O

Scan the
QR code for
our flexible
schedule
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News | Rodents

101 Rats!

Reykjavík’s rodents make headlines
Words by Larissa Kyzer
Photo by Hrefna Sigurðardóttir
trol”) agrees with Ólafur—there really isn’t a major rat problem in Reykjavík. “The rats have
been eating poison
that’s been laid out
for them, and when
they are dying, they
come out,” he says.
There are two species of rats in (Anyone who noIceland: Rattus norvegicus (the tices rat corpses lybrown/Norwegian rat), and the ing about is encourfar less common Rattus rattus aged to call the city
Pest Control office
(the black/roof rat).
to have these colThe oldest known rat skeleton lected and disposed
to be unearthed in Iceland was of properly).
found at the President's residence
But
even
if
as Bessastaðir, and is suspected there’s no epidemic
to date back to the 18th century, to speak of, it’s perbut this skeleton is considered an
haps no wonder
anomaly: some scholars believe
that rat sightings
that Iceland was entirely rat-free
give many people,
throughout the Middle Ages.
particularly those
of older generations, the shivers. “People are afraid
of them,” Ómar Dabney says. “From
old days, because they brought
As a general rule, city-dwellers tend to nurse an active suspicion of, if not downright animosity, against rats. In many ways, the
the Black Death, and that’s still on
this is unfair—rats have been shown to be highly intelligent animals, demonstrating the ability to strategise, show empa- the minds of people here in Iceland.”
thy and compassion and, according to a study published this month by researchers at the University of Minnesota, even But, Ómar assures us, these fears are
today: “There are very few
feel regret over bad decisions. Nevertheless, people frequently think of rats as filthy vermin, harbingers of disease (admit- unfounded
parasites on the rats of Reykjavík.”
tedly, they can transmit a variety of these) that should be completely eradicated, or at the very least, assiduously avoided. [And actually, for the record, scientists today no longer believe that the
Except in Iceland, it seems, where the basement of his home on the west side of
Black Death was transmitted by rats.]
dance. The facilities were immediately
Kids Think They Are Nice
last couple of months have seen an inIf anything seems to confirm for
closed and there was an “orderly” evacuReykjavík. “The rat hopped on my hand,
crease in rat sightings and rat bites, most dangled off my finger, hissed at me and ation of everyone present—standard
certain that there isn’t a humongous
Fluffy Animals
notably in cases where people (kids) have
rat infestation in Iceland, it’s probprocedure in case of any possibly unsafe
then hopped up the steps,” he told lotried to catch or pet the creatures when cal news site Vísir. Shortly after, Kolbeably the fact that kids aren’t familiar
conditions, says pool manager Hafliði
they encounter them. This has gotten to
Haldórsson. The City’s Fear not, however, Reykjavík isn’t over- enough with rats to know better than
inn was joined by a
be enough of a problem that in early June
to try and touch them. ExterminaPest Control office
friend and together
run with ravenous rodents—far from it,
the City of Reykjavík’s Pest Control office
“The rat hopped on
tor Ólafur Sigurðsson puts this into a
was
then
called
to
the
the
pair
was
able
according
to
people
in
the
know.
“There
issued a public advisory, warning resimy
hand,
dangled
off
useful context. “In the old days when
scene
where
they
laid
to
capture
the
rat,
are
not
a
lot
of
rats
here,”
says
Ólafur
dents to keep their distance from any rats
which had appar- my finger, hissed at me traps and continued
Sigurðsson of Meindýraeyðing Reyk- the British soldiers left, they left these
they might encounter. “If you reach out to
their search for the javíkur (“Reykjavík Pest Control”). shacks [Nissen or Quonset Huts] beently been “tormentthem, and try to touch them or pet them,
and then hopped up
ratlet (never found, in- “We have very good conditions here hind,” he says, and rats flourished
they will definitely bite you,” Operations ing” the residents of
Officer Ómar Dabney explained in a mecidentally) until 4:00
his building all day. the steps.”
compared to many other cities.” Óla- around these impromptu dwellings.
dia announcement.
PM.
Kolbeinn was then
fur credits the recent rat incidents “There were so many rats in Reykjavík that kids knew how to kill them
That very same afternoon, a young
taken to the hospital for a tetanus shot
to the increase in construction work
and fight them. Now things have been
girl named Ragnheiður Kolfinna Magand antibiotics.
around the city now that the weather
Watch Out For Rats, They
núsdóttir suffered a bite after trying to has gotten warmer. The rats live in so peaceful that they just think rats
Following Kolbeinn’s run-in, a baby
Could Bite You
are nice and fluffy animals.”
approach a rat. “I bent down and look at the sewer system and the pipes and so
rat was spotted in the same neighbourhood, this time at the Vesturbærjarlaug it,” she told Vísir reporters. “Then it came when there is construction, he says,
they surface in greater numbers.
The first newsworthy incident came pool. As it was 11:00 on a Sunday at the and bit me.”
“Watch out for rats,” Ragnheiður
Exterminator Óli Reynisson of
last month when 15-year-old Kolbeinn time of the sighting, the pool was quite
warned. “They could bite you.”
Meindýraeyðing Óla (“Óli’s Pest ConEgill Þrastarson was bitten by a rat in the busy, with about 200 guests in atten-

INFO

The University Centre
Háskólatorg

World Cup 2014

June 12th – July 13th at The Student Cellar
All the games on our big screen
Burger and beer from 1.400 kr.
www.studentakjallarinn.is
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The Art Of
Food And Life
Icelandic art collective góðgresi
Talks about eating creatively
Words and photo by Kolbrún Þóra Löve

INFO
Góðgresi, meaning “good plants,”
was founded by “a chef and a traveler" who met at the Iceland Academy of the Arts.

Góðgresi is a collective founded by Viktor Pétur Hannesson and Bjarki Sólmundsson
with the purpose of producing food from Icelandic herbs normally considered inedible by mainstream industry. Hence its name, ‘góðgresi,’ which is the literal antonym
of ‘illgresi,’ meaning weed or “bad grass.”
“Many of the herbs we use are considered weeds, though they are actually
nothing but good for you. We want to
emphasise those herbs and plants, and
change the way people think about
them. There is so much food in nature
and in our immediate surroundings,”
says Bjarki, who now runs the project
along with Anne Rombach out of the
East Iceland town of Stöðvarfjörður.
“For instance, we make juice from
the herb sweet cicely [Myrrhis odorata],
a plant that has mostly been considered
inedible, but is actually quite healthy
and has medicinal value. We also make
a pesto called ‘fardagamauk,’ from the
herb njóli [dock in the Rumex genus],
a plant that is widespread in Iceland
and matures during ‘fardagar,’ the time
each year when workers traditionally
moved from one farm to another.”

Food And Art Intersect
This summer, the group plans to build
a completely sustainable house in
Stöðvarfjörður with the help of their
friend and architect Baldur Snorrason.
“The sustainable house is an idea derived from permaculture's concept of
sustainable architecture,” he explains.
“We will have to take the environment
into account and research how various
materials will work—like the fact that it
rains sideways here in Iceland, which is
definitely not good for structures made
from clay. This is the sort of thing we
have to figure out.”
Volunteers will be joining them
from as far as South Korea. “We recruit
volunteers through an organisation
called Worldwide Friends,” he says.
“This summer, we'll get about eight volunteers every two weeks, so we'll have
a lot of people working with us. I like

to think about the project as a sort of
seminar, although we don't really act as
teachers or the volunteers as students—
it's more a collaboration. Góðgresi just
provides the framework for it to take
place.”
Bjarki also sees it as an art project,
which is perhaps not surprising giv-en
that he has a background in the fine
arts. “I believe that art should be an
integral part of life, rather than something that is isolated and just sits on a
gallery wall,” Bjarki explains. “I can't
really separate art and life, which is
why I consider a project like Góðgresi
to be art.”
The decision to settle in Stöðvarfjörður also makes sense in this context. Despite a population of only a couple hundred people, the town’s cultural
life is booming. This is partly thanks to
the local cultural centre, which was established in an abandoned fish factory.

The collective is dedicated to
highlighting the beneficial qualities of locally-growing herbs and
plants which are typically thought
of as weeds, or ‘illgresi.'

“The
foundAll of our recipes are
ers of the cultural
available online for
centre, Rósa Valtthose interested in
ingojer and Zdenek
making the products
Patak, have crefor themselves. Also,
ated a setting for
the packaging won’t
people to come and
be labelled, so people
“Our ultimate goal is
create art, and the
can reuse the jars
to keep working with
centre is well on
and bottles for their
people, suggesting
its way to becomown products.”
ing completely susAlthough the groways for individuals to
tainable,” he says.
up plans to enter the
participate further in
“They've even cremainstream market
local food culture.”
ated their own turin the future, hopebine that producfully selling their
es electricity. Also, the locals in products at a store like Frú Lauga, BjarStöðvarfjörður are totally open to new ki stresses that they won't lose their
experiences, which makes working
DIY aesthetic and philosophy.
there a lot of fun.”
“We will still make our products
the same way as before and we'll still
operate our pop-up bazaar like last
Eating And Thinking
summer so that people will be able
to try our products and decide for
Smart
themselves what they want to conUltimately, Bjarki says Góðgresi aims tribute to the project,” he says. “Our
goal is to get more people interested
to get people thinking about what they
in participating in local food culture,
eat and how food is produced. “There
and to find ways for us to become
are more options available than food
even more sustainable.”
produced in large factories,” he says.
“We want people to be more involved in
making their own food in creative ways.

Gourmet Experience

- Steaks and Style at Argentina Steakhouse
Barónsstíg 11 - 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 551 9555
argentina.is

Can´t catch the Northern Lights?
Don´t worry, we have already done it for you

ver

Maritime
museum
CCP

Hotel
Marina

The
Northern
Light Center

Visit us and experience our multimedia exhibition
It's only a ten-minute walk from the city center

The old
harbour
Harpan
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum
Kolaportið
fleemarket

www.aurorareykjavik.is

Grandagarður 2 - 101 Reykjavík
Open every day from 09:00 - 21:00
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In A World Of Coffee,
Where Is Iceland?
Words by Stephanie Lovell

@Scandi_Candy

Photo by Alísa Kalyanova

This month, the World of Coffee, one of the leading events in the speciality coffee industry, took place in Rimini, Italy. Coffee professionals from around the world came
to represent their home countries in a variety of competitions, including the coveted
World Barista Championship. However, for the first time since the championships
were established 14 years ago, Iceland failed to send any competitors.
Given that there’s certainly no shortage
of coffee shops in downtown Reykjavík,
this begs the questions: what went wrong
and need Icelanders be concerned about
the quality of the coffee they’re guzzling
down?
Coffee is undoubtedly deeply ingrained in Icelandic culture. No Icelandic get together is complete without a
constant supply of freshly brewed coffee, whether it’s a business meeting or a
confirmation party. At Háskóli Íslands
the break halfway through lectures is
specifically termed a kaffipása (“coffee
break”), meaning it’s basically obligatory
to go and get your coffee fix. Cafés down
in 101 pretty much function as second
homes for many locals.
Icelanders were instrumental in setting up the world coffee competitions
back in 2000 and always scored well in
the early years. Their work has meant
that speciality coffee—coffee that’s made
from beans that can be traced to their
origins and have been processed, roasted
and brewed so as to make the coffee burst
with flavour that is unique, complex and
pleasing to the palate—is widely available
in Iceland. As a home brewer, you can buy
beans from the larger speciality roasteries Kaffitár and Te og Kaffi in most
supermarkets. Regulars at Reykjavík
Roasters likely have their coffee made by
one of the former Icelandic barista champions.

No Funding, No Incentive
However, like so many sectors in Iceland,
the coffee industry felt the impact of that
pesky kreppa. After 2008, funding for the

Icelandic coffee guild Kaffibarþjónafélag competitions, but there could be other
Íslands dropped dramatically. In order to reasons for this apparent lack of interest
hold the national competitions, the guild on the part of competitors. A wider issue,
must be able to pay for the winners to and one that isn’t unique to Iceland, is a
go abroad for the world championships. lack of formal barista training and qualifications, which mean that the profession
This year there simply wasn’t enough
money in the kitty to hold the national isn’t taken seriously. “Baristas are capable of standing alongside wine merchants
heats.
or chefs,” says former Icelandic Barista
Furthermore, while some companies
provide financial support for their staff Champion Tumi Ferrer, who sits on the
to compete, many do not, leaving com- Kaffibarþjónafélag Íslands board and copetitors to bear the costs of sourcing cof- owns Reykjavík Roasters. “Yet, the trade
fee, purchasing the necessary equipment is not recognised legally as a proper craft.
There is very limited barista training in
and any registration fees. “I reckon that
competitors don’t get enough support hotel and culinary courses, but that could
be the key to inspiring
during the training
process. It’s very
“One day we will have interest in the trade as
a professional career.”
difficult to practise
world-class baristas
In order to get
if you don’t have any
again. With the open- Icelandic coffee proguidance. Competing is nerve-wracking of more interesting fessionals competing
ing, so I understand
coffee shops with char- again, they must be
made aware of the
that if competitors
acter and bold owners benefits. “By taking
don’t get enough
part in such competisupport they simthinking outside the
tions, the competitors’
ply won’t bother,”
box and focusing on
experience, knowlsays Ingibjörg Jóna
good coffee, at some
edge and enthusiasm
Sigurðardóttir, cofounder of Kaffispoint we will catch up increases immensely.
return full of
miðja Íslands (now
with the best coffee cit- They
passion and new
Reykjavík Roasters).
ies in the world.”
knowledge that they
“You need a boost
can then share with
when things are gothe industry in their home countries,”
ing badly and someone to be constantly
watching over you and tasting your cof- explains Reykjavík Roasters co-owner
Torfi ¬¬Þór Torfason, who has competed
fee.”
in both the World Barista Championship
Perhaps as a result of these financial
and the World Brewers Cup. “They also
issues, only three people registered for
the Icelandic Barista Championship, five make important connections that help
them to learn even more and can be useshort of the minimum eight required.
Having limited funds inevitably saps ful if they want to work in coffee in other
countries. I’m speaking from my own exaway energy and enthusiasm for the

perience here—I wouldn’t be doing what
I do today if I hadn’t decided to start competing. It opened up endless opportunities for me in this industry.”

Stirring Up A Coffee
Revolution
Nevertheless, it would be premature
to start speculating about the death
of good coffee and talented baristas
in Iceland. Sonja Björk Grant, one
of the pioneers of the competitions
and head judge of the World Barista
Championships, has seen remarkable
changes over her 18 years in the industry. “Nowadays, coffee lovers are very
conscious of how they want to drink
their coffee. That makes working as
a barista more fun and there’s more
dialogue between the coffee lover and
the barista,” she says. “Production at
roasteries has also improved dramatically. There is more exchange between
the coffee growers and those that
import unroasted coffee, and more is
known about cultivation, processing
and what happens when the coffee is
roasted. As a result, we are drinking
better and more traceable coffee in our
modern coffee society.”
Icelanders are becoming open
to the idea of a more specialist approach to coffee. “There is a growing
food revolution in Iceland. Icelanders are starting to look for products
of a higher quality and are prepared
to pay more for them,” Tumi says. “At
the same time, people are becoming
more and more aware of traceability
in business and have greater respect

THE NUMBER 1 MUSIC STORE

IN EUROPE ACCORDING TO

LONELY PLANET
SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍG 15, 101 REYKJAVÍK AND HARPA CONCERT HALL

for raw materials. They are starting to
realise that a low price is usually due
to inhumane working methods. Coffee
is no exception to this. People are also
starting to take a sincere interest in
coffee and its origin, varieties and processing—in the same way that people
do for wine, beer or cheese.”
But will Iceland be able to regain
its former glory on the world stage?
Sonja for one is optimistic. “I am sure
that one day we will have world-class
baristas again. With the opening of
more interesting coffee shops with
character and bold owners thinking
outside the box and focusing on good
coffee, at some point we will catch up
with the best coffee cities in the world.
We are a small nation and it’s perhaps
unreasonable to aim to compare to
London and Melbourne, but I think
that we have to use the creativity and
courage that we have in abundance
even more.”
Competitors can now choose from
seven different competitions, allowing them to specialise in a specific
field, whether they’re interested in
roasting or brewing, latte art or cup
tasting. Icelandic coffee companies
would do well to support their staff in
taking part in these competitions, as it
only serves to boost their business. Assuming there is enough money to run
the competitions next year, Iceland’s
baristas had better make sure that
the world is not deprived of their tíu
dropar (“ten drops”) again.

The Blue Lagoon
Seljalandsfoss

South Coast
& Þórsmörk

The Golden Circle

Taste the Saga

South Coast & Glacier Lagoon

Book your
tour now!
Contact information – 24 hour booking service
• Book now at www.grayline.is or call +354 540 1313
• Bus Terminal, Hafnarstræti 20, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland

www.grayline.is

iceland@grayline.is

+354 540 1313
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Iceland Is
For Lovers
David and Annie
Interviewed by Larissa Kyzer
Photo by David and Annie
In early February, we here are the Grapevine—a notoriously amorous publication, as our readers well know—received
an unexpected message in our inbox:
“My fiancé and I got engaged under the Northern Lights.
She is Canadian and I'm American.
We met in a coffee shop in Seattle about 10 months ago.
Once I knew she was 'the one', I wanted to propose to her somewhere special!
We would love to share our story with your readers.
Thank you
David Chang, MD
Annie Yu”
So we asked David and Annie to each answer some questions about themselves and their trip, without showing each
other their answers first. Here are their responses, which
should even be a surprise to them. Go snuggle, lovers.
walks. Talk about being really a slow
guy :-).

David
Describe yourself in three
words:
Passionate
Caring
Fun
Describe Annie in three words:
Thoughtful
Caring
Diligent (pays close attention to details)
Describe the two of you, as a couple, in three words:
Dynamic Duo
Comfortable
In sync with each other

Tell us about the moment you realised Annie was “the one.”
I feel it was a gradual process. We
talked about many different things
along a path called Alki Beach which
has a view of downtown Seattle and
Puget Sound. In addition, she is an
amazing cook and I really enjoy eating
the meals that she makes. We actually
don’t have a TV in the household, so
we talk a lot after work, which I feel
is key to our relationship. Sharing and
communicating.
What made you want to come to
Iceland to propose?
I wanted to propose to her somewhere special. I started reading about
Iceland and the Northern Lights and
decided to propose to her under the
NL.

What was something new that
Tell us how you and Annie met— you learned about Annie while in
it sounds like you had a pretty Iceland?
I realised that we
whirlwind
courtship.
“I realised that we make make a wonderful
And she is
We met at a coffee
a wonderful team. And team.
quite funny.
shop near her house.
We walked around she is quite funny.”
Tell us about
together and talked
your
proposal
for about 3 months
under the North(2-3 times a week)
ern Lights.
before I held her
We booked our
hand or even kissed
initial NL tour
her. I know it sounds
through our holike I was moving
tel, and at the apat a snail’s pace, but
pointed time we
I wanted to get to
were in the lobby. But 20 minutes
know her on the inside and vice versa.
Only after a dinner with her co-work- passed, and so the hotel clerk called
er did I get the slight hint that maybe and was told that when the shuttle
I should hold her hand (or do some- stopped by, no one was waiting for
thing), if I was interested in Annie as it. Oh my!!! I was a bit anxious at this
more than just a friend. That prompt- point, to say the least. We took a taxi
ed me to start holding her hand on our to BSÍ bus terminal and made it onto

a tour bus. Initially, there were only
small traces of NL in the distance, so
I was debating whether to ask or not.
Fortunately, a beautiful stream of NL
appeared above us, streaming above
the clouds, and I said to myself ‘I better ask now, or the lights may go away
quickly.’ Within 30 seconds of her
saying “yes,” there were fireworks in
the distance that lasted for about 3–4
minutes. Yes, fireworks in the sky.
Fannie (our tour guide) stated that it
is not common to see fireworks in Iceland, except for New Year’s Eve. The
fireworks were definitely a bonus for
us and perfectly timed as well.
What were some of the highlights of your trip? (Other than
getting engaged, of course!)
We enjoyed the hotdogs at Baejarins
Beztu Pylsur and a benefit concert at
Harpa—one of the nights with a men’s
choir (I believe they were firemen or
policemen). We were lucky enough to
try hákarl and ram's testicles. We had
a wonderful dinner at Fish Market
and enjoyed museums in Reykjavík,
with our favourite being the Ásmundur Sveinsson Sculpture Museum and
Park. And we enjoyed driving along
the southern side of the country to
the Glacier Lagoon, which is just an
amazing place.
Do you imagine you'll come back
to Iceland some day?
We will definitely be back to Iceland,
likely in the summer time, so that we
can explore the whole country along
the Ring Road.

Annie
Describe yourself in three words:
Confident
Caring
Generous
Describe David in three words:
He is perfect!
Describe the two of you, as a couple,
in three words:
Harmony
Laugh
Love
Are you glad that David decided to
propose in Iceland? February is not
generally when a lot of people want to
visit us.
I don’t think he could have come up with a
better idea to propose. You are right, February is generally not when lots of people
visit Iceland, but here is how we decided:
Early last December, we spent a week in
Grand Cayman. Before our trip, David
suggested that instead of going back to
his family in New Jersey for Christmas,
that we go to Europe for a week. He’s a
Gemini, so I knew he would always want
to travel. But going to Europe a week after a 7 day vacation in Cayman was a little
too much for me (I guess this is the difference between a Taurus and a Gemini).
We decided to go back to New Jersey and
spend a couple of days in New York City
(I was later told that proposing to me the
day after Christmas in New York City was
on David’s agenda). But because I had to
catch up with a lot at work, I had to cancel
the trip and spend Christmas in Seattle.
DAVID WAS NOT HAPPY ABOUT MY
LAST MINUTE CANCELLATION!! I
didn’t understand why he was so upset

(I even thought he was going to break up
with me). Eventually, a good conversation
helped us overcome the issue. Around
New Year’s, the Gemini started talking
about our next trip. We both had heard so
many good things about Iceland. So when
he came up with the idea of trip to Iceland,
I couldn’t have said no.
Did you have any inkling that David
would be proposing on this trip?
My sixth sense told me he may pop the
question on the trip, but I didn’t have my
hopes up. I’d love to see our relationship
move forward, but having him in my life,
even just as a friend, is already a blessing.
I couldn’t have asked for more.
What was something new that you
learned about David while in Iceland?
While in Iceland, I realised that he was
more playful than I knew, and had a great
sense of humour. More importantly, I
realised what a big heart he had. On our
way back from the Glacier Lagoon, we
ran into a couple whose car broke down
on the Black Beach in Vík. Our original
plan was to spend the night in Vík. But
after finding out that they had to catch
their flight at 6 AM the next morning,
David offered them a ride back to Reykjavík.
Tell us about the proposal under the
Northern Lights.
I’ll let David tell the story. He does a better job than I do.
What were some of the highlights
of your trip?
The food, water, air, culture, mountains,
volcanoes, the sand and rock—every single minute in Iceland was a highlight. But
if I have to pick one, I have to say it’s your
people who made the trip well worth it. I
was a flight attendant for 5 years before
going to college, so travelling isn’t strange
to me. Our trip to Iceland is by far the best
trip I’ve ever had.
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THE PIKKNIKK CONCERTS
THE PIKKNIKK CONCERTS TAKE PLACE BY THE NORDIC HOUSE GREENHOUSE IN A
LOVELY SETTING, SURROUNDED BY THE NORDIC HOUSE KITCHEN GARDEN.

JUNE 21

ÞÓRUNN ANTONÍA

JUNE 28

RAGNHEIÐUR GRÖNDAL

JULY 5

SVAVAR KNÚTUR

JULY 12

RAGNHEIÐUR GRÖNDAL

JULY 19

BRYNDÍS ÁSMUNDSDÓTTIR

JULY 26

KRISTJANA STEFÁNSDÓTTIR

AUGUST 9

KRISTJANA STEFÁNSDÓTTIR

AUGUST 16 SVAVAR KNÚTUR
AUGUST 23 (REYKJAVÍK CULTURE NIGHT)
KRISTJANA STEFÁNSDÓTTIR, SVAVAR KNÚTUR
& RAGNHEIÐUR GRÖNDAL.
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Icelandic | Useful phrases

May Your Urine Burn,
You Cowardly Goat!
The art of swearing in Icelandic
Words by Larissa Kyzer & Tómas Gabríel Benjamin
Illustration by Inga María Brynjarsdóttir

There are a lot of progress barometers when you are learning a new language, but
for me, I’ve always been of the mind that you can’t count yourself as truly fluent in a
language until you can effectively swear in it. And I don’t just mean the kind of gentle
oath that your grandmother mutters when she stubs her toe. I mean sailor-swears and
rage-induced, bar fight insults.
Before you get the wrong idea, let
me say I don’t tend to get into a lot
of rage-induced bar fights. But nevertheless, it’s in those moments that
you, the second-language-seether,
are at your most vulnerable. You are
thinking and speaking off the cuff
and it’s particularly important that
you be taken seriously. The last thing
you want is to hurl off what you think
is a most devastating verbal barb at
your target, only to be misunderstood and have to repeat yourself, or
worse, to be laughed at.

Alas, vulgarities and profanities
are not generally included on most
second-language vocab lists. Or at
least, that’s what I thought until my
Icelandic as a Second Language midterms this semester, when I received
a take-home exam entitled “Dónaleg
orð og kjarngóð blótsyrði” or “Rude
Words And Robust Curses.” For this
test, I had to watch a TV segment
(aired by RÚV, Iceland’s national
broadcast service), which was all
about profanity and then write down
all the obscenities I heard during

the show. Later, in class, my teacher
(waving a good-humoured apology
to my classmate, a priest) asked us to
shout out all the curses we’d heard
so that she could write them on the
board for us. Then one by one, she
read each word aloud.
“Fokk. This is a ‘tökuorð,’ (“loan
word”) of course. Fokk. Now: repeat.”
A class of twenty-some students
dutifully intoned, with slow, twosyllable enunciation: “Fo-kk.”
“Nei, nei. Don’t forget the pre-aspiration before the double ‘kk.’ Like

this: Fohh-kk. Repeat.”
While this was certainly one of
the most delightful experiences of
my academic career, it didn’t entirely solve my problem. I had my basic
vocab list, but I wasn’t entirely sure
how to put it into practice.
In English, your insults are generally action-based and directed
quite specifically at the recipient.
Essentially, you tell someone where
to go and how to get there. I’m not
totally sure how to do that in Icelandic. Moreover, half of these new vocab words sound quite quaint when
translated into English, even those
that I’ve been told are rather emphatic: ‘Andskotinn’ (“devil”), for instance, or ‘fífl’ (which my dictionary
translates as “fool”).
But being the committed student
I am, I decided to investigate, or
rather, to pose the matter to my col-

We welcome visitors!

Our precious water
Hydropower stations turn the kinetic energy of falling water into electricity.

Búrfell Hydropower Station

Fljótsdalur / Kárahnjúkar Dam
Krafla Geothermal Power Station
Further info and route instructions at
www.landsvirkjun.com/visitus

league, since journalists, and bilingual ones at that, tend to be pretty
masterful in the art of imprecation.
So, Gabríel, first question: what is
with all of these granny-sounding
swear words in Icelandic? I mean,
if I call someone a “helvítis hálfviti” (damn halfwit), are they going
to cry, or laugh at me?
Looking at it from an English-speaking perspective, Icelandic swear
words do—in fact—sound very tame,
but I assure you they can deeply offend. “Helvítis hálfviti” is a good
place to start, but calling someone
a “helvítis aumingi” (“bloody weakling”) in a nation still obsessed with
physical strength and manliness
may prove to be more effective. And
funny you should mention grannysounding: just the other week at a
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es, such as “farðu í rassgat,” which
I take to mean something like
“crawl up your own asshole.” But
then I was informed that “hvað þú
ert mikið rassgat!” (“aren’t you a
little asshole!”) is a perfectly acceptable endearment to use when
speaking to your
cousin’s adorable
child, for instance.
As far as I can tell,
I find this condespite having a nafusing. I’m hard
tional church, most
pressed to think
Icelanders aren’t
of a way in which
terribly religious.
an asshole is someAnd yet there do Historically, Icelanders have
thing cuddly or cuseem to be a fair taken slander very seriously.
te that you want
amount of insults According to Grágás, a colto associate with
based in religious lection of laws that were used
a child that you
imagery. What’s in Iceland from 930–1260s,
are fond of. And I
that all about?
there were three words—all
know for certain
essentially connected to the
that if you tried to
One might argue th- idea that the person insulted
at society has out- was ‘unmanly’ or homosexual— call someone’s kid
an “asshole” in the
paced the language that were so insulting that a
States—even saying,
in progressiveness, man who said them could be
“aren’t you a cute
but you are right, punished with full outlawry.
little asshole?!”—
many swear words Moreover, per the terms of the
you would immehave religious un- law, a man insulted in such a
diately be punched
dertones, including fashion would legally be “enthe innocent “an- titled to kill on account of these in the face.
sa-ns ári” (“devil’s three words.”
If you’re going to
demon”),
“mantake something awnfjandi”
(“manay from Icelandic, I
devil”)
and
“sk“Most swear words can certainly hope callrattinn” (“Satan”).
ing kids assholes
To be fair, saying be made even more
isn’t one of them. I’m
“oh my god” is still potent by prefacing
not sure how the
a commonplace exthem with “helvítis”
tradition began, but
clamation in Eng(“damned”), “andscalling kids ‘little
lish, too.
kotans” or “djöfulsins” assholes’ is interchangeable with saying
It’s true. Adding
(“by the devil”).”
“oh you little mon“god” before (or
ster / beast / rasbetween) most bacal.” Perhaps asshole works because
sic insults really adds some oomph
everyone has one? I don’t know,
in (American) English, because
that’s probably not it...
to this day, a good many of us are
essentially still Puritans. Which
probably explains why sexually But now that I have all these
words at my disposal, this brings
derived insults continue to morme back to my original problem.
tally offend us.
Namely: how to execute an effective aspersion. So, can you teach
We have a fair share of those, inme how to actually deliver these
cluding the complicated “brundþró,”
withering Icelandic insults now?
which is composed of “brund”
(“cum”) and “þró” (“compost”), to
With pleasure! The insults can all
literally call someone a “cum recepbe shouted, but I find they have the
tacle.” We have even more insults
referring to genitalia, including the greatest impact if you can pull them
tame “skaufi” (“dick”), the banal off slowly, deliberately and with
confidence. Most swear words can
“kunta” (“cunt”), and the more inbe made even more potent by prefacventive “drulludeli” (“shitty penis”)
ing them with “helvítis” (“damned”),
and “drullukunta” (“shitty vagina”),
“andskotans” or “djöfulsins” (“by
both of which are comparable to
the devil”). Please refer to the handy
“piece of shit.”
“Pocket Guide to Icelandic Insults”
we’ve put together here.
But worse, really. Although things
seem to get a bit complicated when
it comes to body part vocab in Icelandic. Take “rassgat,” (asshole).
Not unexpectedly, this word features in some pretty decent cursfamily dinner the subject of swear
words came up and my granny
shared some of her own favourites
with me, including the much beloved
“farðu til helvítis” (“go to hell”). It’s
a short and sweet retaliatory curse,
and gets straight to the point, even if
you aren’t religious.

INFO

Your Pocket Guide To
Swearing In Icelandic
Safe To Say In Front Of Your Granny
Pronunciation

What it means

English Equivalent

Ansans Ári

Ahn-sahns
Ouw-rih

By the devil

Damn

+Skúrkur

Scoor-kuhr

Villain

Dirt bag

+Drullusokkur

Druh-dluhSok-cur

Toilet plunger

Bastard

+Gunga

Goon-gah

Coward

Scaredy-cat

+Flón

flown

Fool

Idiot

+Skoffín

Scoff-feen

The mythical offspring of a male fox
and a female cat

Cur

+Garmur

Gaar-muhr

Torn rag

Dick

Word

For When You Stub Your Toe Really Hard Or Want To Insult Someone At The Bar
Word

Pronunciation

What it means

English Equivalent

+Aumingi

Oiee-ming-Gih

Weakling

Tosser

+Mannfýla

Mahn-fee-la

A person so foul he is comparable to
bad breath

Asshole

“Farðu til helvítis”

Fahr Thoo Tihl
Hehl-vee-tihs

Go to hell

Fuck off

“Éttann sjálfur”

Yeah-tahn S(ee)yeaouwl-fur

Eat it yourself

Fuck you too

+Drulludeli

Druh-dhlu-deh-lih

Shitty penis

Piece of shit

+Drullukunta

Druh-dhlu-cuhn-tah

Shitty vagina

Piece of shit

+Raggeit

Rah-(g)h-gate

As cowardly as a goat

Bloody coward

When You Want To Drop The Mic
Word

Pronunciation

What it means

English Equivalent

“Éttu það sem
úti frýs”

Yeah-tuh Thahth Sehm
Oo-tih Freez

You can eat that which freezes
outside

You can fuck
the fuck off

Hlandbrenndu

H(l)-ahndBrehn-du(h)

May you burn from your own urine

Screw you,
motherfucker

+Brundþró

Bruh-nd-throw

Cum receptacle

Bloody wanker

“Megi tröll hafa
þína vini”

May-(g)hi trö-dhl hahfah thee-nah vih-hni

May the trolls take your friends

Fuck you too

+Náriðill

Now-r(y)th-idhl

Necrophiliac

Disgusting piece of shit

+Vesalingur

Ve-sah-lin-gur

Someone helpless

Sad old man

+Ónytjungur

Ouw-niht-yoon(g)-gur

Someone who is completely
worthless

Sorry sack of shit

Oomph Words
Word

Pronunciation

What it means

Andskotans

Ahnd-skoh-tahns

By the devil

Djöfulsins

Dyuh-fuhl-sins

By Satan

Helvítis

Hehl-vee-tihs

By hell

NOTE: You’ll see that a lot of the words
in the table have a “+” icon. This indicates that you can use any of these
“Oomph Words” to preface them
for extra zing. You can also string
along combinations of all three Oomph
Words to indicate extreme frustration.

Hálslón Reservoir
*Max. water volume in gigalitres (billions of litres)

Blanda Reservoir
Háganga Reservoir
Krókur Reservoir
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ÍSAFOLD BISTRO
BAR & SPA

HAPPY HOUR!

every day
between 17:00 and 19:00.
Large Beer isk 500
Glass of House Wine isk 800

Isafold Bistro - Bar & Spa is a new
and trendy restaurant located at
CenterHotel Þingholt in the heart
of Reykjavik.

Open til midnight

Oﬀering fresh Icelandic cuisine,
variety of cocktails, wines and
other spirits in a beautifully
designed environment that was
inspired by the Icelandic nature.
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The close vicinity to the Ísafold
SPA oﬀers the special opportunity
to combine quality cuisine and
wellness at the same venue.
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Love In The
Land Of The
Midnight Sun
Or: Why There Is No Dating
Culture In Iceland
Words by Valur Gunnarsson
Photos by Daníel Freyr Atlason

It’s nearing four o‘clock and the boys at the bar are tearing their shirts off. Bare chests
multiply on the dance floor like drunken amoeba—three, four, five. This is a high-stakes
game and all stops are pulled. You don’t go gently into that good night, unless you want
to go home alone. Succeed once and you might never have to play again. If you don’t,
there will always be another Saturday night.
There have been so many Saturday
nights, each one a repetition of the last.
Bill Murray ain’t got nothing on me as
the weeks turn into months, then years,
then decades. And yet I never seem to
learn. I am sobering up far too soon,
and I still have my shirt on—two cardinal sins that lead to sexual exile. A
thousand years since the end of the Viking Age and we still have not mastered
the art of conversation.

A Strange Kind
Of Paradise
In his novel ‘Paradise Reclaimed,’
('Paradísarheimt') Iceland’s Nobel Laureate Halldór Laxness writes of the
time romantic love came to Iceland.
He suggests this happened sometime
around the year 1874, on the 1000-year
anniversary of settlement, and describes it thusly:
“That which we now call love had
not yet come to Iceland. People mated

without romance, according to the
wordless laws of nature and in conformity with the German pietism of the
Danish king. The word love survived
in the language, certainly, but only as a
relic from a distant unknown age when
words meant something quite different from now; perhaps it had been used
about horses.” [Translation by Magnús
Magnússon].
Old Laxness may have been exaggerating somewhat, for evidence suggests
that romantic love never really made it
to Iceland at all, and contemporary texts
seem to agree. In the charmingly titled ebook ‘Bang Iceland,’ an American calling
himself Roosh V. documents his findings
after a 2011 visit, during which he conducted extensive research (well, at least a
couple of weeks). Surprisingly, he seems
to broadly reach the same conclusions as
our Nobel poet. (Disclaimer: In no way
is this an endorsement of the politics or
worldview of Roosh V).

Icelandic Hookup Culture
One reading of Laxness suggests that the
half-naked men dancing drunkenly in
bars in 21st Century Iceland are a direct
result of the Danish pietism of the 17th
Century, a period when drinking and
dancing were prohibited. Perhaps this
is, then, a belated middle finger to our
former king, in the same way that Americans still carry guns to spite George III.
If true, the same aversion to romanticism
would logically apply to the Danes themselves, who were, and still are, ruled by
these very same kings and queens. Roosh
appears to concur:
“It’s safe to say that Icelandic guys
can’t approach. Until I got to Denmark,
I’ve never seen such piss-poor all-around
game. I’ll give them a pass because the
Icelandic environment promotes passivity, a strategy that may actually increase
the chance for a permanent male resident
to land a girlfriend. While sometimes
they do approach while drunk, the only
time I saw ‘normal’ approaches was from

What if his alimony payments are as bad
Icelandic guys who had lived abroad...”
as his jokes? This is something you might
At the end of ‘Bang Iceland,’ Roosh
sums up his conclusions under the head- want to consider before rather than after
ing ‘Icelandic hookup culture is kind of coitus.
Alda further describes the natural
fucked up, and that’s coming from me’:
“I still can’t get my head wrapped around course of an Icelandic relationship as:
sex, a movie, kids, moving in, and perhow strange Icelandic hookup culture is.
haps marriage, pointing out that everyIt’s basically backwards: they have sex
first before having an extended conver- thing here is done in a different order
sation that women from almost any other than it is most other places.
country in the world would require as a
prerequisite to sex.”
The Long Walk Up
Admittedly, Roosh does not strike one
Laugavegur
as a particularly sympathetic character.
However, more reputable observers, such
as Alda Sigmundsdóttir, who grew up in
Leaving the bar and heading out on the
North America and relocated to Iceland,
long, lonely walk up Laugavegur, we
tend to make the
move from literature
same points. In her “Sex, a movie, kids,
to conjecture. Yes,
‘Little Book of the Ice- moving in, perhaps
Icelandic men are
landers’ (2012), Alda
Most sourcmarriage. In that order.” hopeless.
claims Icelandic men
es agree on this. But,
are “renowned for
why?
being hopeless at hitA Swiss girl once
ting on women.” She
told me that going up
goes on to quote her
Laugavegur on a Sat22-year-old daughurday night was one
ter, raised in Iceland,
of the most harrowwho explains that she
ing experiences of her
would never consider
life beset, as she was,
going on a date with
on all sides by jovial,
someone. After all,
obnoxious, drunken
what if the guy turned out to be boring?
barbarians getting grabby. She further
Why then, one might add, leave the noted that on mainland Europe, it was
selection process to the morning after?
quite normal for a man and a woman to
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strike up conversation when, say, waiting
for a bus. Mostly no more will come of
this, but the possibility is still there, and
in any case, this can be a pleasant way to
pass the time.
Not so in Iceland.
In fact, I have sometimes heard Icelandic women describing trips abroad in
much the same terms as the Swiss girl
described Iceland. They felt very uncomfortable being addressed by an unknown
man in broad daylight. There is a time and
a place for these things. And that time
and place is on and around Laugavegur
on a Friday or Saturday night. Five to ten
drinks in.

The Virtues Of
Alcoholism

As those raised in Iceland will attest, the
link between severe drunkenness and
sex is forged early on. Which, in itself,
needn’t be so bad, until you see the divorcees in their 30s, 40s and 50s mindlessly
stumbling between bars and blackouts,
using the only method they know that is
both efficient and socially acceptable in
order to approach one another? Which,
again, may go some way towards explaining the drinking culture.
Iceland is one of the few places where
alcoholism actually gives you a competitive advantage when it comes to courtship. Most normal people wouldn’t know
Drunken Teenagers
how to behave amongst the bare-chested
Going On 50
men at the bar, but for an alcoholic, this
soon becomes a natural state of affairs. If
I was 22 and living in Helsinki when I you feel at ease in your surroundings, you
naturally become more attractive. And in
learned that it was OK to talk to women
environments like these, it helps to have
while sober. And this, mind you, was
a drinking problem.
in Finland. In the
Thus, the alcoholics
capital area, the “If you feel at ease in
breed like the rabbits
Finns have devel- your surroundings,
Öskjuhlíð, resultoped something of
you naturally become in
ing in all those embaran embryonic dating
rassing sloshed uncles
culture, but leave the more attractive. And
found at every family
big city and you find in surroundings like
yourself in a Kauthis, it helps to have a reunion.
If society’s rerismaki movie. The
ward system turns
same broadly applies drinking problem.”
you to drink, then the
to Oslo versus most
flip side is that it penalizes sobriety. The
of the rest of Norway, or Southern versus Northern Sweden. Even in Århus, smallness not only encourages excessive
Denmark, they go out on dates. I know drinking, it also discourages dating. In a
this from first-hand experience, though small town, if a boy and girl decide to meet
in broad daylight, everyone will know
I can’t really speak for the more unintelabout it. “I didn’t know they were seeing
ligible parts of Western Jutland.
For an Icelander, it largely seems to each other,” someone will say to someone
else even though it might have been just
apply that the farther away from civilisation you go, the more you feel at home. that one date and so they might have to
spend the next weeks and months retractAnd while it is true that all Nordic couning the rumours. A failed date is not only
tries went through the same bout of
a personal humiliation, but also a social
Puritan insanity in the 17th Century,
perhaps it is actually the size of a place embarrassment.
Much better to construct this otherrather than the religious history that
world, where men and women are free
counts when it comes to sex.
to mingle, the lights are dim and memoAfter all, we do sleep around, whereas the Puritans didn’t. We just don’t do it ries hazy, and what happens doesn’t really count. Going out on a date in broad
sober.
daylight is a major commitment, going
No Lack Of Sex In Iceland home with someone at night is not. Having picked and made your way among the
princes and the frogs, you eventually take
Sometime last year, newspaper Morgunblaðið published a cover story on single the big step with your chosen one from the
otherworld to the regular one, and you
women in Iceland, which they wrote accan finally watch movies together have
counted for 47% of women aged 20-39,
kids, move in and eventually, perhaps
up from 38% 15 years earlier. And while
most of the women interviewed made marry.
Unless, of course, you find out somethe point that they enjoyed singlehood,
where along the way that the guy is a comsome also complained about Icelandic
plete bore.
men’s introversion, overcome only with
excessive amounts of alcohol.
Yet, there is no lack of sex in Iceland.
Finding A Way Into
According to the Durex Global Sex SurIcelandic Society
vey, Icelanders are actually world leaders when it comes to first sexual contact,
clocking in at an impressive average
Fast forward a few days, and I am sitting
age of 15.6 years. Unfortunately, there at the university cafeteria with group of
are no statistics measuring the level of foreign men. No dirty weekend tourists
drunkenness when this occurs. The these, hardly Brits on the piss. Rather,
same study puts us fourth when it comes
they are able scholars, a Spaniard, a Gerto average number of sex partners. Apman and a Latvian, who all speak Icelanparently, we get an average 13 each, well
dic fluently. Perhaps they assumed linahead of the global average of nine, but
guistic ability would allow them to enter
behind New Zealand, Australia and Icelandic society, but the Spaniard is feelTurkey. Again, there is no accounting ing dejected. “There is no flirting here, or
for the level of drunkenness, nor if there anything like that,” he says. “When I want
is any correlation between numbers of
something physical, I go abroad.”
sheep in a given country and numbers of
As the days become longer, then
sex partners therein.
shorter again, it’s strange to think that
The question, then, is this:
somewhere out there are places where it
How are all these hopeless men havis possible to have a conversation without
ing so much sex? Somebody must be dothe aid of King Alcohol. Perhaps, one day,
ing something right. Right?
we will be more like them.
Could it even be that Icelandic men
Until then, there is always another Satare rewarded for the very same behavurday night at the bar.
iours that so horrify, say, the Swiss (avValur Gunnarsson is a writer relucerage number of sexual partners: 11.1)?
tantly living in Reykjavík. His novel
That as our 15.6th birthday rolls around ‘Síðasti elskhuginn’ (“The Last Lover”)
we all get happily drunk and lose our came out last autumn and is now availvirginities, but at the price of becoming able on ebook (Icelandic only). You can
promiscuous Peter Pans, unable to grow
see him at Ölstofan over the weekends.
up or learn how to do it any other way?
www.ebaekur.is/Book/569507/sidasti_elskhuginn/
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Roosh V.
Who?
Words by Tómas Gabríel Benjamin
@gabrielandmore

In 2011, Roosh added ‘Bang Iceland,’
to his series of books detailing how
to trick women into sex in different
countries across the globe (other
entries include ‘Bang Ukraine’ and
‘Bang Poland’). The book purports
to offer “sex tourists” advice on how
they may bed as many attractive locals as possible through tricks and
guile (or as he calls it, improving

their "game").
Roosh is a self-described "antifeminist," and in his writings argues
for and justifies men’s dominant position over women through a posthoc Darwinistic view of biological
and social evolution, in which men
have a "very pressing urge for fornication." As someone who claims he
turned his sex life around by learn-

Icelandic Dating
In An Instagram
Words by Rebecca Scott Lord
Photo by Alex Brown

Without Getting Caught."
While some of Roosh’s observations of Reykjavík nightlife and dating culture in ‘Bang Iceland,’ seem
accurate, the overall viewpoint he
espouses is detestable and sad. In the
spirit of this issue, we reached out to
Roosh and shot him some questions.

to say they agreed with what I said.
I tried to develop a long-distance romance with these girls so that I could
have sex with them in the future, but
no romance developed and I have
not fornicated with an Icelandic girl
since 2011. I hope that one day I will
sleep with an Icelandic girl again.

His Penis Did Benefit

Dog Eat Dog

What can you tell us about your
experience of dating culture in
Iceland? Do you think Icelanders
are a nation ripe for the picking
for pickup artists?
I did not find a dating culture. I found
a sex culture fuelled almost entirely
by alcohol, where
people need to drink
“We can start to exaobscene amounts of
mine a woman's beliquor just to have
haviour: their lies, their intimacy. I'm not
disrespect, their mani- complaining, because
penis did benefit
pulations, their cheatful my
from this system, but
ways, and their unreliit did seem weird to
me that people had
able behaviour where
to detach themselves
they cancel dates at
from their humanthe last minute with
ity with alcohol just
to physically connect
no valid excuse. So if
another person.
I'm unethical, they are with
Iceland is not a good
more so. ”
place for "pickup artists," since girls here
will be too drunk to
appreciate any type
of charm or wit, but
it's great for alcoholics who also happen
to be good looking.

Roosh Vorek, real name Daryush Valizadeh, is a 35-year-old American known for a
series of books that give instructions on “how to pick up women” using various tactics
and mind games (people like Roosh are often called “pickup artists” or PUAs—the
group was made infamous by writer Neil Strauss’ in his 2005 book ‘The Game: Penetrating The Secret Society Of Pickup Artists’).
ing good "game," Roosh offers pickup
artists advice on a regular basis online. He is regularly criticized for the
blatant misogyny he promotes in his
writings, among other things constantly referring to women as “sluts”
and “whores” if they have had more
than a couple of lovers while offering
his male followers articles such as
"How To Cheat On Your Girlfriend

Early one morning after some drinks,
Alex Brown Instagrammed a picture
that inspired our cover this issue. A
Minnesota native living in Reykjavík,
Alex thought the scene strange enough
to photograph, but still not altogether
surprising. We chatted with Alex about
the picture, Icelandic “dating,” and the
strangeness of it all.
Describe the scene for me.
It was a pretty normal night downtown.
I think it was five in the morning. People
were just drunkenly walking around,
and then a path cleared in front of me
and there was a beautiful couple enjoying each other’s company.
Did it surprise you to see them there?
Um…yes and no. I’d say no, just because
people like to drink, and yes because it
was a very, very intimate moment for
them. Yeah.
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What kind of feedback have you gotten since publishing 'Bang Iceland?' Have you
heard similar success stories from
other pickup artists who’ve visited Iceland?
The feedback I received from ‘Bang
Iceland’ was 99.9% negative from
people who were from Iceland. I was
told that if I were to return to Iceland, my skull would be smashed and
my testicles ripped out from my body,
but that was three years ago so I
think it's safe to return again as long
as I wear a disguise. Thankfully, my
American readers enjoyed the book.
Many American guys who bought it
did go on to have success in Iceland
with my advice, especially my tip to
wait until the very end of the night to
make your move on a girl. There is no
point in trying to talk to an Icelandic
girl early in the night before she has
reached her maximum intoxication
level.
After my book came out, about
ten or so Icelandic girls emailed me

In 'Bang Iceland' you talk about
techniques such as hitting women
with the "guilt" routine, with the
goal of getting them to sleep with
you. Do you think it is ethical to
trick women into sleeping with
you in this manner?
If you want to argue that my routines
are unethical, which I'm sure you
can, then we can start to examine a
woman's behaviour: their lies, their
disrespect, their manipulations,
their cheatful ways, and their unreliable behaviour where they cancel
dates at the last minute with no valid
excuse. So if I'm unethical, they are
more so. Dating is sometimes like a
battle, and only the person who has
the most weapons will succeed in
getting what they want before they
get screwed. I did not make this rule,
but it is reality, not just in Iceland,
but all over the world. I feel sorry for
any man who goes into battle without his weapons.
You've stated in no uncertain
terms that if the mass-murderer
Elliot Rodgers had learned to be a
pickup artist from you, he would
never have gone on his killing
spree. Do you not think that men's
belief that they are entitled to sex
is the driving force behind their
violence against women, rather
than the supposed cruelty of women who refuse their advances?
Gabríel, if you really think that "sex
entitlement" drives men to mass
murder, I have a New York bridge
that I want to sell you at a discount
price. Use your brain for a minute
instead of believing every piece of
nonsense that feminists tell you.
I'm ready to give you free copies of
all my books so that you can be debrainwashed.

Would it be weird to see something
like that in Minnesota?
Yes, but I think two people making out in
the street is kinda weird anywhere.

ing a girl on a date and she said "I don't go
on dates." Either she doesn't or was just
being nice, but I like to think it was the
first option.

Were people around them fazed at
all?
No, not at all. You can see in the photo,
the people in the background are not really looking.

So have you stopped asking girls out
on dates?
Uhhhh yeah. I would say I think my
mentality has shifted, which is what
happens whenever you move somewhere new and adapt to the culture.

What happened after you took the
picture? Was it just business as usual?
Yeah, more or less. I continued walking
past. I made sure that they were all right.
They seemed to be doing fine.
Do you have any impressions of the
Icelandic hookup/dating culture?
A lot of the relationships I know got their
start as weekend hooking-ups, which led
to more serious dating when that went
well. But it's interesting, I remember ask-

Do you prefer the Minnesota way or
the Icelandic way?
They’re both great, each for their own
reasons. Iceland's way is much more laid
back and causal, which is nice.
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The sole piece of advice that’s missing
from all those helpful articles is this: if a
person is having a problem getting laid
on their home turf, it’s probably not going
to be any easier to elsewhere. This seems
obvious. But it isn’t.
The other night I was with a group of
friends. The guys wanted to hit the town,
but us dolls wanted to stay put. “I’m not in
the mood for all that ‘dirty weekend’ harassment,” one remarked. The guys were
surprised that this actually was a problem. After some explaining and relaying
of stories—and yes, all of us females had
at least one story to share—we decided to
skip the bars and clubs for the night.
Indeed, at this time of year, some
establishments lose all their charm. If
a local wanders in, the guests look as if
they’ve seen a rare animal on a safari.
They monitor every movement: “Let’s
see how the Icelander parties!” Inevitably, faced with such spectators, the
specimen of interest will generally turn
around and head elsewhere.

“WANNA
FUUUUUUCK?”
Sure, everybody loves sex,
but nobody loves an asshole

“Two men introduced themselves to me.
After telling them my name they asked
me if I was interested in joining them for
a threesome. When I turned them down
politely, they were insulted and said: ‘But
wait—aren‘t you supposed to be, like, a
slut?’”

Words by Margrét Erla Maack
@mokkilitli

-Unnur Eggertsdóttir

More than ten years have passed since Icelandair ran their “Fancy a dirty weekend in
Iceland” and “Pester a beauty queen” ad campaigns internationally (yes, those were
actual ad campaigns). Yet, their message lingers on. With the help of the internet and
various sad articles detailing “how to score an easy Icelandic chick,” partaking in 101
Reykjavík nightlife over the months of June, July and August is a horrible experience
for your average, Icelandic looking lady.
“Ewwww. Several times tourists have
asked me for directions, claiming they
don’t know where their hotel is. After giving careful directions, they act as if they
didn’t understand, and ask me to show
them where it is—and tell me my reward
will be a drink in their hotel room. Drinks
in Iceland are of course soooooooo expensive that I must accept such a generous offer. Or what? *sigh*”

home with every single dirty weekender
that has harassed me over the past decade. Just closing my eyes and thinking
of Iceland.

-Setta María

I have on two separate occasions been
forced to ask flight attendants to find me
a different seat on flights to Iceland, because the guy sitting next to me basically
got going as soon the plane took off. The
first one was an American gentleman on
his way from New York. I had “known”
him for all of four minutes when he insisted that I join him in the bathroom for
some mile-high action. Not only was he
inappropriate, he was also a sad cliché.
The other guy was a bit more flexible,

Browsing online, you’ll find a lot of heteronormative articles on the subject of
“How To Score In Iceland!” and “How
To Land An Icelandic Beauty!” I have yet
to come across an article on “How To Lay
An Icelandic Lad,” though. This is problematic. Sometimes I even feel guilty not
just going for it every time some tourist
offers his tongue. Maybe our currency
would be a lot stronger if I had just gone

“Sometimes it feels like they think they purchased a pass to my body with their airline
ticket.”

an Englishman travelling from London.
When he realised I was not really keen on
fucking him, he told me he was into “other
Icelandic beauties like me.”
Some start off more subtly—stating
they admire how independent, free and
sexually open Icelandic ladies are.
And then: Boom. Lets fuck. Within ten
minutes. Let’s fuck.

-Klara Arnalds
“I have the hardest time with this when I am
DJ-ing. They start by asking random questions that aaaany person could answer. And
then they stand there and stare… And then
they eventually start saying inappropriate,
dirty, disgusting stuff. And you can’t get
away.”
-Sigrún Skaftadóttir
Roosh V., author of the book (yes, book!)
‘Bang Iceland,’ recommends cornering
the local ladies, isolating them from their

friends. Girls who work as DJs, like Sigrún
and myself, are already alone and cannot
get away. Girls working at nightlife establishments all tell the same story. Walking
through a crowded bar at this time of year
means inevitably tripping over a sea of
boners that are (accidentally) poking your
thigh.
The travelling Casanovas buy the girls
shots, as they’ve been instructed to in
one article or the other. One such feat of
journalism offers this advice: “Get. Them.
Drunk. One will eventually fall for you—
and if you don’t find one at the bar, you can
probably grab some crazy party girl at the
obligatory afterparty.” The article does
mention that a great rule of thumb is not to
go home with a girl who is too intoxicated
to keep up a conversation.
Thanks, you guys. Thanks for being so
considerate.
Another article even offers statistics:
If you hit on 46 women, one of them will
definitely take off her pants for you.
“One American told me he had been here for
three days without ‘getting his dick wet,’ and
asked me what he was doing wrong. I told
him that this was a gathering of people, not
a puddle of genitalia, and that knowing this
would probably aid him in his mission.”

The above quote is my absolute favourite of the ones I collected for the sake of
this article, because it captures the mood
so perfectly. Nobody wastes their time
being polite or charming. I still haven’t
found an article that suggests: INTRODUCE YOURSELF, BEFORE ASKING:
“WANNA FUUUUUUCK?”
The bar that puts up a sign that says
“No Dirty Weekend Tourists Please” gets
all my business this summer.
Alternatively, I’ll just rest my liver until fall.
"An Icelandic language version of this article originally appeared in Kjarninn (www.
kjarninn.is)". (like in the header or at the
bottom

Margrét Erla Maack is a Bollywood &
belly dancer,burlesque/cabaret perform
er,comedian,choreographer,DJ. Jack of
many trades,master of none. hates: mayo
& U2. loves: karaoke and food.

-Gunnar Hrafn Jónsson

Step into
the Viking Age
Experience Viking-Age Reykjavík at the
new Settlement Exhibition. The focus of the
exhibition is an excavated longhouse site which
dates from the 10th century ad. It includes
relics of human habitation from about 871, the
oldest such site found in Iceland.

Multimedia techniques bring Reykjavík’s
past to life, providing visitors with insights
into how people lived in the Viking Age, and
what the Reykjavík environment looked like
to the first settlers.

The exhibition and
museum shop are open
daily 10–17
Aðalstræti 16
101 Reykjavík / Iceland
Phone +(354) 411 6370
www.reykjavikmuseum.is

Amazing Full Day
Adventure from
Reykjavík!

Vatnajökull Voyager
Express day tour to Vatnajökull National Park
from Reykjavík. Sightseeing, glacier walking on
the famous Falljökull glacier, lunch, boat ride on
Jökulsárlón glacier lagoon & waffle.
31.990 ISK per person.

Glacier Hike Ice Climbing Climbing

Cycling

Sightseeing Boat Trip

glacierguides.is | info@glacierguides.is | + 354-571-2100 | Book your trip with Arctic Adventures on Laugavegur 11 Open 8am–10pm

Experience real
Icelandic cuisine

Are you the
Tourist of the Year?
The Reykjavík Grapevine and Inspired by Iceland
are looking for THE TOURIST OF THE YEAR. Tell
us why you should be the Tourist of the Year for a
chance to win a free trip to Iceland.

Bankastræti 2, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: (+354) 551 4430
info@laekjarbrekka.is
www.laekjarbrekka.is

Let’s be friends!

/laekjarbrekka

vurl.is/i

Visit www.touristoftheyear.is to submit your entry!
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A Guide To Watching
The World Cup In Reykjavík
Where To Watch And Who To Support

World Cup season is finally upon us. Every four years, football fanaticism surges during a
month-long period before reaching its apex in the tournament final, this year scheduled for
July 13. The World Cup is the world’s most widely viewed sporting event, bringing together
die-hard and casual fans alike.

Who To Support
If you want to support an Icelander...

If you want to support a beard almost
worthy of belonging to an Icelander…

Words
Tyler Clevenger
Photos

Hörður Sveinsson
For some, it is a religious experience.
For others, it’s simply an excuse to
go out to bars and share in at least
90 minutes of crazed fanaticism
concluding in either jubilant highs
or soul-crushing lows. There are
no games ending in a draw past the
group stage, there are no wins based
on an aggregate score and there are
no participants who haven’t dreamed
of hoisting that trophy as the hero of
his country.
This is the World Cup.
Unfortunately, Iceland does not
have a team representing us this time
around (they were thisclose to qualifying). However, that does not mean
that Icelanders can’t or won’t join in
on the festivities. For locals or for
tourists, for those who rabidly comb
the Internet for transfer rumours, or
for those who don’t know the difference between Lionel Messi and Lionel Ritchie, this is our guide to where
to watch the games and, if your allegiances aren’t already tied, who to
support.

World Cup menu and will be showing
the games on 20 HDTVs and five HD
projectors, including a massive projector screen in the Hresso garden.

Glaumbar
Glaumbar is sporting eight brand new
HDTVs, as well as 5 HD projectors.
They’ll be offering 1.5 L pitchers for 2,000
ISK, and during happy-hour (starting at
22:00), draught beer is half-priced.

Boston
Boston will be cheering hard for
Mexico, offering up free tequila shots
when they score. In a heart-warming
gesture of international fairness, Boston will also be offering 50% off shots
when any other team scores.
Lebowski Bar
They will be showing every game on a variety of big-screen TVs, and will be offering their usual happy-hour deal: two for
one on wines and draught beer between
16:00 and 19:00.

Where To Watch

Bíó Paradís
The independent cinema will be
showing all games and boasts a huge
screen and 205 seats. Every day between 17:00 and 19:30 they will be offering a two for one deal on all beer
and wine. Admission is free.
Bjarni Fel
Bjarni Fel is rolling out an extensive

The English Pub
The pub promises a festive atmosphere and will be showing the games
on their five impressive HDTVs.

The Dubliner
Perhaps worthy of winning the award
for most creative World Cup drinking
set-up, The Dubliner will give patrons the chance to participate in a
“Shot World Cup.” Each country has
a representative shot (for example,
vodka shots for Russia or a Bailey’s/
grenadine mixture resembling the
English flag), and while a game is
being played, shots from that matchup will be half-price. At the end of
the tournament, The Dubliner will
buy a national team jersey from the
country with the most popular shot
and auction the shirt off for charity.
Blimey!

Karaoke Sports Bar
Karaoke Sports Bar will be showing every
game on their array of TVs and offering
up 700 ISK beers while all games are being played.

Stúdentakjallarinn
Stúdentakjallarinn will be showing
games on their massive screen (11 m2),
with space for nearly 400 fans. In addition to a variety of food specials, wine is
priced at 690 ISK and beer is 790 ISK (490
for University of Iceland students).

...root for the United States. That’s
…root for Andrea Pirlo and the Italright, the “Yanks.” While there was initially
ian Team. In the past we’ve covered the
some contempt (Football Association of
Icelandic penchant and skill for growing
Iceland: “[He] has no link to soccer in the
beards, and Italian midfielder Andrea
USA at all”) when Alabama-born, Reykja- Pirlo’s facial fur is nearly up to the high
vík-raised Aron Jóhannsson chose to play standard set by Icelanders. The fashionfor the U.S. team inably-whiskered 35
“...for those who don’t
stead of for Iceland,
year-old known as
many Icelanders are
know the difference be- the “puppet master”
excited to watch him
virtuosically
leads
tween Lionel Messi and the “Azzuri” atplay on the world’s
biggest stage. The
Lionel Ritchie, this is our tack, often weaving
sprightly 23-year-old
guide to where to watch through passes that
Kevin Bacon doppelwill make you double
the games...”
gänger has already
or triple-take.
seen playing time as
a forward for the U.S. and a goal would
If you want to support Iceland’s postcertainly thrust him into worldwide concolonial brethren…
versation as an up-and-coming football
…root for Ghana. During this World
star—a rare opportunity for an Icelander or
Cup, you might have an empathetic soft
for an American.
spot for the “Black Stars.” Like Iceland,
Ghana once suffered under the Danish
If you want to support the favourites…
colonial yoke, as part of the Danish Gold
…root for Brazil. If you are putting Coast until 1850. Star forward Asamoah
money on the line, or simply want the best Gyan will try to power Ghana to at least
chance to brag to your friends about how
the semi-finals—they would be the first
right you were, Brazil is the team to pick.
African team to do so.
The home-field advantage, in addition to
young star Neymar’s speed and creativity If you want to support the trendy dark
and a star-studded defence, is enough to
horse…
convince well-known statistics guru Nate …root for Belgium. This is also the part
Silver to award them a 45% chance of winof the guide that could be called “How
ning the trophy.
to Trick Your Friends Into Thinking You
Know More About Football Than You
If you want to support the ultimate unActually Do.” Led by midfielder Eden
derdog…
Hazard and goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois,
…root for Australia. Though they are
the Belgian squad is one of the most talthe best team in their continent (djók!) the ented in the world, though the country is
“Socceroos” are the lowest-ranked team
not traditionally thought of as a football
to qualify for the tournament, according to
power. However, thanks to repeatedly
FIFA rankings. At 62nd in the world, they
being declared the “dark horse” of the
are ranked lower than Iceland (52nd).
World Cup, it would hardly be a surSome people naturally gravitate towards
prise to see them make a deep run.
rooting for underdogs, and as the worst
Chile would also qualify as a trendy
team overall in the tournament’s toughest
upset pick, led by Arturo Vidal and
group (matched with Spain, Netherlands, Alexis Sanchez.
and Chile), Australia—the longest of long
shots—certainly could use your support.
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Scheduled Busses
& Bus Passports
SUMMER 2014

Hiking On Your Own
The Hiking On Your Own Passport is the ideal
way to experience two of Iceland’s most popular
hiking routes. You simply purchase one passport
and with it you get bus transfer from Reykjavík
to the base of the hike and again to Reykjavík
from the hike’s destination when you are done.
You can take as much time for the hike as you
please, provided it falls within the passport’s
time frame (13 June – 7 September). The passport is valid for one transfer in either direction.
There are three variations of the Hiking On Your
Own passport depending on your preference;
Hiking Laugavegur; Hiking Fimmvörðuháls and
Hiking Laugavegur & Fimmvörðuháls.
You choose between the three options available
when you purchase the passport and they
determine which routes your passport is valid
for. Hiking On Your Own is a great option for
individuals and groups alike.

Reykjavík – Þórsmörk
Reykjavík – Landmannalaugar
Reykjavík – Skógar
* Groups will have to be booked beforehand.
Grímsey

Route map
2014
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Staðarskáli
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Neskaupstaður

Reyðarfjörður

17 17a

Ólafsvík

Snæfellsjökull
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Hofsjökull
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Reykjavík
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For our flexible
schedule scan
the QR code!
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Flúðir
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Laki

20 20a

Vík

Surtsey

Free WiFi Hotspot on board Reykjavik Excursions coaches.

R
O

BSI Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •

580 5400 • main@re.is • www.re.is • www.ioyo.is
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Something
In The Water

Brunch

Lunch

Words
Jonathan Pattishall
Photo
Nanna Dís

Happy Hour

Dinner

K-Bar is a gastro pub with a Korean, Japanese, Icelandic inspired kitchen and quirky
cocktails. We have eight icelandic craft
beers on tap and over 100 types in bottles.
Open all day from breakfast to late night
snacks. K-Bar is located at Laugavegur 74.
Ask your reception how to find us or find us
on facebook.com/kbarreykjavik

If you’re a carbon-based life form, you probably need water. If you’re a perpetually dehydrated carbon-based life form, like me, then you probably need a lot of water. And if
you’re a perpetually dehydrated carbon-based life form who recently moved to Reykjavík, also like me, then one of the first things you probably noticed when you got here was
the unmistakable whiff of sulphur almost every time you turned on a faucet.
Maybe your first glass of tap water in ness, the pride is well placed. I have yet to
Reykjavík had the fine bouquet of a batch encounter Icelandic water that tastes anyof rotten eggs, or the masking scent of a thing other than watery. So far, so good.
There’s more to a drink than just taste,
match struck in closed quarters. Maybe
it was the stench of the Yellowstone cal- however. For starters, there’s also what
dera on an afternoon picnic at Old Faith- it does to the inanimate objects it comes
ful. I still recall the smell coming off of my in contact with. Wine stains your carfirst glass: a trace of frigid iron mixed with pet purple. Spilled beer makes your floor
the acidity of decaying organic matter. It sticky. And the hard water that comes out
wasn’t overly strong, but it wasn’t too ap- of faucets in Reykjavík, if left unchecked,
cakes tiles and shower doors with a thin,
petizing either.
If any Icelanders are reading this, hard crust of cloudy minerals. This is ulthey’re probably gnashing their teeth by timately harmless, almost quaint. But the
pleasures of drinking,
now, so let me get
like eating, are also
my caveats out of
“Icelanders are incredabout smell
the way. Yes, I know
ibly proud of their water. largely
too, and there’s nothit’s supposedly only
ing at all quaint about
the hot water that
According to a recent
being greeted by sulsmells like sulphur,
OECD study, a full 97%
phur every other time
and that you’re all
very sure that the
of the country’s popula- you draw a glass from
tap. If you turn on
cold water smells
tion is satisfied with the the
a faucet at just the
like cold water. And
right (or wrong) moyes, I know that the
water quality.”
ment, what you get is
smell isn’t indicative
of anything unsafe, and that the water is essentially a miniature upside-down geyperfectly potable. And yes, I know that ser, including all the damp, acrid odours
according to the scientific literature on but minus the steam, gawking tourists and
the subject, Icelandic tap water is about awkward cheering after a big eruption.
Speaking of eruptions, there’s another
as clean as water can be, and that it presumably originates from melting glaciers noxious aspect of Reykjavík tap water
that formed centuries before the Industrial that needs to be mentioned: what it can
Revolution introduced all those invisible do to your internal plumbing. I recently
poisons into our hydraulic cycle, wrecking tagged along with a group of four other
American tourists for a Sunday-afternoon
our taste buds along the way.
Icelanders are incredibly proud of drive around the Golden Circle, and on the
their water. According to a recent OECD stretch between Þingvellir and Geysir one
study, a full 97% of the country’s popula- of our fellow travellers excused himself
tion is satisfied with the water quality. I’ve sheepishly for something that hadn’t even
been encouraged multiple times by locals happened yet. “Um, guys… I uh… drank a
to go drink water straight from streams lot of water during breakfast this morning,
in the countryside, because “you can do and it uh… smelled a lot like sulphur, so
that here.” (Where ‘there’ is, and what you I’m sorry if I uh… get a little gassy.”
The poor man had good reason to be
can or can’t do there, is always politely left
unsaid.) Based on the way Icelanders talk worried. Sulphur is a well-known cause
about their water, you might think it best of flatus, and while I haven’t conducted a
suited for washing stains of ambrosia and comprehensive survey on this topic (and
nectar off of cherubs’ bums. And in all fair- highly doubt I would get many people to

answer my survey questions if I tried), I
suspect many visitors to Iceland experience an uptick in flatulence shortly after
putting back their first glass of water.
For anyone spending the entire day driving around the frozen countryside, this is
particularly unfortunate. It’s bad enough
when someone farts in a car under normal
circumstances, but Icelandic water can
give this scenario a truly hellacious twist—
enough fire and brimstone to knock down
the roofs onto the heads of all the sinners
in Sodom and Gomorrah. Or, as Sartre
was once badly paraphrased: Hell is other
people’s indigestion.
Then again, this isn’t Hell we’re talking
about—it’s Iceland. Homes here are powered by geothermal energy, not gastrointestinal energy. Mountain streams run
clear, not yellow. And the tap water has a
refreshing good taste. Seriously, it really
does, even if it smells funky sometimes
and has you playing the gut flute more
than usual. So drink it. Drink a lot of it. Slap
some natives on the back and yuk it up
with them about how fortunate they are
to enjoy such a great water supply. Just
whatever you do, before drinking from the
tap, let the water run cold for 10 seconds
or 10 minutes or however long it takes to
get rid of the smell. And if you’re planning
to spend a day in the car with friends,
please, please, please, drink responsibly.

Jonathan Pattishall is an editor and a
translator from North Carolina.

Hallgrimskirkja's Friends of the Arts Society 32nd season

The International Organ Summer
in Hallgrímskirkja 2014
June 14 – August 17

In cooperation with Icelandic Organist Association

Hallgrímskirkja, Skólavörðuholti, 101 Reykjavík
Sími / tel.: +354 510 1000, fax: +354 510 1010
list@hallgrimskirkja.is - www.listvinafelag.is
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A Constant
Chorus Of
Little Fuck
Yous

INTER
VIEW

It’s fairly safe to assume that C-O-N-T-I-N-U-A-T-I-O-N,
Peter Liversidge’s exhibition at i8, will only be comprised of
a portion of what the artist originally intended to showcase.
This is due to the introduction of an unwilling collaborator,
namely the postal service. In fact, according to the artist,
he’s only had about 70% success rate on his postal pieces.
Said postal pieces are a collection of objects Peter sends
individually via post to their intended destination, and whilst
a 70% success rate is quite miserable, it’s entirely likely that
the Icelandic postal service will be even less enthusiastic
about this collaboration. “Apparently, you can’t send objects longer than a metre to Iceland,” he remarks, “so when
I found out I sent the gallery a metre ruler in preparation
of the exhibition, and after a few weeks [i8 Gallery director] Börkur got a call from the post office asking him if he
wanted them to send him this broken stick they had found
in their depot.”
Words
Árni Árnason
Photo
Nanna Dís

12 02
JUNE

AUGUST

C-O-N-T-I-N-U-A-T-I-O-N

i8 Gallery

www.i8.is

You Shall Not

Poking fun at an archaic postal service’s incompetence is very far from
being the sole focus of Peter’s work,
as his studio in east London proves
beyond a shadow of doubt. On display are artworks at various stages
of progress that span an impressive
array of mediums: collages, drawing, sculptures, found objects and so
on. His studio has the same sense of
randomness as a conversation with
him does. Peter jets from topic to
topic and his enthusiasm for whatever
comes to his mind is infectious. He’s
clearly a man of many ideas, which
goes a long way to explaining his preferred method of working: Proposals.

I Propose
It was good fortune that forced Peter
to showcase his first proposal in 1997.
He had sold a piece that was headed
for an exhibition in Dublin, “a rare occurrence in those days,” he says, and
as he didn’t have anything to fill the
original artwork’s place he typed up
a proposal that read “I propose that
I follow in the footsteps of my mother
and train to become a midwife.” Thousands of proposals have followed and
the only thing they all have in common is that they’re typewritten on
A4 sheets of paper. They range from
the ridiculous (“I propose to apply for
every job advertised in Reykjavik in
June, July and August 2014”) to the
mundane (“I propose to fish Albert
Dock”) and whilst the majority of
them will never be realised, due to restraints ranging from access to funds
to physical impossibility, the ones that
do eventually see the light of day carry no more weight in the artist’s mind
than the ones that don’t. In fact, he
claims that realisation is failure. “The

idea of something is just more inter- Arguably one of the more site-specifesting, and even more complete than ic pieces exhibited at C-O-N-T-I-Nthe realisation,” he explains, “you’re U-A-T-I-O-N is titled ‘Rules for Icebeset with problems and compro- land.’ It’s a set of 17 rules that Peter
mises through physical manifestation has either made up or found during
and the finished article will never be his travels. He maintains that said
as pure as the idea.”
rules are intended as additions to exOver the course of our conversaisting rules rather than alternatives,
tion Peter shows a knack for followand like his proposals they range from
ing a relatively high-brow statement
the relatively logical (“Be respectful
with one in layman’s
to others, whether
terms, so he continthey are in Iceland
ues, “it’s like when I “I’ve always collected
or not”) to the absaw [‘90s US indie rules, either picked
solutely ridiculous
band] Slint live for
(“Remember whilst
the first time, I knew them up from places
in Iceland, in pubtheir album ‘Spid- or photographed
lic and private you
erland’ better than
them wherever I come must always, always
any human being
dress like a monk”).
should ever know across them; the thing
“That one is taken
anything, so my ex- about rules is that
from The Monks’
perience never even
band rules,” he says,
they don’t really exist.
stood the chance of
referring to the ‘60s
matching my expec- They’re just markers
US garage band.
tations.”
This is the secthat give you a point in
Peter’s disassoond time Peter exciation with ideas time that you can place hibits rules and
and his insistence yourself in.”
his fascination with
of putting the rethem makes me
sponsibility of actualisation on the
think it won’t be the last. “I’ve always
receiver’s shoulders gives him ample
collected rules, either picked them up
freedom as an artist and meanwhile
from places or photographed them
makes describing his work pretty
wherever I come across them,” he says,
much impossible. “I don’t find any“the thing about rules is that they don’t
thing as abhorrent as a box or a sigreally exist. They’re just markers that
nature style,” he remarks when I ask
give you a point in time that you can
him about his methods, “the work is
place yourself in.” Again, Peter’s more
the experience rather than a descripphilosophical quote is quickly followed
tion of something. Strangely, in proby a more grounding one: “I think we
posals it’s the written description of
all enjoy breaking rules. I at least do.
the work that is the work,” he continYou know the feeling of the little vicues before confusingly adding, “but
tory when you manage to go on a train
it’s also the physical manifestation of
without paying for a ticket. I don’t necthat written description of the work.”
essarily want to be overt about my 'fuck
He’s a conceptual artist if there
yous,' but rather I like a constant chorus
ever was one.
of smaller 'fuck yous.'”

Whilst many undoubtedly share
his sentiments on this, it turns out the
relationship of said rules to reality are
not so important. “It’s like that opening of Fargo,” he tells me, referring to
the ‘90s Coen brothers’ film. “In its
opening sequence it states that it’s
based on real events, and whilst that’s
just a total fallacy, there’s nothing to
suggest that those events couldn’t
happen.” By this logic there’s nothing

to suggest that rules such as “walk
quietly, keep looking” won’t apply to
Iceland at some point.

egilsbúð, NesKAUPSTAÐ 10.-12.JULY

Agent Fresco AMFJ Angist Azoic Beneath Benny Crespo’s Gang Brain Police
Carpe Noctem Darknote Dimma Endless Dark Godchilla Gone Postal
Grísalappalísa Ham Hindurvættir In The Company of Men Innvortis
Jónas Sigurðsson & Ritvélar Framtíðarinnar Kontinuum Kælan Mikla
Malignant Mist Mammút Maus Momentum Morð Nevolution Oni
Ophidian I Pink street boys Retro Stefson reykjavíkurdætur Rotþróin
Saktmóðigur Severed Sign Skálmöld Skelkur í Bringu Skepna
Sólstafir Strigaskór nr.42 The Vintage Caravan

PRE-FEST 9.JULY
SEVERED, BRAIN POLICE, SKÁLMÖLD AND SÓLSTAFIR

weekend tickets available at midi.is
eistnaflug.is

Kolabrautin is on
4th floor Harpa

Reservations

+354 519 9700
info@kolabrautin.is
www.kolabrautin.is

UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE
AND A VIEW
LIKE NO OTHER

A dinner or lunch at the elevated fourth floor
of Harpa concert hall is a destination in itself.
Relax and enjoy fine Italian cuisine complemented
with a spectacular panoramic view of Reykjavík
and the surrounding horizon.
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Ever Ending
Never

Straumur

The Straumur radio show airs on
X977 Monday evenings at 23:00

Words
Óli Dóri & Davíð Roach

www.straum.is

Photo
Matthew Eisman

We still can’t shake the smile off our faces after seeing a fantastic Pixies concert
at Laugardalshöll on June 11. They were great 10 years ago, and even better this
time around. The band was a lot tighter after a long reunion tour and the new bass
player seemed to have sparked a newfound joy in the band’s performance, though
we missed dear old Kim Deal.

NEW BAR MENU

Selected drinks

at half price
Kaldi, Icelandic
microbrewery
Stella Artois
White- and red wine
Bergstaðastræti 37
Tel: 552 5700
www.galleryrestaurant.is
gallery@holt.is

Sparkling wine
Cocktail of the day

In other news, GusGus released their
new album, ‘Mexico,’ last weekend
and we’re very fond of it. The band
has mastered the formula of melodic
techno with slightly cold and distant
vocals, often with piles of echo. A
certain satanic entity dwells in the
details. For example, listen to how the
bass synth on the title song “Mexico”
keeps mutating and subtly shifting
throughout the song, how the melody
and rhythm merge into an unstoppable
and unpredictable sonic beast. And
listen to the fading synth in the chorus
of opener “Obnoxiously Sexual,” as the
staccato notes pan from speaker to
speaker like a broken radio signal. The
string arrangements throughout are
also superb. Vocalist Daníel Ágúst has
particularly outstanding performances
in “Crossfade” and “Sustain” and former
member Urður Hákonardóttir shows up
and sings the shit out of “Another Life.”
The album may not be quite as good as

their last one, ‘Arabian Horse,’ but it’s
one of the best to come out of Iceland
this year and guaranteed to move feet
in the thousands in the coming months.
Meanwhile, there’s a lot happening
with the one-man M-band. On June
24, he is releasing an EP through the
website raftonar.is called ‘All Is Love.’
The day after there will be a release
show at Húrra with Tonik and Nolo
playing as well. This will be a busy night
for Hörður Bjarnason (aka M-band), as
he is also a member of Tonik and Nolo.
And that's not all. On July 9, M-band is
dropping his debut LP called ‘Haust.’
We have been listening to that record
with tremendous joy and we have been
digging the song “Ever Ending Never”
that brings to mind GusGus at their
best with haunting vocal build around
a repetitive bouncing synth line.

Straumur has been active since last
summer, with writers Óli Dóri and
Davíð Roach documenting the local music scene and helping people
discover new music at straum.is. It
is associated with the radio show
Straumur on X977, which airs every
Monday evening at 23:00.
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Album
Reviews
Ben Frost
AURORA
2014
ethermachines.com

Taste the best
of Iceland ...
... with a spanish undertone

A journey into the hi-tech
heart of darkness
At the end of April, Ben Frost whirrs of the machines in ‘Theory Of
held a concert in a packed Machines’ replaced with the whines
Kaffibarinn to premiere his and roars of military ordinance and jet
new album ‘A U R O R A.’ To say that the engines. “Flex” and “Nolan” feel like one
atmosphere was intense would be putting of these said conflicts captured on record,
it mildly. With Greg Fox and Shahzad as the sound of compressed martial
Ismaily on drums and percussion, Frost trumpets a pounding barrage of carnage,
made the whole bar throb as the music whooshing synths scything along the top
built in volume and pressure until it like tracer fire. Everything is pushed to
almost became physical to touch. It was near maximum levels of tolerance before
claustrophobic and confrontational, yet “The Teeth Behind Kisses” views the
aftermath.
strangely alluring.
‘A U R O R A’ also conveys the
Listening to ‘A U R O R A’ a month
later, it’s safe to say that Frost has captured diasporic nature of a digital world where
much of that same abstract power and dispossessed people and cultures have
totality on record. It may not have the two- long since mingled and coalesced into
hours-plus Gilgamesh expansiveness of a singular mass of sounds and styles,
modern day Swans, but Frost packs just untethered to any single point in time or
as much epic scope into the album’s 40 space (very much mirroring Frost’s own
minutes, mixing high definition digital tendency to drift between musical genres).
production with extreme noise that is as Techno and rave synths mix abundantly
on this album alongside aimless tribal
beautiful as it is fucking terrifying.
‘A U R O R A’ at times seems to be a sounds and polyrhythms. “Venter” mixes
record at war with itself. The hard Teutonic rumbling tom drums with digital pan
rhythms, chimes and bells produced by pipes and arpeggios while “Sola Fide”
Fox and Swan’s Thor Harris on “Nolan” and displays the sounds of anonymous souks,
“Secant,” stamp a mark of brutal authority before “A Single Point Of Blinding Light”
and dominion on everything before being provokes a temple throbbing collapsing of
subjected to annihilation through blocks rhythms and cadmium synth lines.
That may sound a tad melodramatic,
of filtered noises and corroded melody
phrases. Such music is the latest in a long but it’s worth considering the origins of
continuum of artists who have looked to ‘A U R O R A.’ Frost wrote most of the
album while recharness the twin
ording the music
elements of structure
“Frost talks of the noise
for the art project
and violence in the
he experienced in the
‘The Enclave’ in the
service of music. In
the ‘80s artists such
cities, where cheap Chi- Eastern Democratic
Republic of Congo,
as Z’ev and Test Denese speakers wired to
a place ravaged by
pt harnessed the disgenerators pumped out
years of civil war and
carded relics and objects of heavy inblaring Congolese gang- plunder. This place,
and the rest of Africa,
dustry to create consta rap, a chaotic place
has provided
the
structivist noise statements against the
where people survive on conceptual material for ‘A U R O R
rise of the capitalist
the electronic scraps of
A.’ Africa today is a
state machine. As
the western world.”
place where colonial
digital culture ushmasters, old and
ered society’s move
into the immaterial world, artists from new, carve up its resources, fostering
Burial to Actress utilised the ghosts of rave continuous war for the spoils, all the while
culture and scraps of digital sounds to the using it as a dumping ground for the
point of abstraction, while Tim Hecker west’s hi-tech crap.
In an interview with The Wire
(a man who shares a similar artistic and
liminal space as Frost) creates music that magazine, Frost talks of the noise he
is threatened and ultimately destroyed by experienced in the cities, where cheap
Chinese speakers wired to generators
the onslaught of technology and noise.
While it’s a highly overused pumped out blaring Congolese gangsta
metaphor, Frost’s music is still best rap, a chaotic place where people survive
described in a cinematic context, not in on the electronic scraps of the western
the way that most film scores signpost world. This is the source of the noise you
emotions but rather how his music evokes hear on ‘A U R O R A.’ It’s a world of dirty
aspects of a full cinematic world—light, broadband and asymmetrical societal
objects, shade, form, and sound design. structures, where herders trade songs via
His albums can be seen as self-reflexive phones with Bluetooth, 12-year-old kids
worlds in and of themselves. 2006’s ‘Theory make radio transmitters with electrical
Of Machines’ had a cold, clinical eye for junk from the dumps, and the unregulated
detail and smoothness of texture that black markets of Système D furnish the
seemed to map out the areas of alienation generators that provided the power for
and tension in our modern environment. Frost to write ‘A U R O R A’ on his laptop.
With his past albums, Ben Frost
Meanwhile, 2009’s ‘By the Throat’ and his
soundtrack to ‘Black Marrow’ explored a sought to create self-contained immersive
world that was primordial ooze, a dramatic worlds, each with their own internal logic
pre-civilisation place where unnameable where the tracks relate and feed into each
beasts roamed free (along with such other. On ‘A U R O R A’ though, Frost has
wonderfully visceral track names as taken and extrapolated the digital shards
of the world around him and created a
“Carbon Vessel Motherfucker”).
With ‘A U R O R A,’ we see the sci-fi body of work that instead mirrors
scale and power of his music writ large the hyperstructured, cacophonous world
in widescreen, painting a sprawling we wallow in today. It’s formless and filthy,
future-now world of accelerated tech- and very few people can capture this the
nocapitalism, as pan-global corporations way that Frost has done.
wage incessant conflicts for resources
- BOB CLUNESS
in a post-scarcity world, the beeps and

Icelandic Gourmet Fiest
Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennívín
Than 6 delicious Icelandic tapas:
Smoked puffin with blueberry
“brennivín” sauce
Icelandic sea-trout with peppers-salsa
Lobster tails baked in garlic
Pan-fried line caught blue ling
with lobster-sauce
Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
Minke Whale with cranberry & malt-sauce
To finish our famous Desert:
White chocolate "Skyr" mousse
with passion fruit coulis

6.690 kr.
The only kitchen
in Reykjavík open

23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

to

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is
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Make
it’s Eld sure
ing!

Call us on +354 519 5000
or visit www.elding.is

ELDING
WHALE WATCHING
from Reykjavik

Elding Whale Watching schedule – all year round
EL-01 / EL-02 / EL-03

Jan-Feb

Mar
9:00

13:00

13:00

Apr
9:00

May
9:00

Jun
9:00
10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00* 17:00
20:30**

Jul
9:00
10:00
13:00
14:00
17:00
20:30

Aug
Sep
Oct Nov-Dec
9:00 9:00 9:00
10:00
13:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00 17:00*

* From 15 May to 15 September
** From 15 June to 31 July

Other adventures
Sea Angling daily at 11:00 from 1 May to 31 August
Puﬃn Watching daily at 9:30 and 15:00 from 15 May to 15 August

Desperate, Drunk
And Love Sick
Grísalappalísa on the new record,
performing live and shouting at the sea.

www.elding.is

Words
Atli Bollason

HOW DO YOU SAY

DELICIOUS
IN ICELANDIC?

Photo
Hörður Sveinsson

I finally caught indie supergroup Grísalappalísa live a few weeks ago and it’s safe to say I was
enthralled. The post-punk grooves are tight like a rope and the commanding stage presence
of frontman duo Gunnar Ragnarsson and Baldur Baldursson is unparalleled on the current
Reykjavík scene. Gunnar’s stage persona is equal parts glam-era Bowie and Mark E. Smith
while Baldur evokes Sjón circa The Sugarcubes’ classic B-Side ‘Lúftgítar’ (“Air Guitar”).
I met the two of them in the latter’s
smoke-filled basement apartment on
Nýlendugata, stacked full to the ceiling
with books and obscure DVDs. We sipped
beers, listened to cult icon Warren Zevon
(whose name Baldur has tattooed on
his arm) and talked about productivity,
desperation and love letters among other
things.
How did you guys come together?
Gunnar: We had often made plans when
we were drunk to form a rock band
with very particular lyrics. Finally we
decided on a time and a place for the first
rehearsal. At that point Baldur was only
meant to write the words, and the idea
was that I would perform them.

COME FIND OUT
WE OFFER ICELANDIC
DELICACIES PREPARED
IN SOUTH AMERICAN
AND SOUTHERN EUROPEAN STYLE.

marrestaurant.is

00354 519 5050

#marrestaurant

Baldur: I’d never considered being on
stage in front of a room full of people
and… just never—it was unimaginable.
Gunnar: We showed up with fifteen
pages of lyrics and didn’t really know what
to do. It was sort of awkward, actually.
Then Sigurður, our drummer, said he’d
been listening to a lot of krautrock [a subgenre of rock associated with the German
experimental scene of the early seventies,
characterised by an insistent, propulsive
groove, the use of synthesizers, and
minimal or no chord changes] so the guys
started ‘krauting out.’ There were two
microphones in the room and I stepped
up to one of them. But nothing happened.

It was like I had developed sudden stage
fright. Everything sounded so different
from the pop I was used to play with my
former band, Jakobínarína. But before I
knew it Baldur had seized the other mic
and was performing slam poetry to the
groove.
What are the lyrics all about?
Gunnar: In part we’re mythologizing our
own lives. The lyrics are very personal.
There is a level of sincerity to creating
rock’n’roll images out of the everyday
world. But you try to deal with something
larger like society or a certain sense of
romance.
Baldur: For example, “Sambýlismannablús” [Roommate Blues] is a song
to my roommate Ívar, the guy who lives
in the dirtier room. And there is another
song on the new record simply about
walking towards Grótta. I’ve always
thought about thinking for thought’s sake.
Like a philosopher with way too many
questions and way too many answers.
We’re not answering any questions, we
just mix it all up in this sort of cocktail. I
don’t care what it means or what it’s for.
I’m just a selfish artist. I just take a walk
because I’m feeling romantic. I’m only
looking for inspiration.
Baldur: No. I won’t publish a book or
anything. All of this just started when
I was working at this pizza place and

listening to a bunch of blues. So I started
writing some of my own blues lyrics. I
didn’t really listen to music until I was
like twenty years old. And I didn’t really
even listen to the music but only what the
singers were saying and if they’d sing it
in an interesting or odd manner. So the
melody was always overshadowed by the
lyrics. We’re talking Bob Dylan, Leonard
Cohen, Warren Zevon…
Gunnar: I’d say Bob Dylan formed the
connection between the two of us. And
Megas of course [Icelandic rock and folk
singer, often called “the Icelandic Bob
Dylan”].
Baldur: Megas is the king. The blues,
the rock’n’roll. When I started listening to
Megas I thought it would be great to write
cool lyrics in Icelandic. I didn’t feel like
there was anything like that going on. But
I didn’t really know either way and wasn’t
paying any attention to Icelandic music at
the time.
It seems like there is quite a lot of
stuff coming out these days with ambitious Icelandic lyrics. Ojba Rasta
and Samaris spring to mind. What do
you guys look for in good lyrics?
Baldur: It’s always nice to have a little
rhyming scheme. Or not. Oh, you mean
content? Despair. Emotion. It’s good to be
assured that whatever I write, Gunnar will
perform it with gusto.
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society. Everyone’s invited to join us.

Baldur: I can’t really see anything without
my glasses.

With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.

Gunnar: And he had blacked out, he had
no idea where his glasses were. Maybe
he had thrown them into the ocean in his
desperate, drunk and love-sick mood.
Baldur: I had been shouting at the sea.
Gunnar: So, on Monday morning I’m up
before everyone else, walking around the
dorm when I see two police officers come
up the stairs. They’re looking for someone
and show me this photograph of Baldur.
They tell me that on Saturday evening he
had broken into the post office and begun
writing a love letter to his girlfriend that he
meant to mail.

Amazing
6 course menu

A unique Icelandic Feast

Baldur: I’d been writing love letters over
the last few days but I hadn’t posted them
and that night I decided to finish them
and send them all off.

Baldur: Yeah. That was fucked.

Starts with a shot of the Icelandic
national spirit “Brennivín“
Arctic char
with cucumber andcoriander
Smoked puffin
with yuzu mayo
Minke whale
with celeriac purée
Reindeer burger
with portobello mushroom
Icelandic free range lamb fillet
with cinnamon potato
And to end on a high note ....
“Skyr“ panna cotta with white chocolate
and raspberry sorbet
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Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
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Gunnar: We’re all artists so it’s nice to
pay attention to all of the different facets
of what a rock group is. Like, I really dig
Tom Waits—I think a concert should be Gunnar: They said that then he’d
an immersive experience. And Michael wandered into the house next door and
Jackson, I love that sort of spectacle. And fallen asleep on someone’s couch and
I think as we’ve grown we’ve become forgotten his glasses. So I go and wake
more confident and conscious of that him up and say ‘Baldur, the police are
aspect. We want to keep developing this, here, you broke into the post office, here
are your glasses.’
build a catalogue
"The recurrence of
and introduce cover
songs that we relate
‘Lísa’ on the first record Baldur: The brought
me in and gave me
to.
started out as a joke."
coffee and asked me
what had happened.
Baldur: The other
I couldn’t remember
guys—the
band—
much but we wrote
are so tight. They’re
a testimony together.
great musicians so
I was hungover and
we can just rock
laughing my ass off.
out and interact
He showed me this
with the crowd. Let
video where I’m in
loose. Have fun. If
we’re having fun, things are going well. the middle of the post office, writing the
We have the lyrics, our songs, our videos: letter until the alarm goes off and I run
we’re trying to create a certain universe. away. They didn’t press charges but I’ll
And it’s nice to involve your friends. We’re have to pay for the door that I kicked in.
lucky to have very talented and creative
friends and band members. That way it’s Gunnar: But Baldur and his girlfriend
more about cultivating a particular vibe. are back together now so I guess it was
worth it.
We’re not only a band.
Gunnar: We’re a gang. But it’s not a closed

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
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Over the last twelve months it seems
like you guys have really prioritized
the performative aspect of the group.
Your live shows have become very
energetic and quite theatrical.
Baldur: During our first shows we didn’t
even know the songs. Now we know them
inside out and can just keep adding to
the performance. Maybe a synchronized
dance or something. Work harder to keep
us on our toes.

Gunnar: Sure. During Aldrei fór ég suður
[annual music festival held during Easter
in Ísafjörður in the West Fjords] we were
rocking out pretty hard. Baldur was
having a rough time in his relationship
and got very drunk on the Saturday night.
He was trash talking everyone, showing
off, insulting Högni [from Gusgus and
Hjaltalín] and [legendary rock singer]
Helgi Björns. Then he just rushes off and
we don’t see him till later that night when
he barges into the dorm and crashes on
the couch. When we try to move him
he wakes up and realises he’s lost his
glasses. So on Sunday night, during the
main party, he was practically blind.

Þin
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o

So the title is not a reference to the
critics’ cliché of a sophomore album
being a ‘logical progression’ from the
debut?
Gunnar: We’re quoting Megas. I don’t
know, maybe he was making fun of the
critics. He described ‘Millilending’ [his
second record] as a logical progression
from his self-titled album, which is
hilarious, because I’d imagine it definitely
didn’t sound like that to most listeners.

Finally, are there any rock’n’roll moments you’d like to share with the
Grapevine?
Baldur: Should we tell him the main
story?

Læ

Baldur: That’s what the album title
refers to: Rökrétt framhald [Logical
progression]. The next step. See, we’ve
run out of ideas. It was funny, on the last
day of recording we had recorded eight
songs but had some leftover lyrics so
we wrote three more songs on that day
and totally dried ourselves out. That was
a nice feeling. Now we just have to keep
writing keep writing songs and see what
happens. I fucking love it. It’s so much fun
and seems to happen quite naturally.

Baldur: When you have a seven-piece
band singing in Icelandic you just know
you won’t get paid every month. Making
money was never the idea.

ti

Compared to your previous record,
there doesn’t seem to be as much of
an overarching narrative or concept
on the new album.
Gunnar: The recurrence of ‘Lísa’ on the
first record started out as a joke. We
thought it was pretty funny so we added
her here and there and then sold the
record as a concept piece. But there is
definitely a loose narrative to it. The lyrics
on this record are basically leftovers from
the last one that we didn’t manage to
write songs to.

óla
str
æ

Baldur: Those hangover lines. Straight
out of ‘Running on Empty’ by Jackson
Browne. That’s my favourite record. Could
you please include that in the interview?
It’s the best album of all time.

I heard you played some killer shows
in Denmark. Are you planning world
domination?
Gunnar: Grísalappalísa is only planning
to make music. To be a disciplined band:
productive and awesome. It’s dumb to
approach international success as a
goal. You just have to make good music
and then maybe something will happen.
Working hard is what matters the most. I
don’t appreciate this culture of releasing
an album every five years. Our strategy is
to keep ‘em coming and press ourselves
hard to produce something.

Sk

Gunnar: We like to cover serious topics
but still have a punchline. I was mopping
the floors at the hotel where I work while
listening to a late Leonard Cohen album
and I just love these funny and weird
bad-ass lines that crop up every now and
again. They ease your hangover and I love
it.

sushisamba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is
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A Summer
Blockbuster?
With production on a cinematic scale,
Secret Solstice prepares for liftoff
Words
John Rogers

@brainlove

Photo

Matthew Eisman

Fredrik Ólafsson, the man behind the Secret Solstice festival, is a tricky man to pin down.
A short while before we’re due to meet at the festival HQ in Reykjavík 105, I get a phone
call from the press officer offering to chat in his stead, because Fredrik has been called
away and is extremely busy.

THE IDEAL WAY TO

END YOUR DAY

GOOD THINGS COME TO THOSE WHO BOOK ONLINE
WWW.BLUELAGOON.COM
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After wondering if the interview will happen at all, a short while later I’m en route
to Prikið for a late afternoon chat. Then the
phone rings again, and I’m greeted by the
disorientating combination of an Icelandic
number, and a Southern English accent.
“'Ello mate,” says the voice on the
other end, “it’s Fred. Wanna come over the
road and sit in the sun?”
Fred is taking a call when I arrive at
Sólon, and his phone rings throughout
our chat. But he’s cordial and unhurried,
apologising each time he ducks into a call,
and taking each matter in his stride as it
arrives. I ask what his days look like, with
the first Secret Solstice just three weeks
away.
“I’m probably getting 100 emails a
day,” he says, putting his phone back on
the table, "and I’m not on any of the general enquiry emails. A lot of the production
is being done at the moment, and we’re
advancing the bigger artists—locking in
flights, hotels, ground transport, riders,
both technical and hospitality, making
sure they have a point of contact when
they get here. Making sure that everything
runs smoothly from the airport to the hotel. Having the artists leave very happy is
key in running a successful festival—and
the punters, of course.”

An Anglo-Icelandic Influence

uniform and a lot of rules. I got myself in
trouble a few times. Honestly, I absolutely
hated it for the first year, I just wanted to
go back to Iceland—it’s a difficult age to
move, you know. But a couple of years
later, I got into it."
Since then, Fred has been quite the
globetrotter, running clubs, gigs and parties everywhere from Reykjavík and London to Los Angeles and Denmark. He ran
dubstep shows at Faktorý and NASA, and
bitterly laments their closure. But things
have moved on since then, with Secret
Solstice staging an ambitious lineup on
a large scale, especially for a debutante
event.
“The area we’re using can probably
hold 16,000 people," he says. "We’re aiming for 10,000. We’ve got 1,500 foreigners
that we know are coming. They’re 85%
from England—all the flights from London
are completely jammed. We know of people who are driving to Manchester or Bristol to fly with Easyjet—or even flying from
England to Germany just to get to Iceland.
It’s quite incredible. We’ve 180 volunteers
coming from abroad, they’re doing the
most amazing flight routes to get here.”

The Biggest Festival In Iceland?

All of which begs the question: does all
this make Secret Solstice the biggest festival in Iceland?
Fred flips effortlessly between perfect
“For the number of artists, Airwaves
Icelandic and English, bar the odd “og
is the biggest,” Fred
herna,” which is the
Icelandic equivalent
“I think a lot of Iceland- says. "For the number
of stages, Sónar has
of slipping in an “uh”
ers don’t realise quite
five, and we have five.
or “like” for thinking
But for the number of
space. His roots are
what we’re doing, or
hours we’re running
Icelandic—his father
what a large scale
the stages, we’re the
is apparently behind
outdoor music festival
biggest. Our outdoor
several large Icelandic businesses—but
is like. It’ll be fun to see stages run from noon
till midnight, with an
Fred spent some of
how people react.”
afterhours venue until
his formative years
4 AM. Then there’s a
in England.
pool party from 8 AM
“We moved to
at
Laugardalslaug,
London when I was
open to the general
12,” he explains.
public. We’re lucky
“I was enrolled in
to have an amazing
boarding
school.
swimming pool right
It was a culture
on site."
shock after Icelandic
Fred went full-time last October, afschools, where you can do what you want
really. In Iceland you call your teacher by ter putting together an organisation that
their first name, but in boarding school draws on various festival experts and
organisations. His business partner Jack
you call them ‘sir’ or ‘mister.' There was a

runs two successful festivals in Croatia
that receive 20,000 guests each year, and
Secret Solstice has the added backing of
England’s Warehouse Project.
"There was interest from Ministry of
Sound," he explains, "and some other big
brands were knocking on the door. But
the Warehouse Project felt like the right
fit. They run a festival called Parklife that’s
130,000 capacity. I met up with them in
London, and they flew over here and got
on board. Then we also have a couple of
investors here."

A Summer Blockbuster
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Heard It Through The Grapevine
Our Secret Solstice 2014 Playlist
Words by Tyler Clevenger and Liam Harrison

With three days, five stages, and over 120

of the most critically acclaimed EDM acts in

acts, there will be plenty of options when it

the world, their set will surely prove to be one

comes to seeing great music, from interna-

not to miss. While “Latch” and “White Noise”

tional and Icelandic artists alike. Here’s a taste

have proven to be more popular, we are per-

of a few acts we are excited about seeing, and

haps most excited to see them play ethereal

songs in particular that we can’t wait to hear

stunner “Help Me Lose My Mind ft. London

them play. And then find our complete Secret

Grammar.”

Solstice 2014 playlist at: https://sound-

In contrast to the 2013 Keflavík festival
debacle, Secret Solstice sounds extremely
well-organised. Fred is currently working
in an office of 18 people, with over 400 estimated to be working on each festival day.
“It’s been a lot of work, but I’ve a really good team around me," he says. “The
production manager, the art crew—there’s
some serious production and logistics
behind the festival. We’re spending serious money just on decorating the place,
using the same set companies that did
‘Noah’ and ‘Walter Mitty.’ A lot of the festivals that are done here in the countryside are basically one stage and a techno
tent, but we’ve put a lot of thought into the
whole experience—the look of the place,
the food, stuff for sale, and five different
stages to wander around."
Word has spread fast, via aggressive
marketing, with Secret Solstice running
promotional campaigns and club events
in various countries over the last few
months. Fred’s enthusiasm is contagious.
"We figured that getting a few thousand people to fly out to Iceland at this
time of year, with a nice lineup, shouldn’t
be too hard,” he says. “Summer, 24 hour
sun, Massive Attack, and the rest of lineup
we’ve put together—it really hits the mark I
think.”
And it’s certainly a different offering from anything else on Iceland’s festival calendar. "I think a lot of Icelanders
don’t realise quite what we’re doing yet,”
he smiles, "or what a large scale outdoor
music festival is like. It’ll be fun to see how
people react."
And so, the scene is set. Let’s just
hope the weather gods are kind, and Fred
doesn’t have to call the production company and ask to loan the ark.

cloud.com/rvkgrapevine.

Gorgon City: “Here For You ft.
Laura Welsh”

Banks: “Drowning”

For fans of Duke Dumont and Ru-

With hints of Lana Del Rey’s sultry

dimental, British DJ duo Gorgon City pumps

voice and a bit of The Weeknd’s

out light, danceable fare that’s sure to please

R&B shadowiness, Banks has shown that she

the crowd. “Here for You ft. Laura Welsh” is

could potentially be more highly-acclaimed

their brand-new single, and showcases their

than both of them—her upcoming debut al-

ear for creating catchy hooks.

bum, coming out September 9th, should be
one of the year’s best. Keep an eye out for

Mammút: “Salt”

“Drowning,” as well as her show-stopping

Creators of beautifully bruised

cover of Aaliyah’s classic “Are You That
Somebody?”

melodies, Mammút and their vast
and sombre sound are responsible for uplifting emotions you didn’t even know existed

Cell 7: “To Tha Rim”

within you. “Salt,” a droning elegy, has singer

Icelandic-Filipino rapper Ragna

Kata’s potent vocal chops exploding into life

Kjartansdótir gives off dancehall

from quiet purgatory in its powerful conclu-

vibes in “To Tha Rim,” a joyful exercise in

sion.

braggadocio. Equipped with a natural, concise flow, she is easily one of the most tal-

Múm: “Whistle ft. Kylie Mi-

ented rappers in Iceland.

nogue”
Few, if any, would have expected

DISA: “Stones”

Múm to collaborate with Australian superstar

“Stones,” the latest track from

Kylie Minogue, let alone for a song this gor-

Copenhagen-based Disa, sounds

geous. Múm’s signature glitchy electronic

more like an army than the work of just one

beats are all over “Whistle”, but they never

person. Her voice--airy, ephemeral yet in-

overpower Minogue’s elegant singing and the

tensely passionate--soars above brooding

gorgeous instrumentation that Múm always

synthesisers and a powerful drum beat, fo-

supply.

menting the song’s crescendo. DISA’s music
is cold, compelling, tense and exciting, com-

ScHoolboy Q: “Man of the

plimenting and representing the Secret Sol-

Year”

stice surroundings and making her a mustsee act in the process.

German-born,

California-bred

rapper ScHoolboy Q comes to Iceland for the
first time, fresh off an extensive world tour.

Disclosure: “Help Me Lose My

Be sure to check out the speaker-thumping

Mind ft. London Grammar”

“Man of the Year”—Complete with a Chro-

UK garage/house duo Disclosure

matics sample, it’s easily one of his most

have taken the world by storm in the past year
and a half, ever since they started teasing
tracks from their debut album, ‘Settle’. As one

festival-ready tunes.
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Summer Solstice In
The Age Of Aquarius:
A Kundalini Yoga Teacher shares her
wisdom about the combined powers of
summer solstice, nature and meditation
18 22
JUNE

JUNE

Sumarsólstöður - Yoga Festival

Varmaland, Borgarfjörður

Words
Katrín Helga Andrésdóttir

All the
Games
and all
the Action
Live Music
Every Night

Photo
Hörður Sveinsson

It’s a sunny afternoon in Reykjavík and the entire nation seems to be strolling down Laugavegur
in clothes suited for slightly warmer weather. I’m on my way to meet Ingveldur Gyða Kristinsdóttir, a Kundalini Yoga teacher, who has agreed to take me on a little spiritual journey.
From Hljómskálagarðurinn park, she takes swimming pool, is set by a flora-covered
me on a meditational walk around the rock that is believed to be an elf’s church.
pond. Our steps are perfectly in tandem The surroundings are beautiful and we
and I feel separated
focus on providing
from the rest of the When you decide to be- healthy food that is
world, jogging hapboth organic and vegpily past us in the sun. come a Kundalini yoga
etarian.
She chooses a mantra teacher, no one tells you
about the circle of life
Why vegetarian?
and shows me how to to stop drinking—it just
synchronise my steps happens. You lose inter- It has to do with Yama
and Niyama, the two
and my breath whilst
moral backbones of
making my fingertips est in alcohol.
yoga. One of the ethitouch each other and
cal precepts of Yama
chanting the mantra within. She tells me
and
Niyama
is
that
you shall not kill—into focus on my breath, because a calm
breath means a calm mind. It might just be cluding animals. This isn’t limited to just
my imagination, but I detect a vague elec- Kundalini Yoga—all types of yoga share
tric sensation travelling through my body this attitude towards eating meat.
to my fingertips.
After having thus centred ourselves
Do you feel any difference in your abilwe sit down on a bench in the park, feelity to meditate and practise yoga on
ing quite Zen and calm, and Gyða tells me
about the upcoming yoga festival, which this specific diet?
will involve longer meditational walks in Yes. During the festival I always feel extremely good. I think that getting rid of
nature.
sugar also helps a lot. The sugar craving
disappears and you even start to notice a
So Gyða, tell me a bit about yourself.
My full name is Ingveldur Gyða Kristins- difference in the odours your body emadóttir, but when you become a Kundalini nates.
Yoga teacher you also receive a spiritual
name that’s calculated from your exact
time and place of birth. I was given the
name Karandeep Kaur. ‘Karan’ means the
one who practices, ‘deep’ means light, and
‘Kaur’ is an extension given to all females.

Save Water, Drink Beer
AUSTURSTRÆTI 12 • REYKJAVÍK

You’re one of the organisers of the
Sumarsólstöður Yoga Festival. How
would you describe the festival?
Well, the festival is held annually around
the summer solstice. This year it will take
place in Varmaland in Borgarfjörður. The
accommodation, which includes a big

The festival is always held during the
summer solstice. Is there something
special about this timing?
Well, yoga is all about connecting with nature and during this time of the year the
energy in nature is extremely powerful.
How does being surrounded by
beautiful nature factor into the programme?
On Friday we will go for a trip to the waterfall Glanni and afterwards we’ll have relaxation and meditation in Paradise Hollow

with a gong. If people haven’t had enough
of the outdoor activities by then, they can
climb the mountain Grábrók or just do
whatever they want. On Saturday, the day
of the solstice, there’s a trip to Reykholt.
The solstice will take place at 10:51, then
we’ll be practicing yoga and praising the
sun. Afterwards we’ll move on to see the
Hraunfoss and Barnafoss waterfalls.

Spiritual Awareness In
The Age Of Aquarius
What are the benefits of attending the
festival?
First and foremost, it’s wellbeing—eating
healthy food and spending time in nature.
Yoga strengthens you both physically and
spiritually and alcohol is strictly prohibited.
When you decide to become a Kundalini
yoga teacher, no one tells you to stop
drinking—it just happens. You lose interest
in alcohol.
Why do you think people seek this
kind of get-away in modern, Western
society?
I think it’s the speed—the speed in our society, the strain and the stress. Also, now
we’re in the Age of Aquarius, which started in 2011. It was predicted thousands of
years ago that the Age of Aquarius would
bring increased interest in spiritual matters—the prediction is coming true.
Where can I sign up?
Check out our website sumarsolstodur.is.
You can also register or send enquiries to
sumarsolstodur@sumarsolstodur.is.

ÍSLENSKA/SIA.IS SML 69172 05/14

FREE SHUTTLE BUS

HOP ON!
Smáralind´s free shuttle bus goes between
the Tourist information center in Aðalstræti
and Smáralind shopping center, via
Kópavogur museum district.
The bus runs between May 15th and
September 1st and the journey is quick and
comfortable. Hop on and hop off – and
bring as many shopping bags as you like.
•
•
•
•
•

World-renowned labels
Great selection of restaurants
Family entertainment center
Multi-screen cinema
15% tax free refund*

*Minimum purchase of ISK 4,000

Happy shopping!

OPEN: WEEKDAYS 11-19 THURSDAYS 11-21 SATURDAYS 11-18 SUNDAYS 13-18 SMARALIND.IS FIND US ON

LARGEST
SHOPPING
CENTER IN
ICELAND
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Don’t Take
Hiking Lightly
Always prepare, think...
and enjoy
Hiking is a popular recreational sport in Iceland. People
by the thousands are on the move in the vicinity of
Reykjavík on a good day. While many hike on rather flat
ground, mountain hikes have gained popularity over the
last two decades.

slopes characterise Icelandic mountains.
Snow often lingers in the mountains over
the summer, and there are many glaciers.
Hikers who are not experienced climbers
or lack the proper equipment must avoid
a variety of hazards in the landscape:

Words
Ari Trausti Guðmundsson
Photos
Anna Andersen
There is a vast array of easy to moderate
hikes to choose from and most towns,
like Reykjavík, have a local “town mountain” 200 to 1,000 metres above sea level,
which takes a short and leisurely one to
four hours to top. For those with the skills,
experience and physical endurance,
there are also a number of more difficult
mountains 500 to 2,100 metres above sea
level. Hikers and mountaineers heading
for these highest and/or remote peaks
must be in excellent physical shape. Such
day hikes can take at least 8–15 hours.
Not to mention, weather conditions can
be extremely difficult and seriously test a
hiker’s endurance.
Icelandic mountains should not be
underestimated, especially not in wintertime when you can expect Arctic condi-

tions. At 400 to 2,100 metres above sea
level, they may not be the tallest in the
world, but conditions can change rapidly
and many of the higher ones are glaciated. Hikers can run into serious difficulties regardless of the size of the mountain
or time of year. Careful preparation and
proper equipment thus makes all the difference. Visit www.safetravel.is for more
information.

Terrain To Look Out For
Icelandic rock is mainly volcanic and can
be either loose or compact, but riddled
with cracks. This kind of rock is subject to
rapid processes of erosion and weathering, and the terrain in many areas is extremely rugged and uneven. Long scree

ARTISAN BAKERY
& COFFEE HOUSE
OPEN EVERYDAY 6.30 - 21.00

LAUGAVEGUR 36 · 101 REYKJAVIK

Cliffs
Rock is unsuitable for climbing in most areas. Exercise special caution when scrambling.
Water runnels
Runnels are dangerous even if dry. This is
mainly because of the rock detritus found
in them and the danger of sliding.
Ravines and canyons
Falling rocks and steep rock steps, low waterfalls and deep water pits characterise Vshaped ravines and canyons with slanting
or horizontal walls.
Rivers
If river water reaches above your knees, you

will need to employ special techniques for
safe fording (for example, wading in groups
of two to three, and at an angle to the current) or find an alternative route. Glacial rivers are easier to cross where they are more
braided; many can also be crossed on the
glacier itself.
Screes above a precipice
Loose and very steep screes below or
above cliffs may start to slide under a hiker’s
weight.
Sand, silt or gravel on sloping rock/
cliffs
A thin top layer of detritus increases the risk
of falling.
Very steep grass- or moss-grown
slopes
Vegetation growing on rock or sloping
ground can be extremely slippery even
when it is not raining.

Hard snow and glacier ice
Old snow on slopes and steep glacier ice
are in most cases very dangerous and inaccessible without crampons and at least
one ice axe.
Descent route
Hikers should use the ascent route to descend a mountain unless they are familiar
with an alternative descent route or know
that that the route is absolutely safe.
Check The Weather: It’s Shifty
Iceland’s weather is a product of its location in the middle of the North Atlantic,
its mountainous terrain and frequent lowpressure systems (cyclones) approaching/passing from the southwest.
A prevailing high pressure system (anticyclone) over Greenland, in confluence with travelling lows, often leads to
high-speed northerly winds, while the
low-pressure systems themselves fling
strong southerly winds toward Iceland.
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in one place
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These winds from the ocean usually carry clouds and precipitation to a particular
side of Iceland, while on the leeward side,
the dry air simultaneously leads to much
sunnier weather.
Calm, generally stable weather prevails if no prominent lows are close to
Iceland, that is, if a high is built up over
the island or if lows pass well south of
Iceland. Such conditions may last for one
to two weeks or even longer.
Iceland’s mean annual temperature ranges from about +4° to +5°C.
While this is no tropical island, Iceland
is quite warm considering how close it
is to the Arctic Circle. In addition to the
abovementioned factors, the warm Gulf
Stream has a strong impact on the temperature. The average low temperature in
July is +10°C to +12°C while highs range
from +15° to +25°C, and have recently
reached +30°C.
Very high or low summer temperatures are most frequently observed in
Northeast Iceland. In general, the Icelandic lowlands have a mild oceanic climate,
while the highlands are characterised
by somewhat sterner Arctic conditions,
summer temperatures rarely passing
+15°C. Even in the lowlands, however, the
chilling effects of winds are pronounced.
Looking on the bright side though, Iceland can also be quite sunny.
Inland regions of North Iceland have
the lowest annual precipitation with
around 300–400 mm compared to 1,000
mm in the SW lowlands and 3,000–5,000
mm in the highlands and central parts
of South Iceland. Days with measurable
precipitation number over 200 in Reykjavík and 140 in Akureyri, on average.
The weather forecast is in Icelandic
on radio and TV and in newspapers as
well as on the Internet. The Icelandic
Meteorological Office has an English
version of their website (en.vedur.is) and
can be contacted through their site or by
calling +354-902-0600 (fixed answering
service) or by checking at safetravel.is.

What To Bring:
The Bare Essentials
This is a list of essential items for a short
mountain hike (1–5 hours) from May to
September, provided that there will be
no ice or snow on your route:
-Something to drink and a light lunch/
snack
(for
hikes of more than
1–1.5 hours)
-Warm headgear, such as a
wool or fleece hat
-Sufficiently warm underwear (choose
material that absorbs little moisture)
-Trousers and a shirt/lightweight inner
jacket made from fabrics suitable for
hiking
-Wind and waterproof trousers and a
jacket/raincoat
-Gloves/mittens
-20–40 litre backpack
-1 extra pair of socks
-Hiking boots with good grip
-Sunglasses and sunscreen
For longer trips (over 4–5 hours) in
May-September, you will need to
take more food and possibly camping equipment (depending on your
plans) and a larger backpack. Wading shoes (lightweight shoes that can
get wet) are useful if you will be fording rivers. For hard snow you need
crampons and an ice axe. If you will
be crossing paths with a glacier and
there is even the slightest risk of crevasses en route, take a harness, rope
(20–40 m) and two string loops and/
or some kind of locking device for
each person on the rope team.
In addition to these basics, you
may also want to pack items such as
hiking sticks, a map and, depending
on the route, a compass/GPS device,
first aid kit and emergency flares. As
a rule, let someone know about your
hiking plans.

Ari Trausti Guðmundsson has
been active as a non-fiction writer
in the fields of geology, volcanology,
astronomy, environmental science
and mountaineering, with some 40
published book titles. In addition,
Ari Trausti has written novels and
published poetry and short stories in
magazines and anthologies since the
1970s. In 2002, he received the Laxness literary prize for his collection of
short stories.
Educated as a geophysicist in
Norway and Iceland, Ari Trausti
works as a freelance consultant in
the fields of geoscience, tourism and
environmental issues as well as writing and hosting numerous radio and
television programs and documentaries.
Ari Trausti is also noted as an
avid mountaineer in many countries,
an Arctic traveller and contributor to
scientific exhibitions, visitors centres
and museums in Iceland and abroad.
He has been an official guide for
Icelandic ministries, the Office of
the President and several scientific
institutions. He is an international
member of the Explorers Club. Furthermore, he was a candidate for the
office of the President of Iceland in
2012.
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Þríhnúkagígur

How to get there?
This tour is called Inside The Volcano. For more information, visit www.insidethevolcano.com,
email info@insidethevolcano.com or call +354 863 6640.

Into The Abyss
We follow in the footsteps of
Professor Otto Lidenbrock...
Words Anna Andersen

@nnaandersen

Photos Matthew Eisman

“It’s a good thing you’re going underground,” our bus driver calls out as his windshield
wipers work furiously to bat away the rain. I watch the drops race across my window,
blurring the moss-covered lava field that surrounds us. We are headed thirty minutes
southeast of Reykjavík, with the intent of entering the chamber of a dormant volcano
that erupted 4,000 years ago.
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Distance from Reykjavík
37 km

In Jules Verne’s fantastical novel, the
Snæfellsjökull volcano is an entry point
to the centre of the Earth. But in the
real Iceland, Þríhnúkagígur is the only
volcano where dreams of descent can
be realised, and only since the summer
of 2012 has it been accessible to the
general public—nearly 150 years since
Verne first took readers into the abyss
of the Icelandic netherworld.

Grandpa At The Helm
Our Virgil is not Professor Otto Lidenbrock but rather a young Icelandic
woman who introduces herself as Opa.
“I’ve heard it means grandpa in Greek,”
she says, as the five of us set off on the
45-minute walk to basecamp, now donning neon yellow raincoats.
It takes me a minute to realise it, but
Opa is actually better known as Þorbjörg Helga Dýrfjörð, who starred as
young Hera in the 2013 film ‘Málmhaus’
(“Metalhead”), the role for which she
won Best Actress at the latest Icelandic
Film and Television awards. Chauffeuring people across lava fields and into
volcanoes just happens to be her summer job.
Although it is possible to get to
basecamp via a helicopter, I can’t help
but think—in spite of the sidewaysblowing rain—that it would be a shame
to miss this walk, which takes us from
one continental plate to another via
a small bridge over the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge.

In Good Hands
At basecamp—a couple of sheds that
had to be brought in by helicopter—we
meet our second set of guides, Einar
Stefánsson and Óli Þór Júlíusson, who
run the tour company with Björn Ólafsson.
Although our ascent is just 40 metres, it’s comforting to know that Einar
was amongst the first group of Icelanders to climb Mount Everest. Once we
reach the volcano’s peak, he and Óli
shepherd us across a narrow bridge to
a suspended cable lift, the same kind
that routinely carries window cleaners

up and down skyscrapers.
I gaze into the abyss, but not long
enough for it to gaze back at me. It’s
120 metres down, nearly two times the
height of Reykjavík’s landmark Hallgrímskirkja church. It’s deep, and I’m
terribly afraid of heights.
Shit, I think. It’s too late to change
my mind.
Óli pushes a button and we begin
our descent through the volcano’s narrow 4×4 metre opening. “As you can
see here on the left-hand side, the
magma splattered against the walls,
pulsing up in thin layers,” Einar explains
as we continue down at an even-keeled
pace. “Then it leaked down a little bit,
which is why you have these formations.”
When we reach the bottom, they
unhook our harnesses and set us free
to explore the 50×70 metre vault, which
is room enough for three full-size
basketball courts. It’s hard to fathom
though, given the piles of rocks that fill
the space in an uneven fashion.

days, to conduct a survey of the chamber, including the side cave that Árni
failed to see on his first trip with his
small torch.
The fact that we are standing here,
inside this cave, is thanks to a crew
from National Geographic. “They came
to make a documentary film about Icelandic volcanoes after Eyjafjallajökull
erupted. Some geophysicist told them
about this chamber, and they asked if
we could bring them down here,” Einar
says.
“It’s very difficult to bring down
inexperienced people and equipment
with ropes, so we told them that it
would cost them a lot of money because we had to build some kind of lift.”

Standing In Awe

Since they started offering tours in the
summer of 2012, Einar estimates that
they’ve taken six or seven thousand
people down here, with some travelling
to Iceland specifically to take this trip,
which doesn’t surprise me given the
sheer novelty of the experience.
The First Man Down
“Usually when an eruption is over
the structure collapses onto itself and
Einar tells me that his brother Árni was
the first to venture into the chamber you only see a crater on the surface,” he
notes. “Geophysicists who
forty
years
have been here tell us that
ago. He was
I gaze into the abyss,
cannot see this anyexploring
but not long enough for you
where else in the world.”
caves in the
it to gaze back at me.
I look around and
area
when
can’t help but think that
he overheard
Mother Nature moonlights
somebody
as a 20th Century Abstract
talking about
Expressionist, leaving bean
opening
hind a canvas of deep blues
in the mounand purples mixed with rich
tain. “At the
oranges and reds.
time, people
I see that it’s still
knew the cave
raining up above. I trace
existed, but
the raindrops as they fall
nobody knew
120 metres down to the rocks below,
exactly what it was,” Einar tells me.
filling the otherwise silent chamber
Later that summer, he got his friends
with its pitter patter.
to lower him down by hand from the top
I am in awe.
with a 200 metre long rope. “They didn’t
know how deep it was and they didn’t
have any radios or lights,” Einar notes.
In 1993, Árni returned with a team
including his brother, Óli and Björn, and
they managed, over the course of two

Check it
out!

FOR THE BEST PRICE BOOK ONLINE AT:
AIRICELAND.IS

LEMÚRINN 46

Lemúrinn is an Icelandic web magazine (Icelandic for the native primate of Madagascar). A winner of the 2012 Web Awards, Lemúrinn.is covers all things strange
and interesting. Go check it out at www.lemurinn.is
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“Icelandic Blood
Has Been Shed”
About 1,200 Icelanders fought
in World War I
Words
Helgi Hrafn Guðmundsson

This year marks 100 years since the outbreak of World War I, one of the deadliest
conflicts in history, which took the lives of millions of people around the globe.
Although Iceland was not directly involved in the war, as the Danes—who ruled
Iceland at the time—remained neutral, hundreds of Icelanders actually fought in
the war.
In fact, 1,200 Icelanders fought in the trenches of
World War I. They were so-called Western Icelanders, Icelandic immigrants in North America,
who mostly enlisted for Canada. About a third
of these men were born in Iceland and most of
them spoke Icelandic natively. All in all, 144 died
and hundreds suffered injuries in the extremely
bloody battles on the Western Front.
For many in Iceland, joining the war was
thought to be a strange decision. Member of Parliament and lawyer Skúli Thoroddsen, for instance,
wrote harshly about his countrymen in Canada:
“Everyone who joins the war voluntarily should be
considered a lunatic. They should be stopped and
not be allowed to join the killing game.” Participating in the war became something of a taboo.
But it seems the Icelandic Canadians saw
things differently. At least one saw the decision
to join Canada in the war was a way of “paying
back” the country’s hospitality, which had afforded many Icelanders a better life. “Now Icelandic blood has been shed for the new motherland and now we love it not only with talking,
but with blood—blood as warm as the blood that
leaked out of the soldier’s heart who died for us,”
physician Björn Jónsson wrote about the “brave
Icelandic heroes” who died in the war. “The war’s
misery, the wounds and the tears, have bought us
real patriotic love in this country.”
Commemorating these soldiers, historians
based in Winnipeg, Canada in the early 1900s
published a book which contains many chilling
accounts of ordinary people stuck in an inexplicable conflict.

WWI Icelanders:
Christine Fredrickson was born Kristín
Friðriksdóttir, in Hegranes, Skagafjörður on
July 9, 1896. She graduated from the Strathcona Hospital in Alberta summa cum laude in
1916 and joined the Canadian Army Medical
Corp. She took care of wounded soldiers and
contracted the Spanish flu in 1918 and died on
October 28 that year.
Guðmundur Kristinn Bjarnason was born in
Reykjavík on May 28, 1900. He joined the Canadian military at 15 years of age in 1915. He
died from a sniper’s bullet in France on September 2, 1918.
Born in Hallson, North Dakota, on July 6, 1895,
Friðrik Rósbjörn Halldórsson joined the Canadians in 1916. He died in Battle of Hill 70 on
August 15, 1917. Both the Canadian Corps and
the German Army suffered heavy casualties,
with more than 30,000 soldiers being killed or
wounded in 10 days.

THE GREEN CHOICE

Premium Quality Vegetarian Food
Grænn Kostur is the perfect downtown
choice when you are looking for wholesome
great tasting meals.

• Vegetarian dishes
• Vegan dishes
• Bakes and soups
• Wholesome cakes
• Raw food deserts
• Coffee and tea

.
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graennkostur.is | Skólavörðustíg 8b | 101 Reykjavík | tel.: 552 2028 | Opening hours: Mon - Sat. 11:30 - 21:00 | Sun. 13:00 - 21:00

Insidethe
Volcano
Take part in a great adventure. Descend 120 metres
into a volcano and explore an underground world.

I have never been anywhere
underground that matches
the grandeur and impact of
this place.
- The Sunday Times

Standing inside a volcano
is a strangely emotional
experience.
- The Guardian

One of twenty places in the
world you must see before
you die.
- CNN

Book now at InsideTheVolcano.com or
at your nearest Tourist Information Desk.

For the first time in history, travelers have the opportunity to see
what a volcano looks like on the inside. Descend into a 4.000 year
old magma chamber and experience a new underground world.
•
•
•
•
•

Several departures every day
Maximum 14 people in each tour
Duration: 5-6 hours (up to 45 minutes inside the volcano)
Minimum age: 12 years
Fitness level needed: Moderate. No
knowledge of hiking or climbing is required.

Price: ISK 37,000 per person
More info at InsideTheVolcano.com

STUFFED WITH STUFF

P.06

YOUR ESSENTIAL GUIDE
TO LIFE, TRAVEL AND
ENTERTAINMENT IN ICELAND

Prices from 33 EUR per day!
Get your offer at SADcars.com

YOUR FREE COPY

Keflavík airport and Skógarhlíð 10, 105 Reykjavík
4EL    s INFO SADCARSCOM
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“The rat hopped on my hand, dangled
off my finger, hissed at me and then
hopped up the steps.”
Advice: Don’t touch the rats!

P.16

"Coffee is undoubtedly deeply
ingrained in Icelandic culture. No
Icelandic get together is complete
without a constant supply of freshly
brewed coffee, whether it’s a business
meeting or a confirmation party."

RAFTING
WITH

GOLDEN
CIRCLE

HORSE
RIDING

ATV’S

SNOW
MOBILES

WHALE
WATCHING

Yet, for the first time since the
championships were established 14 years ago,
Iceland failed to send any competitors to the
World Barista Championship. What gives?

P.20

“Just the other week at a family dinner the subject of swear words came
up and my granny shared some of her
favourites with me, including the much
beloved 'farðu til helvítis' ('go to hell').”

Y
Open EVERYDA

8:00-22:00

INFORMATION AND BOOKING CENTRE
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Scan QR code to locate ITM

BOOK YOUR TOUR HERE
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Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
Tel: +354 522 4979
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is
Summer: 8 - 21
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E
Winter: 9 - 19
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FIND YOUR
ADVENTURE
WITH US

Spör ehf.

We help you master the art of swearing in
Icelandic…
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Music, Art, Films and Events Listings
+ Eating, Drinking and Shopping + Map
Issue 8 - 2014

www.grapevine.is

Your essential guide to life, travel and entertainment in Iceland

The Secret Is Out
20-22
June

Secret Solstice
Laugardalur
12:00-05:00
ISK From 9,900

The aggressive Youtube ads and
posters plastered around town
have surely alerted you to this
new music festival. With more
than 150 performances spread
over five venues, you’d be hard
pressed not to find something
that you absolutely have to see.
Whether it's big international
acts like Massive Attack and
Banks that get you off, or local
superstars such as Mammút
(pictured) and Hjaltalín that
tickle your fancy, you should
head down to Laugardalur, or
the Hot Spring Valley as it is
so colourfully translated into
English, to catch them live. Check
out the full schedule inside.
Photo by Hvalreki

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE
June 20 - July 3
How to use the listings: Venues are
listed alphabetically by day. Events
listed are all live performances, with
troubadours and DJs specifically
highlighted. For complete listings and
detailed information on venues visit
listings.grapevine.is. Send us your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday June 20
Boston
22:00 DJ Maggi Lego
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Hreindís Ylfa & Band
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadours Ellert / Hjálmar
& dagur
Dillon
21:00 Low Roar / DJ Andrea
Dolly
22:00 DJ Simon Fknhndsm
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Raggi / Alexander
Gaukurinn
21:00 Skerðing Album Release
Show / Síbylja / Ottoman /
Pungsig
Harpa
19:00 Kristján Jóhansson / Gissur
Páll Gissurarson / Garðar Thór
Cortes
Hressó
21:00 Goðsögn
Húrra
21:00 DJ KGB
Kaffibarinn
23:00 DJ Ívar Pétur
Mengi
21:00 Mandólin
Paloma
21:00 DJ Pilsner 2.25%
Secret Solstice Askur Stage
12:00 Skurken 12:40 Kerr 13:20
Futuregrapher 14:10 Rami Ali
15:15 Intro Beats 16:30 Lex Luca
18:00 Artwork 19:30 Oneman 21:00
Subb-an 22:30 Gorgon City
Secret Solstice Embla Stage
12:00 Julia Ruslanovna 12:40 Tandri
13:20 King Lucky 14:00 russian.
girls 14:40 GHST 15:40 Ewok 16:50
SKENG&B 18:10 Amy Becker 19:30
My Nu Leng 21:00 Klose-One 22:30
Robert James
Secret Solstice Gimli Stage
12:00 Rúnar Þórisson 13:00 Kött
Grá Pjé 14:00 Mosi 14:50 Mafama
16:00 Leaves 17:00 Gervisykur
17:50 Alvia Islandia 18:20 Shades
of Reykjavik 19:20 Real Eyes 21:20
Fox Train Safari 22:30 Molotov
Jukebox
Secret Solstice Hel Stage
21:00 Clive Henry 22:00 Francesca
Lombardo 24:00 Aphrohead 01:30
Carl Craig 03:00 Damian Lazarus
Secret Solstice Vahöll Stage
12:00 Elvør Pálsdóttir13:00
Bloodgroup 14:00 Captain Fufanu
15:00 Moses Hightower 16:00 HE
17:00 Maus 18:20 Woodkid 20:00
Eats Everything / SKREAM 22:30
Disclosure DJ Set

Saturday June 21
Boston
22:00 DJ KGB
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Rúnar Þóris & Band

22
June

Cosy Up With Rising Nu-Electronica Act
M-Band
KEX Hostel
Skúlagata 28 (E7) |

14:00 |

ISK

Free!

After you listen to (and love) our Track of Issue, be sure to check
out the man behind it, Hörður Bjarnason. The band is a one-man
project in which Hörður creates lush, captivating post-dubstep
beats, which he perfectly complements with his silky-smooth
tenor. The quaint, intimate atmosphere in KEX Hostel, complete
with a special Cosy Sunday menu, makes for a terrific setting in
which you can be carried away by M-Band’s dreamy synth-driven
sounds. This is a can’t-miss instalment of KEX Hostel’s weekly
Cosy Sunday series. TC
Photo by Iona

27
June

Reykjavík Synthtastic Celebration
Kiriyama Family / DJ Katla
Húrra
Tryggvagata 22 (D3) |

21:00 |

ISK

1,000

Modern day emulators of ‘80s new wave pop and Tears For
Fears soundalikes Kiriyama Family are playing a synthillating
gig at Húrra. Helped out by the talented purveyor of dance-funk
sampling DJ Katla, the electronica five-piece will be pumping out
white-hot mixes of the cheesiest elements of synth-pop with funky
dancealong beats as can be heard in their tracks “Portobello” and
“Sneaky Boots.” Other songs, such as “Weekends,” have been
successful in filling in for the relative absence of good fashioned
new wave electronica pop in the Icelandic music scene, making
this show a must-see. LH
Photo by Matthew Eisman

Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadours Fannar / Biggi
Olgeirs
Dillon
21:00 Oyama / DJ Andrea
Dolly
22:00 DJ Tommy White
Gaukurinn
22:00 Basic House Effect / Ingó
Veðurguð
Harpa
19:00 Kristján Jóhansson / Gissur
Páll Gissurarson / Garðar Thór
Cortes
Hressó
21:00 Góðir Landsmenn
Húrra
21:00 DJ Styrmir
Jómfrúin
15:00 Sigurður Flosason &
Ragnheiður Gröndal
Kaffibarinn
23:00 DJ Casanova
Mengi
22:00 DJ Óskar Guðjonsson & Skúli
Sverrison
Paloma
21:00 DJ Maggi Lego
Prikið
22:00 DJ Egill CALI TD TRVP & House
Band
Secret Solstice Askur Stage
12:00 Micro Pony 12:40 Barely Legal
13:40 Monkey Wrench & Spoils 14:55
True Tiger 16:10 LaFontaine 17:10
Exos 18:10 Mushy 19:30 Harrimannn
21:00 Benton 22:30 Doorly
Secret Solstice Embla Stage
12:00 Kanilsnældur 12:50 Vrong 13:40
Lord Pusswhip 14:30 Marteinn 15:20
Kiddi 16:20 Geimfarar 17:10 Solaris
Sunglaze 18:30 KSF 20:00 Bensol
21:30 Eddie House 22:45 Frímann
Secret Solstice Gimli Stage
13:00 RVK Soundsystem 15:00 Reykjavíkurdætur 16:20 Amaba Dama
17:10 Ojba Rasta 18:00 Original
Melody 19:00 Johny and the Trust
21:10 Brain Police 22:00 Jamie Lewis
23:00 Py
Secret Solstice Hel Stage
14:00 Greg Lord + Krysko 15:30 DJ
Margeir 16:45 Eliphino 17:45 Paleman 19:00 Jackmaster 20:30 Rob
Da Bank 23:30 Boddika 01:00 Paul
Woolford 02:45 Jamie Jones
Secret Solstice Valhöll Stage
12:00 Kaleo 13:00 Sísy Ey 13:55 Vök
14:50 Disa 15:50 Hjaltalín 17:00
Mammút 18:00 Gluteus Maximus
19:10 BANKS 20:30 Múm 22:30 Massive Attack

20
June

Green Mohawk, Shades And An… Irish
Cap? - Skerðing Album Release Party
Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 (D3) |

21:00 |

ISK

Free!

Iceland is famous for the sheer volume of great musical talent
that springs from its shores to conquer the Spotify playlists of the
world, but be honest, when was the last time you saw something
raw from the grassroots? Now’s your chance, for punk band
Skerðing are here, and they do not come in peace. Don’t expect to
hear the kind of tunes you could play at your local Sainsbury’s or
Whole Foods from these kids from Akranes, for they have a real
attitude problem, as befits any real punk band. They may have
some growing up to do, but fuck it, just go with it and give their
new album a listen, it'll be on sale for 1,500 ISK. TGB

26
June

Sunday June 22
Bravó
21:00 Vinyl Sunday: DJ Ísar Logi
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Raggi
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni
Hellisgerði Park
14:00 Jón Jónsson / Pollapönk / Sara
Blandon / White Signal / TuTugu
Hressó
21:00 Jazz Jam Session
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Kristinn Pálsson
KEX Hostel
14:00 Cosy Sunday: M-Band
Secret Solstice Askur Stage
12:00 Viktor Birgiss 13:10 Orang
Volante 14:25 Oculus 15:45 Open
Source 16:35 Rob Shields 17:45
Controlfreqs 18:35 Housekell 19:35
DJ Kári 20:30 Ben Pearce 22:00 The
2 Bears
Secret Solstice Embla Stage
12:00 Atli Kanill 13:00 Axfjörð 14:00 DJ
Hendrik 15:00 LaGaffe Tales 16:00
Rix 17:00 Yamaho 18:00 Plastic Love
19:30 Casanova 20:30 Pettro 21:45
Ghozt 23:00 Sean Danke
Secret Solstice Gimli Stage
12:00 Modesart / 12:50 Steve Sampling 13:40 Cryptochrome 14:30 Thizone 15:20 Quadruplos 16:10 Tanya
& Marlon 17:00 Bistro Boy 17:50
Agzilla 18:40 Hazar 19:30 Árni2 20:20
Kiasmos 21:20 Heroes In Hiding
22:00 Sometime 23:00 Rum Buffalo
Secret Solstice Hel Stage
15:00 Py 15:30 Mia Dora 17:00 Voyeur
19:00 Josh Butler 21:00 Waze & Odyssey 23:00 Kerri Chandler
Secret Solstice Valhöll Stage
12:00 Hymnalaya 13:00 Elín Ey 13:40
Snorri Helgason 14:50 DJ Flugvél &
Geimskip 15:40 Sin Fang 16:40 Benni
B-Ruff 17:00 Dillalude 17:50 Forgotten Lores 18:40 Cell7 19:30 Úlfur
Úlfur 20:10 Emmsjé Gauti 21:00 Gísli
Pálmi 21:40 XXX Rottweiler 22:40
ScHoolboy Q

Monday June 23
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Tryggvi
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Tryggvi
Kaffibarinn
21:00 Ladyboy Records DJ Set

Ready For The Big Stage
Tom Odell
Harpa
Austurbakki 2 (C4) |

20:00 |

ISK

6,990 and upwards

Harpa is hosting a gig with British singer-songwriter Tom Odell
and it promises to be a night to remember for pop music fans.
Nominated for Best British Male Solo Artist in the 2014 BRIT
awards, Tom has started to attract a large fan following thanks
to his combination of honest, emotional lyricism and a big-stage
knack for melody. Discovered by Lily Allen, she was initially drawn
to him because, as she reports, “his energy onstage reminds me
of David Bowie.” Tom stops at Harpa as part of a summer-long
European tour. TC

Tuesday June 24
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Ingi Valur
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
KEX Hostel
20:30 KEX Jazz
Prikið
22:00 DJ Orang Volante

Wednesday June 25
Bravó
21:00 DJ Ívar Pétur
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Kvintett
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Hreimur
English Pub
21:00 Trouabour Alexander
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Kári

Thursday June 26
Boston
21:00 DJ Herr Gott
Bravó
21:00 DJ KGB
Café Flóra
20:00 Reggie Óðins

Café Rosenberg
21:00 Gummi Jóns & Band
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Pétur
Dillon
21:00 Slor / Black Desert Sun
Dolly
22:00 C.U.N.T. Night
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 Schola Cantorum Chamber
Choir
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Alfons X
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Hjálmar & Dagur
Gaukurinn
21:00 Dýrðin / Fivebellies
Húrra
21:00 Tilbury / DJ Styrmir
Harpa
20:00 Tom Odell
Mengi
22:00 Aamina Phantomas
Paloma
21:00 DJ NonniMal
Prikið
21:00 DJ Kári

Friday June 27
Boston
22:00 DJ Kári

,AUGAVEGI A  26+   LEBOWSKIBARIS

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE
21:00 DJ KGB
Kaffibarinn
23:00 DJ Símon FKNHNDSM
Paloma
21:00 BORG Vinyl Set
Prikið
22:00 DJ Sonur Sæll / Benni B-Ruff
Tjarnarbió
20:00 LAFIDKI / Sad Owl Brothers
/ AMFJ

Sunday June 29

29
June

The Sound Of Adventure
Svavar Knútur & Kristjana Stefáns
Maritime Museum
Grandagarður (2B) |

Are you the
Tourist of the Year?
The Reykjavík Grapevine and Inspired by Iceland
are looking for THE TOURIST OF THE YEAR. Tell
us why you should be the Tourist of the Year for a
chance to win a free trip to Iceland.

17:00 |

ISK

2,500

Svavar Knútur and Kristjana Stefáns’s music is so sweet and gentle
that it would not feel out of place in a Lord of the Rings film. There
would be a sweeping panorama of the vast landscape, leaving the
band of plucky heroes looking like ants from the angle. Then one of
their folky tunes would start, giving the scene a feeling of tranquility
with an undercurrent of electricity, foreshadowing an epic
adventure. Even if you won’t be going on a quest to save the world,
at least you could see them play joyous tunes and melancholic
yarns that will send you on your own musical trip. AH

Bravó
21:00 Vinyl Sunday: DJ Atli Kanill
Brikk
22:00 DJ Dansson
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Raggi
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni
Hressó
21:00 Jazz Jam Session
Kaffibarinn
21:00 Alfons X
KEX Hostel
14:00 Cosy Sunday: Soffía Björg
Mengi
21:00 Nina Nielsson
Víkin Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
17:00 Svavar Knútur & Kristjana
Stefáns

Monday June 30
Brikk
21:00 Sunday Jazz
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Ingi Valur
English Pub
21:00 Ingi Valur
Prikið
22:00 DJ Óli Hjörtur / Nonnimal

Tuesday July 1
Visit www.touristoftheyear.is to submit your entry!

28
June

BAST
HOMEM A DE SOUPS
& SA NDW ITCHES
Happy hour 16-20 every day

Picking You Up And Bringing You Down
Before Rattling You All About
LAFIDKI / Sad Owl Brothers / AMFJ
Tjarnarbíó
Tjarnargötu 12 (E3) |

20:00 |

ISK

2,000

LAFIDKI will start with his electronica like the soundtrack inspired
by hyperactive 8-bit video games, complete with chip and glitch,
creating an abstract electronic melody. Sad Owl Brothers will bring
the tempo down with a smooth sound similar to soft wind on the
ears. More bipolar than sad, their songs start slow and sombre,
and leap into an upbeat mood in an instant. AMFJ will burst onto
the stage and rattle the crowd with his power noise-infused set,
providing a fitting end to the night, combining heavily distorted
electronic noise with sombre beats. AH

Hverfisgata 20, 101 Reykjavík | 519 7579 | bast@bast.is

Bravó
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Brikk
22:00 DJ Intro Beats
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Jogvan & Band
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadours Ellert / Ingi
Tryggvi
Dillon
21:00 Audio Nation / DJ Andrea
Dolly
22:00 Emmsjé Gauti DJ Set
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Hjálmar & Dagur
/ Ingi Valur & Tryggvi
Harpa
20:00 MeatLoaf: Bat Out Of Hell
Hressó
21:00 Tetris
Húrra
21:00 Kiriyama Family / DJ Katla
Kaffibarinn
23:00 DJ Margeir
Mengi
21:00 LAFIDKI
Paloma

Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Tryggvi
KEX Hostel
20:30 KEX Jazz

Wednesday July 2
Boston
22:00 DJ Hans Kullsch Vienna
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Hreimur
Dolly
22:00 Clits and Tits Karaoke Night
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Maggi
Hallgrímskirkja
12:00 Schola Cantorum Chamber
Choir

Thursday July 3
Boston
22:00 DJ Atli Bolla
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Prinsessan og Durtarnir
Den Danske Kro
22:00 Troubadour Pétur
Dillon
21:00 Dorian Gray
Dolly
22:00 DJ Thiz One / NonniMal
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Biggi
Gaukurinn
21:00 Milkhouse / Sister Sister
Paloma
21:00 Robot Disco (DJ Set)
Hressó
21:00 DJ Saaxxy House

21:00 DJ KGB
Prikið
22:00 DJ Logi Pedro

Saturday June 28
Boston
22:00 DJ Logi Petro
Bravó
21:00 DJ Ísar Logi
Brikk
22:00 DJ Atli Kanill
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Jóhanna Guðrún’s Blues Band
Den Danske Kro
21:00 Troubadours Fannar / Biggi
Olgeirs
Dillon
21:00 Distort City / DJ Andrea
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Steini / Ingi Valur
& Tryggvi
Gaukurinn
16:00 Dimma (All Ages Show)
22:00 Dimma
Hressó
21:00 Dalton Garden Party
Húrra

CYCLONE
May 24.—July 6.

Open daily 12—6 pm
Admission free
only 40 min,. drive from Reykjavík
On the Golden Circle

ART
OPENINGS AND ONGOING
June 20 - July 3
How to use the listings: Venues
are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit listings.
grapevine.is Send us your listings to:
listings@grapevine.is

Opening
Hafnarborg
Works By The Pioneers Of Icelandic
Art
A collection exhibition focusing on
the work of the pioneers of Icelandic
art. The exhibition includes works by
some of the first Icelanders to make
painting their profession, such as
Þórarinn B. Þorláksson, Jóhannes S.
Kjarval and more.
Opens June 21
Runs until August 24
Nordic House
Atlantis Photo Exhibition
This exhibition showcases an underwater photo series shot by Finnish
photographer Ilkka Keskinen in a
swimming hall in the city Jyväskylä.
Keskinen has had more than 30 years
experience shooting underwater,
and boasts an extensive underwater
gallery.
Opens June 21
Runs until July 21
Reykjavík Museum Of
Photography
#shoppingtrolleys
For the last year and a half Gunnar
Marel Hinriksson has photographed
shopping trolleys around the city
using the smartphone app Instagram.
The trolleys symbolize single-use
consumerism, abandoned when they
have served their purpose for the
consumer.
Opens June 26
Runs until August 19
Spark Design Space
Urban Shape
The exhibition by artist Paolo Gianfrancesco involves a series of maps of
European capitals. Using Open Street
Map (OSM) data, the maps are meant
to represent a view of the cities rather
than try to capture the reality of them
because cities, unlike maps, are continuously evolving over time.
Opens June 26
Runs until September 26

Ongoing
Anarkía
Bombs and Weathering
Bjarni Sigurbjörnsson and Þorgeirr Helgason present together mixed media
paintings that explore colour, energy,
and other abstract concepts.
Runs until July 6
Árbær Museum
A guided tour in English through this
open air museum, which consists of
20 buildings, happens daily at 13:00.
On permanent view
Art 67
Bjarnveig Björnsdóttir opens a visual art
show with several oil paintings.
Runs until June 30
Artótek
Thread TERRESTRIAL
This photographic exhibit is about five
generations of the same family who
lived on seven farms in Rangárvellir
and Landsveit from 1760 to 1941. The
people are long gone, but their presence lingers on, in a collection put
together by Borghild Óskarsdóttir.
Runs until June 29
ASÍ Art Gallery
Eygló Harðardóttir's untitled sculpture
exhibit sits in ASÍ's garden for all to
see.
Runs until August 9
Ladies, Beautiful Ladies
Birgir Birgisson follows up on the questions at the heart of the politics of representation, addressed through the
visual negotiations of blondes in our
cultural environment. This exhibition
presents a variety of works that reach
from painting on canvas to installation to works on paper and connects
them to the issue of how identities are
made, shaped, distributed and retold.
Runs until December 31
The Culture House
The permanent exhibit showcases
principal medieval manuscripts, such

The Art of Being Blonde
Ladies, Beautiful Ladies
ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41 | June 6 - Jan 1

13:00 - 17:00 |

ISK

Free!

What does it mean to be blonde? You might as well ask the
question, “Why is the sky blue?” Some asshole may tell you that it’s
because molecules in the air scatter blue light from the sun more
than they do the other colours but really the answer you wanted
was something about the poetic and artistic significance of blue in
modern culture. Artist Birgir Birgisson answers the question about
blondness in the second manner, instead of saying something
smarmy like, “It’s the lack of melanin in the hair shaft.” He explores
the politics and ideology of blondness with an ongoing project of
mixed media pastel hued works. RSL
as Codices Regii of the Poetic Edda,
Prose Edda, law codices and Christian
works, and the Icelandic Sagas.
On permanent view
Child of Hope - Youth and Jón Sigurðsson
Exploring the life of Icelandic national
hero Jón Sigurðsson, made especially
accessible to children, families and
school groups.
On permanent view
Millennium - Phase One
A selection of pieces is on view from the
collection of the National Gallery, including a variety of works by Icelandic
artists in the last two centuries.
On permanent view
The Library Room
The old reading room of the National
Library displays books of Icelandic
cultural history dating from the 16 th
century to the present day.
On permanent view
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300
artworks including a beautiful garden
with 26 bronze casts of the artist's
sculptures.
On permanent view
Hafnarborg
New Acquisitions
This is an exhibition of recent additions
to the Hafnarborg collection, including
work by leading Icelandic contemporary artists Sirra Sigrún Sigurðardóttir,
Stefán Jónsson, Hildur Bjarnadóttir,
Pétur Thomsen and Hreinn Friðfinnsson.
Runs until August 24
Works By The Pioneers Of Icelandic
Art
This exhibit is on display to compliment
the contemporaries recently acquired.
The exhibition includes works by some
of the first Icelanders to make painting
their profession, such as Þórarinn B.
Þorláksson and Jóhannes S. Kjarval.
Runs until August 24
Harbinger
Perhaps That In Which He
Bjarki Bragason's visual art exhibit
focuses on the past and how it will
never be again. Displaying photos
showing how spaces were right next
to how they are now shows a glimpse
into a world that was and how nothing
is ever eternal. The exhibit is open
Thursdays and Saturdays.
Runs until July 13
Hitt Húsið
Visual artist Wiola Ujazdowska presents
an exhibit of paintings and drawings,
seemingly visually related to Picasso and Egon Schiele, with Rococo
themes of fantasy and reproduction.
This is her first international show.
Runs until June 21
Hverfisgallerí
Mapping a piece of land
Hildur Bjarnadóttir explores the idea

of a painting through the medium of
weaving in her exhibition. The exhibition follows up on Hildur's past work,
which is deeply rooted in nature.
Runs until June 28
i8
C-O-N-T-I-N-U-A-T-I-O-N
London designer Peter Liversidge's
work has begun with single or
grouped typewritten proposals, with
the proposed works taking form
across a seemingly limitless variety of
media, including performance, installation, sculpture, painting, photography and actions. For this performance,
Peter has written 24 proposals for
works and performative actions in
Reykjavík.
Runs until August 9
The Icelandic Phallological
Museum
The museum contains a collection of
more than 215 penises and penile
parts belonging to almost all the land
and sea mammals that can be found
in Iceland. There’s also a penis sculpture honouring the Icelandic men’s
handball team, although confusingly it
does not feature their actual penises.
On permanent view
Kling & Bang
The Five Live Lo-Fi
This piece composed of four different parts comes into being over the
course of two weeks, including installations, sound frequencies, space,
television cameras and performances.
In the fourth and last opening, the
piece reaches its peak when the compartmentalised space is completed,
and each artist’s voice merges with
the others to create harmony.
Runs until June 22
Kópavogur Art Museum
20th Anniversary Exhibition
To celebrate its 20th Anniversary, Kópavogur Art Museum curated a new exhibition of works from the museum’s
permanent collection and the private
collection of Þorvaldur Guðmundsson
and Ingibjörg Guðmundsóttir, donated
to the museum in 2001. On display
will be selected works by Gerður Helgadóttir, Barbara Árnason, Magnús
Á. Árnason and Valgerður Briem and
paintings by Jóhannes S. Kjarval.
Runs until July 27
Kunstschlager
Þorgerður Þórhallsdóttir’s first exhibit
examines the process of preservation, how events are documented, and
what it means for memory through
footage of her grandfather, pianist
Gísli Magnússon. The home recording of him rehearsing Beethoven’s
fourth Piano Concerto is intertwined
with his performance with the Iceland
Symphony Orchestra, creating a new
narrative and context that heightens
the creative process alongside the

RAGNAR AXELSSON

M I R ROR OF L I F E
24 May – 7 September 2014

ADMI S S I ON F RE E
GRÓFARHÚS 6th Floor
Tryggvagata 15, 101 Reykjavik
Opening Hours: Mon–Thu 12–19
Fridays 12–18, Weekends 13–17
www.photomuseum.is

t!
Do i

1½ hour

Whale

Watching
& Puffin Tours
from Reykjavík

We are located in the whale watching area at Reykjavík Old Harbour.

Sími/Tel. 861 3840

Departure times: 10.00 & 14.00

A Guided Walking Tour

Dark Deeds
in Reykjavík
Every Thursday in June, July and August at 3pm
This 90 min. walk is at an easy pace

Starts at Reykjavík City Library in Tryggvagata 15
Free of charge
Spirits of Iceland
www.borgarbokasafn.is
Tel. 411 6100

ART
OPENINGS AND ONGOING

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com

finished product.
Runs until June 28
Museum of Design and Applied
Art
Ertu tilbúin frú forseti?
The Museum of Design and Applied
Art's exhibition, ‘Are you ready,
Madam President?’ displays clothing
and other accessories from the wardrobe of former Icelandic President
Vigdís Finnbogadóttir. The exhibition
gives visitors a glimpse into Vigdís's
preferences in choosing her wardrobe
and style, and also the personal lives
and habits of heads of state.
Runs until October 5
Hjalti Karlsson: This Is How I Do It
Hjalti Karlsson, last year's recipient
of the Nordic Torsten and Wanja
Söderberg prize is holding an exhibition featuring work specially created
for the occasion of the prize. Hjalti's
work, from newspaper page to moving
graphics, from educational exhibition
form to the place-specific art installation, shows traces of both classic
schooling and Icelandic narrative
tradition.
Runs until October 5
Mokka Kaffi
Summer exhibition
Icelandic painter Kristbergur Ó Pétursson will be showing a series of watercolour paintings at Mokka.
Runs until July 17
National Gallery
Sigurjón Ólafsson Retrospective
The National Gallery of Iceland opens a
retrospective exhibition of the works
of abstract sculptor Sigurjón Ólafsson
(1908–1982). Ólafsson was one of the
most influential Icelandic artists in the
postwar era, and was in the forefront
of Icelandic sculpture throughout his
life.
Runs until October 29
The National Museum
Icelandic Silverwork
See various silver pieces and the
methods of their making at this exhibit
commemorating the 150th anniversary
of the National Museum of Iceland.
On permanent view
Inspirations by Ron Rosenstock
The original subjects of Ron’s black
and white photography–land, sky,
trees, and glaciers–serve as initial
inspiration for this exhibition. He then
digitally edits the images like he used
to do in the darkroom to bring out his
feelings at the time of exposure.
Runs until July 27
Land of the Sodium Sun
Photographer Stuart Richardson
exhibits a series of photographs on
Icelandic streetlights, their locales and
the weather.
Runs until December 31
The Making Of A Nation
This exhibition is intended to provide
insight into the history of the Icelandic
nation from the Settlement to the
present day.
On permanent view
Snapshots Of A Moment
The photography of Þorsteinn Jósepsson (1907–1967) presents an intricate
panorama of Icelandic life and a
rapidly changing rural landscape. His
collection of photographs is one of
the largest, most important and most

The Nationa l
Museum of
Icel a nd
Along with the permanent exhibition
that features Iceland’s history from
settlement to present day the
museum offers a variety of exhibitions
during the year, e.g. on Icelandic
silver and photography.

Concert series with
Icelandic art songs
and folk music.
www.thjodminjasafn.is
Suðurgata 41 / 101 Reykjavík

The programme is
sung in Icelandic and
introduced in English.

The Continuous Evolution Of Urban Reality
Urban Shape
Spark Design Space | Klapparstígur 33 (E5)
June 26-September 26 | 10:00 | ISK Free!
With Reykjavík’s recently approved zoning laws out of the way,
the design mogul and architect Paolo Gianfrancesco’s new exhibit
may prove to be illuminating. He bases his designs of different
capital city maps on Open Street Maps, a collaborative open
source project designed to undermine the tyranny of traditional
maps and show the reality of things. His maps allow for the
comparison of the structures of various cities and their respective
populations, and add to the conversation about urban sprawl and
density. Paolo invites us to imagine the possibilities available by
showing cities with the same area of Reykjavík but with much
higher populations. RSL
comprehensive private collections
from the 20th century preserved in the
museum.
Runs until December 31
Nordic House
TÖLT
Tölt is an art exhibition entirely dedicated to the Icelandic horse, presented
through photography, sculpture, video,
animation, design and fashion. The
Icelandic horse carries a heritage of
tradition, forming a significant part of
the cultural identity of Icelanders.
Runs until June 29
Mapping Europe
Stockholm-based visual artist Katerina
Mistal works with photography and
video installations. Many of her exhibitions have the same re-occurring
theme: nature, uncharted territory and
the limits of landscape.
Runs until June 29
The Old Harbour
Iceland Expo Pavillion
Every day from 10:00 to 22:00, Sagafilms
projects a film of Icelandic scenery
inside their Iceland Expo Pavillion
which provides a unique 360 degree
movie experience.
On permanent view

Reykjavík Art Museum Ásmundarsafn
Selection from the Ásmundur
Sveinsson Collection
The exhibition spans over Ásmundur
Sveinsson’s entire career and shows
how his artistic vision developed
throughout his life. Among the oldest
exhibits are sculptures that he created
as a student; later came the grand
masterpieces that praise Icelandic
people, folktales and nature, and finally
the collection shows a number of abstract works that the artist created in
the last decades of his life.
Runs until August 31
Reykjavík Art Museum Hafnarhús
Erró: The World Today
The Reykjavík Art Museum's already
large collection of paintings by Erró has
grown considerably in recent years, as
the artist continues to donate his more
recent works. These pieces–including
collages, oils, watercolours and enamels–are on display.
Runs until September 28
Your Compound View
The exhibition comprises a total of about
80 pieces from the period 1970–2010,
representing three generations of
artists. The origins of Icelandic contemporary art can be traced back to
the rebellion of the “SÚM generation”
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20
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A Low Roar

And A Loud Noise

25-13
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Animals

Not Allowed

SOUVENIR SHOP
S H O P O F T H E Y EAR 2 0 1 2

Low Roar
ISK 500
Dillon, Laugavegur 30 (F5)

22:00

Ambient indie folk act Low Roar returns with a relatively
low-key show before embarking on an extended
tour. Providing a refreshing mix of Sigur Rós-esque
droning, echoey woodwinds and emotive folk-pop,
the fiery four piece are a hair’s breath of releasing ‘0,’
their second album. Past ballad hits such as “Just A
Habit” and “Friends Make Garbage” can be expected
to compliment some sneak peeks of their upcoming
material. LH

June 18-20 ONE DAY LEFT Have you ever been a

part of an online and IRL exhibit? No? Then
you should check out the last day of John
Rogers and Amy Tavern's exhibit 'Fieldwork' at SÍM. John has previously released
the book 'Real Life,' and there will undoubtedly be some connection between it and this
exhibit. Free admission!

Sirkus Íslands ISK From 2,500
Klambratúni, Reykjavík

Varies

“Where are the animals?” my grumpy father would
exclaim in the middle of a contorting trapeze artist’s act.
A troupe on stilts would parade around the tent, towering
over the audience, and he would point out that giraffes
would be more impressive. He would comment that three
bears balancing on balls are more fun to watch than
three men riding unicycles in tutus. He would recommend
adding “tigers jumping through hoops of fire” and to cut
the acrobats flying through the air. He would totally miss
out on all the great things the Icelandic Circus performers
do in their children, family-friendly and adult cabaret
shows. If you are not totally obtuse like my dad, you
should check this show out. AH

31
-1
May June

Happy Birthday,

Hellisgerði Park!

June 12 - August 31 ICELANDIC FILMS FOR ALL For

the third year in a row, Cool Cuts is showing a selection of six Icelandic films with
English subtitles at Bíó Paradís. The roaster
includes Benedikt Erlingsson's comedy
'Of Horses And Men,' Ragnar Bragason's
heavy metal drama 'Metalhead,' Gaukur
Úlfarsson's documentary on Reykjavík's
last mayor, 'Gnarr,' Dean DeBlois's documentary on Sigur Rós, 'Heima,' Baltasar
Kormákur's comedy '101 Reykjavík' and
Rúnar Rúnarsson's drama 'Volcano.' Admission is from 1,400 ISK.
July 2 AAAND IIEEAAEEAAII WILL ALWAYS LOOVE

Clits and Tits Karaoke night is
at Dolly, giving you that perfect opportunity
to show off the strength of your vocal cords,
the tightness of your beat and how easy it is
to get you to do things when you are drunk.
Free admission!
YOOOOU! The

The viking:info
Laugavegur 1 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 1 - 3 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri

Hellisgerði Park Turns 90!
Hellisgerði Park, Reykjavíkurvegur 15b

ISK Free!

Come and celebrate the 90th birthday of the beautiful lava
park in Hafnarfjörður! The park is famous for its sculptures
by Icelandic artists Ásmundur Sveinsson and Ríkaharður
Jónsson, as well as its large population of hidden folk
(huldufólk: elves and fairies). Many local musicians such
as Jón Jónsson, Pollapönk, Sara Blandon, White Signal and
TuTugu will be playing that day and the celebration will end
with a festive traditional Harmonica Dance. Grab all your
friends, but if you haven’t got any, don’t worry, the huldufólk
will certainly be more than happy to party with you! SL

info@theviking.is
www.theviking.is

Akureyri
Reykjavík

TAX FREE
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Dillon Whiskey Bar

9

Reykjavík Roasters

Geirsgata 7b / Verbúð 2

Bankastræti 12

Laugavegur 30

Kárastígur 1

Nestled in one of the former fishing
warehouses of the old harbour, Café Haiti
is surely one of Reykjavík’s best cafés (and
this is no mean feat, as the city has some
nice coffee on offer). Go there for an excellent cup and some delicious light snacks
during the day, or indulge in beer and lowkey concerts at night.

Prikið is one of those places that shape-shifts.
It’s a warm café lined with photographs of its
senior frequenters on weekdays, a hung-over
hangout on weekend afternoons, and during
nights it’s filled to the brim with what remains
of Iceland’s hip hop scene. Go there in the
daytime for the cheap burgers; enter at night
for some OTT hip-hop debauchery, old skool
and the latest bangers alike.

A flawless mix between grungy and classy,
Dillon Whiskey Bar dominates their little
stretch of Laugavegur. Crammed most nights
with rockers, metalheads, and tourists looking
for a place to mumble ACDC songs into their
beer, Dillon boasts a wide selection of over
100 whiskies and hosts some of Iceland's better hard rock bands on the weekends.

Reykjavík Roasters make the best coffee in
Reykjavík (according to our last five Best
of Reykjavík guides). They take that stuff
seriously, roasting their beans on-site and
employing folks who know how to churn out
a cup of whatever coffee you thirst for. The
atmosphere is the kind you will only find
in Reykjavík. It’s “comfortable, welcoming,
warm and wonderful.”

Useful Numbers

The Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2,
tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747
Pharmacies

Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–16:00,
Sun closed. The shopping centres Kringlan and
The only public transport available in Reykjavík
Smáralind as well as most supermarkets and
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 minutes tourist shops have longer opening hours.
(the wait may be longer on weekends) and the
Swimming pools: Weekdays 06:30–22:00 and
price per fare is 350 ISK for adults and children.
weekends 09:00–17:00, although each pool
Multiple day passes are available for purchase at
varies plus or minus a few hours.
select locations. Complete route map available
Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:00at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses run from
16:00.
07:00–24:00 on weekdays and 10:00–24:00 on
Post Offices
weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and
Post offices are located around the city. The
Lækjartorg.
downtown post office is at Pósthússtræti 3–5,
Opening Hours
open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00. Stamps are also
Bars and clubs: According to regulations,
sold at bookstores, gas stations, tourist shops
bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and
and some grocery stores.
04:30 on weekends.

Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 118
Taxi: Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir: 588 5522
BSR: 561 0000
Tax-Free Refund
Iceland Refund, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 564 6400
Tourist Information
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Not one, but two Fish restaurants have
opened up, one on Ingólfsstræti, the other
on Skólavörðustigur. Whether it's the catch
of the day or a ham pesto sandwich you're
ordering, you can't go wrong!

D
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Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11,
tel: 562 7000
City Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550
Iceland Excursions – Grayline Iceland,
Hafnarstræti 20, tel: 540 1313

Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045 and Lágmúla 5, tel: 533 2300
Coach Terminal
BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is
Domestic Airlines
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562 4200

Public Transport
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Skólavörðustigur 23

INGÓLFSSTRÆTI 1A 101 REYKJAVÍK
WWW.ISLENSKIBARINN.IS TEL: 517 6767
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Café Loki is not only a place where one can
try all of Iceland’s weird and wacky foodstuffs, as well as some decidedly delicious,
unweird dishes. It’s also a great little café that
locals love to frequent as well as a welcoming
place for tourists.
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Café Loki

Lokastígur 28
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. .and all the Icelandic beers in one awsome place!
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Fish • Lamb • Whale
Icelandic cuisine with a twist
Icelandic music and nightlife
Mix with the locals
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The faster and more affordable cousin to one
of the top restaurants in the country, Austurindíafélagið, flavour is never compromised by
promptness. Their short selection of authentic
Indian cuisine is cooked with the finest ingredients, the spices are masterfully blended and
the experience is wholly satisfying.
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Appropriately named ‘The Corner’ after its position on the street, this Reykjavík institution
is one of the oldest dining establishments in
the city. Opened in 1979, the family business
has been serving fantastic Italian fare in a
remarkably unique atmosphere. It is truly a
stand-alone restaurant in town and hands
down one of the best.
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GRANDAGARÐUR 2, 101 REYKJAVÍK
TEL.: 511 1517
WWW.SAGAMUSEUM.IS

2 Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15
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Maritime
Museum

BR

A Viking museum that
gives a compelling view
into Icelandic history

Offering an eclectic selection of fresh and
healthy flavours, this new addition to casual
downtown dining prides itself on the use of
local and seasonal produce. From their ingredient list they turn out Middle Eastern, Soul
Food, vegetarian and vegan dishes that are
perfect when you need more than a snack,
but less than a full horse.
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Save Water, Drink Beer
AUSTURSTRÆTI 12 • 101 REYKJAVÍK
ENSKIBARINN@ENSKIBARINN.IS
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Venue Finder
Music & Entertainment

New In Town

Aðalstræti 10, Reykjavík
Museum of Design and
Applied Art, Garðabær
13

Farmer’s Soup

www.kraum.is
(354) 517 7797
Find us on Facebook

By Turninn
So you’re downtown, it’s lunchtime and you
are starving. Subway is too commercial,
McDonalds has left Iceland, and you’ve
already visited all of the other cheap options.
So why not check out the soup van? They’ve
got big portions of traditional Icelandic
kjötsúpa (“meat soup”), you know, the kind
that absolutely fills you up. Check out what
we think of it in the food review section, it
was absolute murder. Late on weekends the
van relocates to Lækjartorg to serve the night
owls and party people.
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Bar 11
Hverfisgötu 18 | E5

Kofinn
Laugavegur 2 | E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54 | F6

Lavabarinn
Lækjargata 6 | E4

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20 | E4

Loft Hostel
Bankastræti 7 | E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b | F6

Mánabar
Hverfisgata 20 | E5

Brikk
Hafnarstræti 18 | D4

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10 | E4

Bunk
Laugavegur 28 | E5

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 | E5

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3 | E4

Paloma
Naustin 1-3 | D5

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 | F6

Prikið
Bankastræti 12 | E4

Dolly
Hafnarstræti 4 | D3

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1 | F6

Dubliner
Hafnarstræti 1-3 | D3

Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 | E5

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 | E3

Stofan Café
Aðalstræti 7 | D3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D3

Hressó
Austurstræti 20 | E4

Vegamót
Vegamótastígur 4 | E6

ÍGU
R

Both a record label and a store, 12 Tónar
have been bringing sweet sounds to
Reykjavík for the past 15 years. They stock all
of the best new Icelandic music on CDs and
some vinyl. Also, check out their Facebook
page for information about in-store gigs.

Public Phones
There aren’t many public payphones in the
city centre. The tourist information centre
at Aðalstræti 2, City Hall, Kolaportið,
entrance at Landsbankinn and in Lækjargata. Prepaid international phone cards
are recommended for int’l callers.
Internet Access
Most cafés offer free wireless internet
access. Computers with internet connections are available to use at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
Ground Zero, Frakkastígur 8, near
Laugavegur 45,
The Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15
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ART67
Laugavegur 67 | F7
Mon-Fri 12-18 / Sat
12-16

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
Tue–Sun 12–17
www.nordice.is

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2 | B2
Mon-Sun 10-22
www.aurorareykjavik.is

Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30 | E7
Tuesday through Sunday
14–18
www.artmuseum.is

Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
www.hafnarborg.is

JÖR

Laugavegur 89
This high-end men’s fashion boutique caters
to those whose bodies only tolerate the
finest fabrics and most delicate of tailoring.
Head designer Guðmundur Jörundsson,
who honed his craft in the exclusive
haberdasher Kormaks & Skjaldar, gives
impeccable attention to each item, leaving
the wearer feeling like a million bucks.

The National and University Library,
Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2
Reykjavík Backpackers, Laugavegur 28
Swimming Pools
There are several swimming pools in
Reykjavík. The one in 101 Reykjavík,
Sundhöll Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one,
located at Barónsstígur. It features a
nice sunbathing area and some outdoor
hot tubs. Opening hours: Mon-Thu from
06:30–22:00, Fri from 06:30–20:00,
Sat from 08:00–16:00 and Sun from
10:00–18:00.

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4 | E4
www.hverfisgalleri.is
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat
13–17 and by appointment. www.i8.is
The Icelandic Phallological Museum
Laugavegur 116 | F8
www.phallus.is

GU

12 Tónar

Skólavörðustígur 15

E

Kaldi Bar / Café
Laugavegur 20b | E5

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 | E5
www.hannesarholt.is
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Shopping
10

B5
Bankastræti 5 | E4

Hitt Húsið
Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5 | E4
www.hitthusid.is
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Kaffibarinn
Bergstraðastræti 1 | E5

The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata | G6
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is
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Austur
Austurstræti 7 | E3

Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74
Mon-Fri through Sept. 1
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Uptown
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Húrra
Tryggvagata 22 | D3
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Opening hours
September — May
9:00 — 18:00 weekdays
10:00 — 17:00 saturdays
12:00 — 17:00 sundays

Amsterdam
Hafnarstræti 5 | D3

12

Gullkistan

Frakkastígur 10
One of the oldest established businesses
in the country, these goldsmiths have
transcended nearly 150 years and have seen
three generations of the same family pass
down their coveted tradition. Their works
are truly unique pieces of Icelandic tradition.

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4 | C2
www.kirs.is
Kling & Bang
Hverfisgata 42 | E6
Thurs–Sun from 14–18
www.this.is/klingogbang
Knitting Iceland
Laugavegur 25 | E6
www.knittingiceland.is
Kunstschlager
Rauðarárstígur 1 | G8
Mon-Sat from 15-18
www.kunstschlager.com

Public Toilets
Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers
located, for example, at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by
Eymundsson on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets
can also be found inside the Reykjavík
City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

Living Art Museum
Skúlagata 28 | E7
Tue-Sun 12-17
www.nylo.is
Mengi
Óðinsgata 2 | F6
Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A | E5
www.mokka.is
The National Gallery
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 | F4
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41 | G2
Open daily 10–17
www.natmus.is

Reykjavík Art
Museum Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 | D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is
Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 | D3
www.borgarbokasafn.is
Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Open daily 10-17
Settlement Exhibition
Reykjavík 871+/-2
Aðalstræti 17 | E3
Open daily 10–17

G

Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 | B2
www.maritime-vv
museum.is
Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Weekdays 12–19 / Sat–
Sun 13–17
www.ljosmyndasafnreykjavikur.is
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2 | B1
www.sagamuseum.is
Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
www.lso.is
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 | D4
Mon-Fri 10-16
www.sim.is
Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 | E5
Mon-Fri 10-18
Sat 12-16
www.sparkdesignspace.com
Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 | E6
Open daily 09-02
www.windandweather.is
ÞOKA
Laugavegur 25 | E5
www.thoka.is

F

Best Of

Reykjavík

Every year around the beginning of July, we make a BEST OF REYKJAVÍK ISSUE celebrating some
of what makes Reykjavík-life worthwhile, posting some good entries into a hopefully never-ending
discussion. The primary purpose of BEST OF REYKJAVÍK is celebration! It’s about big-upping stuff,
giving mad props to it and patting it on the shoulder. The following are some nice tips we pulled
from BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2013 which you can read in full at www.grapevine.is.

230 kr.

290 kr.

BEST BURGER:
VITABAR

BEST PLACE TO SPEND A
RAINY DAY: REYKJAVÍK
ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS

BEST BOOKSTORE:
MÁL OG MENNING

It was only a matter of time until Vitabar
would take our 'BEST BURGER' prize.
After all, those guys have been serving up
their cheap, delicious, no-fuss burgers to
the praise of Reykjavík's most hardcore
burger lovers for decades without ever faltering in their quality, raising their prices
beyond what´s appropriate for a burger or
becoming hopelessly hyped and crowded.
They are a constant; all good, all the time.

This was hard to settle on because, obviously, there are a fuckload of rainy days
here and “on my couch watching movies!”
wasn’t a valid contender (although that is
one of our favourites). We had to agree that
if you had to be out of a rainy day, you’d
want to be dry, have lots to do and maybe
be able to get some refreshments, all under
one roof. Our winner is one of those places
that you basically want a minimum of three
hours in to take in the vast exhibits and
permanent collection by Erró. Meanwhile,
you can also sit and read about art in their
little library or go upstairs for a coffee and
light lunch. Bring on the rain!

Mál og Menning isn't just a place to buy
your next recreational read. It's a place to
buy your schoolbooks, literary tomes, get
a caffeine fix, pick up the Sunday Times,
grab a DVD for the weekend, get your kid
some crayons, and stock up on stationary to write home about it all. Even though
the four storeys of Mál og Menning have
more than you even thought you needed,
it is very well-organised and easily navigable. The staff know their books and are
happy to help you out. They also do writers'
events and sometimes host concerts too.

Bergporugata 21

Tryggvagata 17

Osushi is a unique
restaurant in Iceland.
The method of dining involves

315 kr.

snatching small plates from
a conveyor belt. Pricing is
distinguished by the color
and pattern of the plate –
most range between

350 kr.

230 - 440 ISK.
Everything off the conveyor
belt is tasty and if you don´t
really fancy sushi, you can

400 kr.

instead choose for example
teriyaki chicken, noodle
salad, tempura and desserts.
The vibe in Osushi is friendly
and relaxed. The restaurant is

420 kr.

Laugavegur 18

located almost next door to
Althingi (the parliament) which
is in the heart of the city.

osushi.is
440 kr.

480 kr.

Pósthússtræti 13 / Borgartúni 29 / Reykjavíkurvegur 60 HF.
Tel: 561 0562 / www.osushi.is

Iða Zimsen
Coffee happy hour every day from 8:00 to
10:00. All coffee 300 ISK. Every day from
19:00 to 22:00. Beer 445 ISK.

A GUIDE
THAT FUCKS
YOU UP

Kaffi Kompaníið
Friday to Saturday from 14:00 to 17:00.
2 for 1 Beer 850 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Kaldi Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer for 650 ISK, Wine for 650 ISK.

A list of every
Happy Hour in
101 Reykjavík

Kiki Queer Bar
Thursday from 20:00 to 22:00.
Beer 450 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.
Kolabrautin
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 450 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, Cocktails from
1,000 ISK.

101 Hótel
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 470 ISK,
Wine 740 ISK.

Lebowski Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
2 for 1 Beer 950 ISK, Wine or Guiness 2 for 1
1,100 ISK.

Austur
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to 00:00.
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Loft Hostel Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Cider 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

B5
Every day from 16:00 to 22:00. Beer 550 ISK,
Cider 700 ISK, Wine 550 ISK.
Bar 7
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 350 ISK, Shot 450 ISK
Bar 11
Thursday to Saturday from
21:00 to 00:00. Beer 500 ISK.
Bíó Paradís
Monday to Sunday from 17:00 to 19:30.
2 for 1 Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,000 ISK.
Bjarni Fel
Monday to Friday from 21:00 to 23:00. 2 for 1
Beer 990 ISK, shot with soda 1,300 ISK.
Boston
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.

Download the FREE
Grapevine Appy
Hour app!
Every happy hour in
town in your pocket.
Available in the App
Store and on the
Android Market.

Bravó
Every Day from 17:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Einar Ben
Every day from 19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK.

Bunk Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
2 for 1 Beer 500 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Gamli Gaukurinn
Every day from 21:00 to 22:00.
Beer 500 ISK, single shot 500 ISK.

Den Danske Kro
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2 for 1 Beer
950 ISK and 2 for 1 Wine 1,200 ISK.

Hótel 1919
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 575 ISK, Cocktail of the day half price.

Dillon
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer, Wine and Whisky each 550 ISK.

Hótel Holt Gallery Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK, Cocktail of the day 1,200 ISK.

Dolly
Wednesday to Thursday from 20:00 to 22:00,
Friday to Saturday from 20:00 to 23:00. Beer
500 ISK, Wine 500 ISK.

Hótel Natura
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 475 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK, all drinks half price.

Dubliner
Every day from 16:00 until 22:00. 2 for 1 Wine
1,000 ISK, Tuborg & Somersby 500 ISK,
Guinness & Kilkenny 900 ISK.

Hótel Plaza Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 500 ISK.
Húrra
Every day from 18:00 to 22:00. Beer 500 ISK.

Micro Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 600 ISK.
Miðgarður Bistro bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK, all drinks half price.
Nora Magasin
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, House Wine 600 ISK.
Park
Friday to Saturday from 22:00 to 02:00.
Beer 500 ISK, single shot 400 ISK.
Prikið
Monday to Friday from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK.
Roadhouse
Friday and Saturday from 21:30 to 23:00.
2 for 1 Beer 895 ISK, Wine 895 ISK.
SKY Bar & Lounge
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00, Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
Slippbarinn
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 500 ISK, selected Cocktails 950 ISK.
Solon Bistro
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Stofan
Every day from 17:00 to 21:00. Beer 750 ISK.
Tíu Dropar
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00. 2 for 1 Wine
800 ISK. Beer 950 ISK.
Vínsmarkkarinn
Monday to Saturday from 18:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

ART
ONGOING

Route 40 takes you to

– continued –
(SÚM – Association of Young Artists)
against the dominant position of
abstract painters in Icelandic art in the
early 1960s.
Runs until September 7
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir
Affinities
The exhibition is made up of works
which span a period of 73 years and
juxtaposes works of different artists,
two or three together, in order to highlight the similarities between them. A
painting of a door by Þorri Hringsson may thus be compared with a
geometrical abstract by Þorvaldur
Skúlason: Þorri objectifies the form,
while Þorvaldur rejects all allusion to
external reality.
Runs until September 14
Reykjavík, Town, Structure
The exhibition explores how Icelandic artists perceived the town as it
developed into a city, over a period of
102 years, from 1891 to 1993. While
Reykjavík was not large around the
turn of the 20th century, hardly more
than a village in international terms,
without electricity, water mains or
drains, artists frequently made it out
to be grander than it actually was.
Runs until September 14
The Seasons in Kjarval’s Art
Every season imbues the land with new
life, and every cloud casts new colour
upon the mountains. This exhibit focuses on how land and saga merge to
become one in the works of Icelandic
artist Jóhannes Kjarval.
Runs until October 12
The Reykjavík City Library
The collection centres around new Nordic literature, both fiction and nonfiction. The library lends out novels,
academic publications, audiobooks
and more.
On permanent view
Sjáum-k Eg Meir Um Munin
Canadian artist Guy Stewart's visual
art exhibit looks into how people's
memory and thoughts are warped by
the internet, much like they were by
the introduction of the written word
and increased literacy.
Runs until June 29
Reykjavík City Museum
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2: The Settlement
Exhibition
Archaeological findings from ruins of
one of the first houses in Iceland and
other excavations in the city centre,
open daily 10:00-17:00
On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
From Poverty to Abundance
Photos documenting Icelandic fishermen at the turn of the 20th century.
On permanent view
The History of Sailing
Iceland's maritime history that showcases the growth of the Reykjavík
Harbour.
On permanent view
The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn
This vessel sailed through all three Cod
Wars and has also served as a rescue
ship to over 200 ships.
On permanent view
Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Nightlight in Skotið
Henning Kreitel's exhibition is inspired
by the architectural structure of the
old city centre of Reykjavík and by
the light that surrounds it. The city
is characterised by gaps of unused
space which lets light interact with
the shapes and colours of buildings.
Henning captured the different moods
of the light-caused scenery compositions.
Runs until June 24
The Last Days Of The Arctic
A documentary following Ragnar Axelsson (RAX), a man who has made his
photographic career capturing the
harmony between man and nature in
the Arctic. The show follows RAX as
he visits friends he has made in the
last few decades and captures the
disappearing landscape and those
who inhabit it.
Runs until September 7
The Mirror Of Life
A collection of RAX's photography
from the last three decades, including
stunning shots from Siberia, hunters
in Greenland, farmers and fishermen
in Iceland and the Faroe Islands and

Experience
Icelandic Art
and Design
on your way to the Blue Lagoon

Pool Side Peep Show
'Atlantis' photo exhibition

Nordic House
Sturlugata 5 (H2)| June 21-July 21

Route 40
12-17 | ISK Free!

Dive down into the world of underwater photography with the
photo exhibition ‘Atlantis’ by Finnish photographer Ilkka Keskinen.
The photo series was taken in the swimming hall named after
architect Alvar Aalto in the Finnish city of Jyväskylä, the same
architect that made the Nordic House. Although the photographs
were taken indoors and underwater, the natural sunlight has a
dramatic effect on them. Ilkka has been an active photographer
since the ‘70s and specialises in underwater pool photography.
He caught the attention of the international public through his
internet photo gallery in which he showcases more than 100
underwater photographs. SL

20th Anniversary
Exhibition of
the Museum
Works from the
Permanent Collection

Are you ready
Madam President?
This is how I do it
Hjalti Karlsson
graphic designer

New aquisitions
The Hafnarborg Collection

Works by the
pioneers of
Icelandic art
The Hafnarborg Collection

Kópavogur Art Museum
/ Gerðarsafn
Hamraborg 4, Kópavogur
Open 11–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
/ Museum of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is

Hafnarborg
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre
of Culture and Fine Art
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is

Office Space: The Stage Drama (Not
Really, But Pretty Much)
BLAM!

Reykjavík City Theatre
Listabraut 3 | June 20-22

20:00 | ISK 4,750

Three dispirited office workers live under the drudgery of
their sociopathic boss. To entertain themselves, they reenact
scenes from favourite action films while the boss isn’t watching.
Eventually he catches on and wants to join in, and from there,
things escalate. Director Kristján Ingimarsson combines mime,
comedy, clowning, dance, and drama in the choreography to
create a language all his own. It’s been shown all over the world,
including the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, to great acclaim. There
may or may not be a printer smashing scene, but BLAM! promises
to be entertaining either way. RSL

Tryggvagata 22, 101 Reykjavík

( áður Harlem, Bakkus )

Live Music
Party DJ’s
- Fresh new music and older established bands

Find all art listings
online
listings.grapevine.is

- Keep the party going until the break of dawn

Happy Hour
- Every day from 18:00 - 22:00

news photography of shipwrecks and
natural disasters.
Runs until September 7
SÍM
Fieldwork
John Rogers and Amy Tavern's exhibition is a multidisciplinary multimedia
“fieldwork,” presented online & IRL,
that incorporates ideas of space,
movement, memory and technology,
place, image, experience and object.
Runs until June 20
Týsgallerí
Prisma
Marta María Jónsdóttir will be presenting her fourth exhibition at Týsgallerí.
Working on the edges of abstraction
and representation, her works are
obscure and feature bizarre anatomical references to organs, sex and hints
of science fiction. The works are both
controlled and spontaneous, using a
mix of chaos and geometry to create a
dark, but always optimistic atmosphere.
Runs until July 6
Þoka
KEEP FROZEN

Hulda Rós Guðnadóttir’s exhibit is the
second part of a mixed-media installation and an art work in process in
which she collaborates with dozens of
professionals and laymen in researching her childhood memories of the
aesthetics of harbour existence.
Runs Until June 29
Volcano House
This exhibition gives a brief overview of
Iceland's geological history and volcanic systems with superb photographs
of volcanic eruptions and other magnificent aspects of Icelandic nature.
On permanent view
Wind and Weather Gallery
Still life?
Ragnheiður Káradóttir presents a
mixed-media art installation for her
new exhibition, with sculptures made
from natural materials like wood,
clay, fur and fabric. Ragnheiður has
a transcendent approach and looks
at her work as a dialogue between
infinite subconscious states that are
interacting non-verbally.
Runs until June 30

New venue

ila-HÖNNUN

in Reykjavik

for Concerts

and Parties

OU T SIDE
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is beautiful music, so if beauty is
your thing, whether postmodern or
classical, Olga has got you covered.
26 June at 20:00

Skagafjörður

The Glaumbær Farm
The farm was functional until 1947,
and opened as an exhibition space in
1952. The old turf farmhouse forms
the backdrop for exhibitions focusing
on rural life in 18th and 19th century
Iceland.
On permanent display.

East Iceland
Egilsstaðir

Eurovision Darling Back For More Cheers
Eyþór Ingi / Atómskáldin
Hof, Strandgata 12, 600 Akureyri.
June 20 at 21:00 | ISK 1,500

Everyone in the country watched with eyes streaming and ears wide
open as Eyþór Ingi Gunnlaugsson delivered his heart wrenching
performance of “Ég á Líf” (“I Have a Life”). Eurovision was watched
with more fervour in Iceland than even the World Cup. In a shocking
upset, he was awarded only 17th place with only 47 points, but we still
love him here. He plays with his band Atómskáldin (“Atomic Poets”),
which sounds “kind of like a pop band where the guitarist wants it to
be a rock band, the singer wants it to jump on the indie bandwagon,
and the drummer doesn’t know what he’s doing,” according to a local
music aficionado. So go see them, we guess? RSL
Photo by Axel Sigurðarson

OUTSIDE
REYKJAVÍK
North Iceland
Akureyri
Flóra

Creation

Artist Kristín Gunnlaugsdóttir’s visual
art exhibition focuses on addressing
taboos such as women’s exploration
of their libido and how they too see
themselves from the male gaze.
Expect to see women’s genitals from a
new point of view.
Runs until August 16
Græni Hatturinn

by the sea

Unna Birna

and a delicious lobster

Unna Birna is a violinist singersongwriter and she's performing with
a live band. Some of her songs are
being performed for the first time.
June 20 at 22:00

at Fjörubordid in Stokkseyri

Eivør

Faroese singer-songwriter Eivør
Pálsdóttir's performances are always
memorable affairs. The former Nordic
Council Music Prize nominee has
a deep pool of songs from which
she can select, spanning jazz, rock,
ballads, folk and more.
June 21 at 20:00

At the seashore the giant lobster makes
appointments with mermaids and landlubbers.
He waves his large claws, attracting those desiring
to be in the company of starfish and lumpfish.

Spör ehf.

Klassart / Soffía Björg

Reykjavík
Eyrarbakki

Stokkseyri

In celebration of the release of their
third album, one of Iceland’s premier
blues bands, Klassart, will be playing
a show at Græni Hatturinn. Their new
album, 'Asteroids,' promises to be
another great one, and this show will
definitely be one to remember. Soffía
Björg Band will start the show.
June 26 at 21:00
Ásgeir Trausti

Ásgeir Trausti plays what's sure to be
an unforgettable show. Ásgeir is the
latest Icelandic artist to make a big
mark on the international scene and is
fresh off a performance at American
festival Bonnaroo. For fans of Bon Iver
and Tallest Man on Earth, be sure to
check out Ásgeir's record-breaking
album 'In The Silence.'
June 28 at 20:00
Hof

such as the appropriation and
'hacking' of man-made structures
formerly intended for other uses,
including contemporary 'updates' of
landscapes and their content, warping
perceptions of identity, history and
use of place.
Runs until June 29

Húsavík

Húsavík Whale Museum
In the 1,600 m2 exhibition space, you
will find skeletons of many species of
whales and fascinating information
about these large mammals.
On permanent display

Mývatn

Sigurgeir's Bird Museum
The collection includes almost all
of Iceland's birds along with some
100 different types of eggs. Various
equipment used by the locals for
fishing are also on display. The
museum provides education about
birds, the ecology of Lake Mývatn
and how locals utilised water in their
everyday lives.
On permanent display

Ólafsfjörður
Tjarnarborg

Olga Vocal Ensemble

This new ensemble got its start in
the Utrecht Conservatory in the
Netherlands in 2012. Musically
they span five centuries, from the
Renaissance to the genre of the
barbershop quartet. Their aim

Skriðuklaustur
The Institute of Gunnar Gunnarsson
runs a museum focusing on the
writer Gunnar Gunnarsson and his
home. The house was built in 1939
and is one of Iceland's most valuable
buildings, which was donated to the
Icelandic nation in 1948. Nearby are
the ruins of a 16 th century monastery,
Skriðuklaustur.
On permanent display
Sláturhúsið
East Iceland Heritage Museum

The museum’s exhibition consists
of objects from the old rural society
in East Iceland, before 1900. On
display are tools related to hunting,
crafts, food production, clothing and
various aspects of daily life, hygiene,
hobbies, morals and values. There
are also various objects on display in
connection to the 20th century urban
development in the eastern region.
On permanent display

Eskifjörður

Randulff's Sjóhús

This beautifully preserved 1890s
sea house is now a museum with
several items on display that show the
atmosphere of East Iceland during the
time that herring fishing really took off
in the late 19th and early 20th century.
Runs until August 31

Seyðisfjörður

Skaftafell Centre for Visual Art
Tvísöngur

The site-specific sound sculpture
by German artist Lukas Kühne, is
embedded in the mountainside
above the town, in a quiet area with
a breathtaking view of the fjord. It
offers an acoustic sensation that can
be explored and experimented with by
the visitor.
On Permanent Display

Stöðvarfjörður

Petra’s Stone Collection
In the small fjord of Stöðvarfjörður
you’ll find a wonderful collection of
rare rocks and minerals, most of which
derive from the area. Local enthusiast
and collector Petra Sveinsdóttir has
gathered the stone gems of Icelandic
nature since 1946. Her collection of
stones is now reputedly the world’s
largest private collection of rocks. Her

The House at Eyrarbakki

THE HOUSE AT EYRARBAKKI
Árnessýsla folk museum is located in Húsið,
the House, historical home of the Danish
merchants built in 1765. Húsið is one of the
oldest houses in Iceland and a beautiful
monument of Eyrarbakki´s time as the
biggest trading place on the south coast.
Today one can enjoy exhibitions about the
story and culture of the region, famous piano,
shawl made out of human hair and the kings
pot, are among items. Húsið prides itself with
warm and homelike atmosphere.

Eyþór Ingi & Atómskáldin
- The Seashore restaurant

> Only 45 minutes drive from Reykjavík
Eyrarbraut 3, 825 Stokkseyri, Iceland · Tel. +354 483 1550
Fax. +354 483 1545 · info@fjorubordid.is · www.fjorubordid.is
Summer opening hours: Mon - Sun 12:00 to 22:00

Eurovision “music” “star” Eyþór Ingi
performs with live band Atómskáldin.
June 20 at 21:00

Hjalteyri

Verksmiðjan á Hjalteyri
Phishing the Landscape

An exhibition looking at phishing (a
form of digital deception) in a context
of urban and non-urban landscapes

Opening hours: May 1st - September 30th daily 11.00-18.00 or by an agreement
Tel: +354 483 1504 & +354 483 1082 | husid@husid.com | www.husid.com
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collection also extends to other things,
including pens, cups, sea shells and all
sorts of small items.
On permanent display

South Iceland
Hella

Hekla Centre
The centre houses a contemporary
multimedia exhibition on Hekla
mountain, its history, and its influence
on human life in Iceland from the time
of the settlement to the present. The
exhibition emphasises the influence of
the volcano on the inhabited areas close
to it, the districts of Landsveit, Holt,
and Rangárvellir. The history of these
districts is traced and the stories of
people’s struggles with sandstorms and
eruptions are told.
On permanent display

Höfn í Hornafirði

Þórbergssetur
The centre was established in memory
of the famous Icelandic writer Þórbergur
Þórðarsson (1888–1974), who was
born in Hali í Suðursveit. The centre
includes a heritage museum and unique
exhibitions of the district Sudursveit and
the writer Þórbergur Þórðarson, his life
and works.
On permanent display

Hvolsvöllur

Skógar Museum
The museum is divided into three
parts: the folk museum which offers a
huge variety of tools and implements
used for fishing and farming, as well as
artifacts dating back to the Viking age.
In the rebuilt turfhouses in the open-air
museum you can catch a glimpse of
the atmosphere of times long gone and
experience how Icelanders lived through
the centuries. The museum of transport,
which also houses a souvenir shop and
the Skógakaffi cafeteria, tells the story
of technology and transportation and its
development in Iceland in the 19th and
20th century.
On permanent display
Hvollinn
Olga Vocal Ensemble

This new ensemble got its start in the
Utrecht Conservatory in the Netherlands
in 2012. Musically they span five
centuries, from the Renaissance to the
genre of the barbershop quartet. Their
aim is beautiful music, so if beauty is
your thing, whether postmodern or
classical, Olga has got you covered.
29 June at 20:00

Mosfellsbær

Gljúfrasteinn
Gljúfrasteinn was the home and
workplace of Halldór Laxness and
his family for 50 years. Today, it is a
museum, allowing visitors insight into
the great writer’s world. All facilities,
including the library, have been
meticulously maintained.
On permanent display

Chill Vibes At The Red Dunes
Rauðasandur Festival
July 3-6 | ISK 10,900

It’s time to chill out, man. Hang on Rauðasandur, the red beach, during
the time when the sun refuses to set, bathing everything in a golden glow
all day long. Listen to country, folk, blues, reggae and pop while you do
yoga, hike, play volleyball, compete in the sandcastle events, and visit
the shaman lady’s tent. The water may even be warm enough to swim in,
should you choose, with outside temperatures getting up to 18°C. Kids
and teenagers are welcome to this environmentally friendly festival, too.
Let’s just hope it doesn’t get cancelled again due to bad weather, like it
did last year. RSL

Westman Islands

Pompeii of the North
Excavation project at the site of the
1973 volcanic eruption on the island of
Heimaey.
On permanent display
Sagnheimar Folk Museum
This folk museum's aim is to let
visitors of all ages experience the
island's history in both traditional and
more untraditional ways, through
photography, multimedia and
interactive pieces.
On permanent display

West Iceland

and Makrel.
Opens July 3
Runs until July 6

Reykholt
Snorrastofa

Snorri Sturluson

Sitting on the ground floor of the local
church, Snorrastofa has an exhibition
dedicated to poet, historian and
politician Snorri Sturluson as well as
the middle ages in Iceland.
On permanent display

Stykkishólmur

Vatnasafnið / Library of Water
Water, Selected

Borgarnes

The Icelandic Settlement Centre
The Settlement Exhibition

A 30-minute long multimedia
exhibit that provides insight into the
settlement of Iceland, from the first
man to step foot on the island, to
the establishment of the world’s first
parliament, Þingvellir.
On permanent display

An ongoing exhibition with 24 columns
filled with glacier water from all over
the country.
On permanent display
To Place

An audio exhibit offering insight into
the Icelandic psyche, where you can
listen to recordings of people talking
about the weather.
On permanent display
Eldfjallasafnið
The Egils Saga Exhibition
The museum includes works of art,
Located in the stone-walled basement
old and recent, showing volcanic
of the centre, this exhibit leads visitors
eruptions, as well as objects and
through the colourful saga of Egill
artifacts. It also boasts volcanic rocks
Skallagrímsson, one of Iceland's first
from the unique collection of professor
settlers and greatest heroes.
Haraldur Sigurðsson, who has carried
On permanent display
out research on volcanoes worldwide
for 40 years.
Melanes
Runs until September 30
Rauðasandur Festival
This year's relaxing music festival
includes performances from Emilíana
Torrini, Sam Amidon, Moses
Hightower, Lay Low, Ylja, Amaba
Dama, My Bubba, Vök, Soffía Björg,
Nolo, Pascal Pinon, Loji, Bob Justman

We

d o n ´ t sell whale mea
t

Books from

The UniversiTy of iceland Press
Restaurants that have this logo promise not to sell
whale meat. We kindly ask you to choose
a whale friendly restaurant and to recommend
others to do the same.

MEDITATION
AT THE EDGE OF ASKJA
RING OF SEASONS
VIKING SETTLEMENTS & VIKING
Svavar
Sigmundsson ed.

Scholars of archaeology, philology, history,
toponymy, numismatics and a number
of other disciplines
to discuss the Viking
Age from a variety of
viewpoints.

Terry G. Lacy

A long-term resident
brings inside and outside perspectives to this
delightful exploration
of all facets of Iceland,
past and present.

Pall Skulason

A perfect buy for anyone who
loves Icelandic nature and the
unique experience of traveling
through the Icelandic wilderness.
Also available
in German and French.

A PIECE OF
HORSE LIVER
Jon Hnefill
Adalsteinsson

Studies of Old
Norse religion
and Icelandi folk
beliefs.

AvAilABle

aT major booksTores

SURTSEY. ECOSYSTEMS FORMED
Sturla Fridriksson

A study of how
pioneers invaded
the island and
were gradually
joined by others in
forming primitive
societies and simple
ecosystems.

Whaling is cruel and unnecessary
Information about whale friendly restaurants can be found at
www.icewhale.is

INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR ANIMAL WELFARE
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For your mind, body and soul

A Taste Of The Ocean, Streetside
Lobster Hut
The Lobster Hut doesn’t have a
set schedule, but is located on
the corner of Hverfisgata and
Lækjargata most afternoons into
the early evening.
What We Think:
Harbour-fresh with a kick.
Flavour:
Icelandic Beach Picnic.
Ambiance:
At nature’s discretion.
Service:
Quick, but sociable.
Price for 2 (no drinks):
2,200–3,100 ISK

www.fabrikkan.is

reservations: +354 575 7575

THE ICE"NDIC

HAMB
URGER
FACT
ORY

PLEASED TO
MEAT YOU!

Street food, as you might expect, has not
traditionally been a big thing in Iceland. In
a country without an abundant amount
of foot traffic (at least among locals) and
in which 10° C constitutes a warm day, the
idea of sidling up to a truck and ordering something to eat al fresco doesn’t
immediately appeal. Weekend evenings
(and very early mornings) do typically see a
circle of wagons serving up hot waffles and
burgers to the soon-to-be-hungover, and
Prikið’s diner-on-wheels has made popular,
though unpredictable, circuits downtown.
And, it goes without saying that no matter
the time of day or the weather, there's
generally a queue in front of the Bæjarins
Beztu hot dog stand (if it's raining, people
take their pylsur back to their cars to eat).
But it’s only within the last year or so that
street food has really taken root in Reykjavík, and daytime food trucks with more
diverse menus have started establishing
themselves around town.
Roughly two weeks ago—just days
before The Soup Wagon opened just
down the street—The Lobster Hut took
up residence on the corner of Hverfisgata
and Lækjargata, serving up lobster soup

and sandwiches to passers-by eager for
the opportunity to sample inexpensive
local seafood. The truck is owned, managed, and staffed by Fjóla Sigurðardóttir,
who was inspired by the cocktail vans and
beverage carts she enjoyed in Thailand
in 2010. A drink cart wouldn’t be legal
here, so she decided to take a different approach. “I wanted to do something really
Icelandic,” she told local paper DV.
And so she has. For although kjötsúpa,
or “meat soup,” is thought of as the
quintessential Icelandic soup, humarsúpa
(“lobster soup”) also makes frequent
menu appearances around the country.
But before we go any further, please note:
Icelandic ‘lobster’ is actually langoustine—the thinner, smaller, orangey-pink
cousin of the lobster. The flavour of
langoustine meat is pretty darn close
to lobster, with a texture that is a touch
firmer, like shrimp. But these aren’t your
dog-size Maine or rock lobsters, so adjust
your expectations accordingly.
My companion and I arrived on a
late weekday afternoon when the sun
was shining and a light, salty breeze was
blowing over from the harbour—a perfect
day for lobster. Fjóla greeted us cheerfully
and suggested we each try a bowl of soup
(1,200 ISK) and half a lobster sandwich
(1,000 ISK), which suited us both fine. We
chatted while she grilled up the langoustine for our sandwiches on the griddle,
and dished up our Styrofoam bowls of
soup, noting that she settled on her recipe
pretty quickly: “It’s best to serve food that
you like to eat yourself.”
Recipes for humarsúpa vary, but
it’s usually a thinner sort of bisque, an
often sweetish seafood broth to which a
little cream (or coconut milk) has been
added. At Christmastime, I’m told, most
chefs will add a celebratory tot of cognac
as well. A good version of the dish will
include several nice-size chunks of
langoustine—sometimes accompanied
by small pieces of celery or maybe a little
bell pepper or carrot—although it’s not
typically a very hearty soup.
While fitting this basic pattern, The
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The Hamburger Factory is Iceland's
most beloved gourmet burger chain!

Akureyri
The groundfloor of
the historic Hotel Kea,
in the heart of the
city center

Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and
all the good things coming from it.

There are not many things that make
us happier than giving life to old
traditions and forgotten ingredients
with modern technique and our creative
mind as a weapon.

HERE WE ARE
Reykjavík

LARISSA KYZER
MAGNÚS ELVAR JÓNSSON

It does not matter if it’s the
ingredients or the old traditions, we
try to hold firmly on to both.

Our 15 square and creative burgers are made from
top-quality Icelandic beef and would love to "meat" you.

The groundfloor of
Höfðatorg, the tallest
tower in Reykjavík, right
opposite Höfði

Lobster Hut’s broth is actually more
savoury than many local lobster soups,
making for an appreciated change. Utilising both curry and chilli pepper, it also
has a subtle kick to it. “You can feel it in
your throat,” Fjóla says. There’s not a lot
of additional filler—just a healthy dose of
langoustine that has that nice freshlygrilled crispiness on the outside.
By itself, the soup would be suitable
for a light meal, but if you’re reasonably
hungry, opting for the added half lobster
sandwich is a good choice. Again: please
don’t think of this as your classic, East
Coast lobster roll. It’s just not and you will
be unreasonably disappointed. Rather,
like the soup, The Lobster Hut’s sandwich
also shows shades of its creator’s culinary
leanings—that’s to say, a bit of a kick (or a
crunch) for the finish.
Fjóla’s lobster sandwich consists of a
toasted roll, a lightly-dressed (mayo’ed)
salad of lettuce and red pepper, and a topping of crushed tortilla chips (universally
referred to by Icelanders as “nachos”). She
admits that the nachos catch a lot of
people off guard, but she likes the texture
that they add. I was a bit sceptical myself,
as Icelandic dishes seem to incorporate
chips a bit overzealously—I once took a
bite of a lovely dinner salad at an upscale
restaurant only to find that Doritos had
been crumbled into the fresh greens (not
good). But the chips really do work here.
Where your traditional lobster roll can get
a big soggy and bogged down in mayo,
this sandwich is rather light by comparison.
You can really taste the langoustine, since
it hasn’t been drowned in sauce, and its
savouriness plays nicely off the sweetness
of the red pepper. The chips just add a little
playful crunch at the end.
Though it’s still early to say, Fjóla has
plans to continue serve over the fall and
winter and is particularly looking forward
to the Iceland Airwaves crowd. With all
these new food trucks about, they’re sure
to be well fed.

ATTENTION
Our burgers are square - beef and bun!
Does it taste better? You tell us!

BE SQUARE AND BE THERE

Lífið er saltfiskur
Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

Street Food, Family-Style
Súpuvagninn
Súpuvagninn is located in
Mæðragarður (“Mothers’ Garden”)
just in front of the downtown high
school, Menntaskóla í Reykjavík
(MR) from 11:00 AM – 9:00 PM
every day. On weekends, you can
find it parked with the other food
trucks at Lækjatorg after 10:00 PM.
What We Think:
Like amma used to make,
just faster.
Flavour:
Meaty-juicy-hearty comfort
in a bowl.
Ambiance:
Entirely depends on the weather. If
it’s a nice day, you can enjoy your
soup on a nearby park bench. If
it’s raining, you’ll probably want to
hustle indoors somewhere.
Service:
Friendly and efficient.
Price for 2 (no drinks):
1,600–2,000 ISK

Less than two weeks old, Súpuvagninn
(“The Soup Wagon”) is Reykjavík’s
newest food truck, focusing (almost)
exclusively on kjötsúpa (“meat soup”),
what food historian Nanna Rögnvaldardóttir has called “the national
soup of Iceland.” Owned and managed
by brothers Gabríel Þór and Benjamín
Ágúst, staffed by their sister, and located, for good measure, in Mæðragarður
(“Mothers’ Garden”), Súpuvagninn’s
family approach to street cuisine gives
Icelanders and tourists alike a taste of

amma’s (“grandma’s”) home cooking
on the go.
On the first afternoon my companion and I arrived at the white wagon,
its sides cheerfully decorated with
grinning carrots and other anthropomorphised veggies, it was actually
closed. “We sold 70 soups before 1:00
PM,” read a handwritten sign. “Uppselt!
Sold Out! More soup in 1.5 hours.” We
were too peckish to wait for the next
fresh batch, so we returned the next
afternoon instead, this time to find a
welcoming scent wafting through the
window. The menu options are pretty
basic: you can get large kjötsúpa (1,000
ISK) or small kjötsúpa (800 ISK) and,
on occasion, there are also grilled bagels
with cream cheese (650 ISK). Those
in search of a quick and filling family
dinner will also be happy to know that
take-away buckets serving five are available for 3,500 ISK.
Despite its ubiquity, there’s no setin-stone recipe for kjötsúpa, and most
households have their own personal
takes on the dish. Generally speaking,
however, it’s made with lamb (there are
some recipes which call for beef or even
pork, but these would hardly be considered prototypical), potatoes, swedes,
carrots and a mix of parsley and herbs.
It’s not uncommon for a handful of rice
to be added to the broth for thickening, and many recipes also use cabbage,
leeks, celery and in newer variations,
even chopped broccoli, cauliflower or
kale.
Gabríel Þór says that he and his
brother tested 90-odd recipes before
settling on theirs, which they then
asked a “respected chef” to taste-test
for them. What they ended up with is
simple and classic: lamb, carrot, potato,
celery and onion, with a just enough
rice to round out the broth. And where

some local shops sell rather meagrely
rationed kjötsúpa portions, the helpings
at Súpuvagninn are generous, with
nice meaty chunks of tender lamb and
substantial wedges of veg bobbing in
the amber-coloured broth. (You can get
an extra helping of meat added to the
soup for 250 ISK, but this will only be
necessary for those feeling particularly
carnivorous.) The broth is where the
soup particularly shines—it’s rich and
a bit oily (as the best lamb broth is),
tasting very much as though the meat
has had a good long time to simmer and
suffuse the liquid.
Our two small soup portions (800
ISK) were served up in deep Styrofoam
bowls with more smiling veggie stickers
and were enough for a light lunch, but
for the extra 200 ISK, I’d be more likely
to get a big serving all for myself next
time.
I wouldn’t have minded a buttered
roll to complement the soup either, but
while bread may be added as a menu
option in the future, Gabríel Þór says
its omission was intentional, since it’s
easier to eat soup on the go if you’re not
trying to juggle a roll at the same time.
A vegetarian soup option would also
be a nice addition to the menu in the
future.
On the strength of their early success, the brothers are also exploring
catering options and expect to expand
in the next few months. And there’s no
reason to think these efforts won’t be
equally rewarded—Reykjavík is, after
all, a city where a hot and hearty bowl
of soup can be equally appetizing on
both a summer afternoon and a chilly
winter evening. We’re looking forward
to Súpuvagninn year ‘round.
LARISSA KYZER
MAGNÚS ELVAR JÓNSSON

www.banthai.is

Open 18.00 - 22.00

BanThai

Laugavegur 130, ofan við Hlemm Tel: 692-0564

many famous people are regulars here

Ban Thai is the finest Thai restaurant in Iceland
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b a n t h a i@b a n t h a i . i s

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
1.790.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
1.800.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.200.kr

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677

THE
PERFECT
NÝJAR ÍSLENSKAR
SOUNDTRACK
FYRIR
SUMARIÐ
TO ICELAND

BRAND NEW
ALBUMS FR
OM
THE TOP OF
THE WORLD

THE JUSTIN
TIMBERLAK
E
OPENING A
CT

THE 4TH
ALBUM IN TH
E
POPULAR
SERIES

GUSGUS - MEXICO

HOT SPRING - KERIÐ

Infused with the same luster as their earlier work,
but with the snappiness and intricate production
values needed for contemporary debauchery.

Sixteen current and awe-inspiring
indie songs from Iceland’s creative
music scene.

INCLUDES
ENGLISH AN
D
ICELANDIC
VERSIONS

2 DISCS
FOR THE PR
ICE
OF ONE

ICELANDIC FOLKSONGS

ÁSGEIR TRAUSTI

An excellent discovery tool for all fans of Icelandic
culture, consisting of 38 carefully selected songs that
portray the diversity of Icelandic folk tradition.

Asgeir´s beautiful, melancholic songs and
their unusual poetry have captured Icelandic
popular imagination.

www.sena.is/tonlist

